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Abstract

This thesis is concerned with the automatic parallelization of real-time stream processing
applications, such that they can be executed on embedded multiprocessor systems.

Stream processing applications can be encountered in the channel decoding and video
decoding domain. These applications typically have real-time requirements. Important
trends for stream processing applications are that they become more computational in-
tensive and that they contain more non-manifest conditions and expressions. For non-
manifest conditions and expressions, the behavior is unknown at compile time.

Stream processing applications are often executed on multiprocessor systems. Be-
cause stream processing applications become more computational intensive, the number
of processors in these systems increases. Due to the increasing number of processors, the
mapping effort for stream processing applications onto these systems increases. Further-
more, the validation effort for stream processing applications on such systems increases,
because the satisfaction of temporal constraints has to be validated for an application that
is executed on multiple processors.

To map stream processing applications onto a multiprocessor system, we use a mul-
tiprocessor compiler. We consider multiprocessor compilers that perform automatic par-
allelization. Otherwise, the user should perform the partitioning of the application man-
ually, which can be time-consuming and error-prone.

For our application domain, we focus on the extraction of function parallelism, be-
cause it is often available in stream processing applications. Stream processing applica-
tions contain function parallelism, because they are often composed of functions that can
be executed independently from each other.

The extraction of parallelism requires the derivation of data dependencies in an ap-
plication. These data dependencies indicate the execution order of the tasks. If the data
dependencies between two statements cannot be determined at compile time, then these
statements can often not be executed in parallel.
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The parallel execution of tasks requires inter-task communication buffers. Many ap-
proaches use first-in-first-out (FIFO) buffers for the inter-task communication. A FIFO
buffer supports only one reading and one writing task. However, an application from
which parallelism is extracted may contain multiple statements that read from and write
into an array. To replace the communication via such an array by inter-task communica-
tion, multiple FIFO buffers should be used. It can be difficult to extract a function for a
task that determines per array access from which FIFO buffer the value should be read or
into which buffer it should be written.

To verify that the temporal constraint of a stream processing application is met, a
temporal analysis model should be derived. Such a model should be extracted from an
application that contains cyclic data dependencies and non-manifest behavior.

Current parallelization approaches have difficulties with the extraction of function
parallelism from stream processing applications. Some of these approaches require ap-
plications with manifest behavior and affine index-expressions. For these applications,
they can derive data dependencies and insert inter-task communication via FIFO buffers.
But, these approaches cannot support stream processing applications with non-manifest
loops. Furthermore, current approaches can only extract a temporal analysis model from
applications with manifest behavior and without cyclic data dependencies.

To address the issues mentioned above, we present in this thesis an automatic paral-
lelization approach to extract function parallelism from sequential descriptions of real-
time stream processing applications. We introduce a language to describe stream pro-
cessing applications. The key property of this language is that all dependencies can be
derived at compile time. In our language we support non-manifest loops, if-statements,
and index-expressions. We introduce a new buffer type that can always be used to re-
place the array communication. This buffer supports multiple reading and writing tasks.
Because we can always derive the data dependencies and always replace the array com-
munication by communication via a buffer, we can always extract the available function
parallelism. Furthermore, our parallelization approach uses an underlying temporal anal-
ysis model, in which we capture the inter-task synchronization. With this analysis model,
we can compute system settings and perform optimizations. Our parallelization approach
is implemented in a multiprocessor compiler. We evaluated our approach, by extracting
parallelism from a WLAN channel decoder application and a JPEG decoder application
with our multiprocessor compiler.



Samenvatting

Dit proefschrift gaat over automatische parallellisatie van realtime stroomverwerkende
applicaties, opdat ze uitgevoerd kunnen worden op een embedded systeem met meerdere
rekenkernen.

Stroomverwerkende applicaties komen vaak voor in het kanaaldecoderings- en video-
decoderingsdomein en verwerken een continue stroom van waardes. Dit soort applicaties
hebben meestal realtime eisen. Belangrijke trends voor stroomverwerkende applicaties
zijn dat ze berekeningsintensiever worden en dat ze steeds meer non-manifeste condities
en expressies bevatten. Bij non-manifest condities en expressies is het gedrag onbekend
gedurende de compilatie.

Stroomverwerkende applicaties worden vaak uitgevoerd op systemen met meerdere
rekenkernen. Omdat stroomverwerkende applicaties rekenintensiever worden, neemt
het aantal rekenkernen in deze systemen toe. Door het toenemende aantal rekenkernen
wordt het steeds moeilijker om stroomverwerkende applicaties op deze systemen af te
beelden. Ook wordt het moeilijker om het gedrag van de stroomverwerkende applicaties
te valideren voor systemen met meerdere rekenkernen, omdat voor een applicatie die
door meerdere rekenkernen uitgevoerd wordt, gevalideerd moet worden dat aan de tijd
gerelateerd eisen voldaan wordt.

Om stroomverwerkende applicaties af te beelden op een systeem met meerdere reken-
kernen gebruiken we een multiprocessorcompiler. We beschouwen multiprocessorcom-
pilers die automatische parallellisatie uitvoeren. Anders zou de gebruiker het opdelen
van de applicatie handmatig uit moeten voeren, wat tijd rovend en foutgevoelig is.

Voor ons applicatiedomein richten we ons op het afleiden van functieparallellisme,
omdat dit vaak beschikbaar is in stroomverwerkende applicaties. Stroomverwerkende
applicaties bevatten functieparallellisme, omdat ze vaak zijn opgebouwd uit functies die
onafhankelijk van elkaar uitgevoerd kunnen worden.

Het afleiden van parallellisme vereist dat de data-afhankelijkheden in een applicatie
bepaald worden. Deze data-afhankelijkheden geven de volgorde aan waarin de taken
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uitgevoerd moeten worden. Als de data-afhankelijkheden tussen twee statements niet
bepaald kunnen worden gedurende de compilatie, dan kunnen deze statements niet pa-
rallel uitgevoerd worden.

Het parallel uitvoeren van taken vereist buffers voor de communicatie tussen de taken.
Veel aanpakken gebruiken first-in-first-out (FIFO) buffers, waarvoor geldt dat de eerst
geschreven waarde als eerste gelezen wordt. Een FIFO buffer ondersteunt slechts één
enkele lezende en schrijvende taak. Een applicatie waarvan parallellisme afgeleid wordt,
kan meerdere statements bevatten die schrijven in of lezen uit een array. Het vervangen
van de communicatie via deze array door communicatie tussen taken, vereist het gebruik
van meerdere FIFO buffers. Het kan moeilijk zijn om een functie af te leiden, die per
schrijf– of leesactie voor een array bepaalt in welke FIFO buffer de waarde geschreven
of gelezen zou moeten worden.

Om te verifiëren dat aan de tijd gerelateerde eisen van een stroomverwerkende appli-
catie voldaan wordt, moeten we een temporeel analysemodel afleiden. Dit model moet
afgeleid kunnen worden van een applicatie die cyclische data-afhankelijkheden en non-
manifest gedrag bevat.

De huidige parallellisatie-aanpakken hebben moeite met het afleiden van functie-
parallellisme van stroomverwerkende applicaties. Sommige van deze aanpakken ver-
eisen applicaties met manifest gedrag en affine indexexpressies. Voor deze applicaties
kunnen ze de data-afhankelijkheden afleiden en communicatie tussen de taken invoe-
gen via FIFO buffers. Deze aanpakken kunnen stroomverwerkende applicaties met non-
manifeste lussen niet ondersteunen. Verder kunnen de huidige aanpakken alleen een tem-
poreel analysemodel afleiden van applicaties met manifest gedrag en zonder cyclische
data-afhankelijkheden.

De boven genoemde problemen beschouwende, presenteren wij in dit proefschrift
een automatische parallellisatie-aanpak om functieparallellisme af te leiden van sequen-
tiële beschrijvingen van realtime stroomverwerkende applicaties. We introduceren een
taal om stroomverwerkende applicaties te beschrijven. De kern eigenschap van deze
taal is dat alle data-afhankelijkheden bepaald kunnen worden gedurende de compilatie.
In onze taal ondersteunen we non-manifeste lussen, if-statements, en indexexpressies.
We introduceren een nieuw buffertype dat altijd toegepast kan worden om de commu-
nicatie via een array te vervangen. Dit buffertype ondersteunt meerdere schrijvende
en lezende taken. Omdat we altijd de data-afhankelijkheden af kunnen leiden en al-
tijd de array communicatie kunnen vervangen door communicatie via een buffer, kunnen
we altijd het beschikbare functieparallellisme afleiden. Onze parallellisatie-aanpak ge-
bruikt een onderliggend temporeel analysemodel, waarin we de synchronisatie tussen
de taken weergeven. Met dit analysemodel kunnen we instellingen voor een systeem
met meerdere rekenkernen berekenen en optimalisaties uitvoeren. Onze parallellisatie-
aanpak is geïmplementeerd in een multiprocessorcompiler. We hebben onze aanpak
geëvalueerd door met onze multiprocessorcompiler parallelisme af te leiden van een
WLAN-kanaaldecodeerapplicatie en een JPEG-decodeerapplicatie.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

This thesis is concerned with the automatic parallelization of real-time stream process-
ing applications, such that they can be executed on embedded multiprocessor systems.
These stream processing applications process streams of values, contain if-statements
and while-loops with conditions that depend upon input values from the stream, and often
have temporal requirements. State-of-the-art automatic parallelization approaches can
extract parallelism from such applications, but have difficulties supporting if-statements
and while-loops. Furthermore, these approaches have difficulties with the extraction of a
temporal analysis model, which is required for the verification of temporal constraints.

In this thesis, we will present a new parallelization approach for stream processing
applications. We will introduce a new language that supports if-statements and while-
loops, such that we can always analyze the dependencies. We introduce a new buffer type
that we can always use to replace the communication via arrays, such that parallelism
can always be extracted. Besides a task graph, we extract an analysis model from the
synchronization behavior between the tasks in the task graph. With this analysis model,
the temporal requirements can be verified and even optimizations can be computed for the
task graph. This parallelization approach is part of a multiprocessor compiler with which
we demonstrated the extraction of parallelism given industrial relevant stream processing
applications.

The organization of this chapter is as follows. In section 1.1, we will first examine
the characteristics of stream processing applications, followed by a discussion on the
targeted embedded multiprocessor systems in Section 1.2. For the multiprocessor com-
pilers that compiles stream processing applications for multiprocessor systems, we will
discuss the input format and the state-of-the-art automatic parallelization approaches, in
Section 1.3. Considering the requirements and the state-of-the-art for automatic paral-
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

lelization, Section 1.4 presents our problem statement. Subsequently, we present our key
contributions in section 1.5. Section 1.6 gives a justification of our approach. An outline
of the remainder of the thesis is presented in Section 1.7.

1.1 Stream processing application domain
In this thesis, we consider so called stream processing applications that process endless
streams of input values. Stream processing applications are encountered in the channel
decoding and the video processing domain and are therefore considered interesting by
NXP semiconductors, for which this research was partly conducted.

A stream processing application processes an endless stream of input values. There-
fore, these applications typically contain an endless loop in which these values are read
and processed.

The behavior of a stream processing application can depend upon its input values,
because it may contain an if-statement or a while-loop with a condition for which the
result of its expression depends upon input values from the stream. In addition, the result
of an index-expression used to access array elements may also depend upon input val-
ues. The result of such a condition or index-expression cannot be evaluated at compile
time and they are therefore called non-manifest. In contrast, for a manifest condition or
index-expression the result can be evaluated at compile time. We will call if-statements
and while-loops with conditions that cannot be evaluated at compile time non-manifest
if-statements and non-manifest loops. Index-expressions that cannot be evaluated at com-
pile time will be called non-manifest index-expressions. We will call the combination of
non-manifest loops, if-statements, and index-expressions non-manifest statements.

For stream processing applications, we identify two trends: 1) they become more
computational intensive and 2) they tend to contain an increasing number of non-manifest
conditions and expressions. The computational requirements for stream processing ap-
plications increase, due to the increased quantity and quality of the media that the users
desire. For channel decoding and video processing applications, this often implies an
increase in bit rate, which requires more computations to be performed for a single value
from the input stream. Stream processing applications tend to contain more non-manifest
conditions and expressions, such that they can adapt to changes in their environment.

A channel decoder performs stream processing and contains non-manifest conditions
and has therefore been an important driver application behind this work. Figure 1.1
depicts a channel decoder. This channel decoder processes an endless stream of input
values in the form of samples that it receives in buffer sb from the radio front-end task
tf . The channel decoder either decodes by executing the tasks tdec, tp0, and tp1 or detects
by executing tdet. Depending on the state of the previous iteration stored in buffer sc, the
tasks tdec, tp0, tp1, and tdet determine if they have to execute.

Often, a stream processing application has a real-time constraint in the form of a
temporal requirement. Such a requirement typically comes in the form of a throughput
constraint. Channel decoders typically have a throughput constraint, such that it is guar-
anteed that the input values are consumed at a fixed rate. This prevents the buffers at
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sa sb sc
tf

tdec

tdet

tp0 tp1
sd se

Figure 1.1: A task graph of a channel decoder that performs stream processing

the input of the channel decoder from overflowing, such that no value will be lost. Note
that a throughput requirement does not restrict the end-to-end latency of an application.
Therefore, the application can be pipelined to meet the throughput requirement.

1.2 Embedded multiprocessor system
To execute a stream processing application, we will use an embedded multiprocessor
system. These systems typically contain multiple processors and memories. We will
program an embedded multiprocessor system with a so called shared address space pro-
gramming model that allows tasks to communicate by writing in and reading from shared
memory locations.

For embedded systems, we identify two trends: 1) the numbers of processors on a
chip is increasing, and 2) multiple memories are used on a single chip. The first trend
indicates that instead of increasing the frequency of a processor, multiple processors are
provided, such that the total amount of processing power is increased. Furthermore, due
to the increasing number of processors, providing a single physical shared memory on the
chip would become a performance bottleneck. Therefore, the trend is to provide multiple
memories on a chip, which results in the processors having a non-uniform memory access
(NUMA) latency. Often, some of these memories are assigned as a local memory to some
processors, which typically implies that the memory cannot be read by all processors on
the chip.

To program an embedded multiprocessors system, we will consider a shared address
space programming model [CGS99] in which tasks can communicate and synchronize
via shared locations in the memories. This programming model comes with some addi-
tional communication overhead, because to write at a memory location, the address of
the location has to be communicated along with the value to be written. The clear ben-
efit of this programming model is that it simplifies the mapping of tasks to processors,
because the memory accesses of tasks are independent from the processor the task is
mapped to. Each processor will use the same address for a shared location, such that it is
not necessary to tailor the code of a task for its processor.

Figure 1.2 depicts two multiprocessor systems with a physical shared address space,
on top of which the shared address space programming model can easily be used. In
these architectures, the tasks can perform communication and synchronization via the
shared memory. Note, that physical shared address space architectures can contain local
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Interconnect
Memory

Processor Processor Processor

Memory Memory

Processor

Figure 1.2: Examples of embedded multiprocessor systems with a physical shared ad-
dress space

memories that cannot be read by all processors. If a task needs to read from locations
in such a local memory, it should be executed by a processor that can also read these
locations.

1.3 Multiprocessor compiler
A multiprocessor compiler maps a stream processing application onto an embedded mul-
tiprocessor system. Depending upon its input, the compiler has to perform automatic
parallelization. We will discuss the consequence of starting from a parallel or a sequen-
tial description of an application. Subsequently, we examine state-of-the-art automatic
parallelization approaches for stream processing applications.

1.3.1 Multiprocessor compiler input
A multiprocessor compiler can either start from a parallel or sequential description of
an application. By starting from a sequential description, a user can provide a compact
description of the application, without the need to partition the application manually. In
addition, it is beneficial that the parallelization front-end of the compiler automatically
extracts an analysis model, such that temporal requirements can be validated.

For the execution of stream processing applications on embedded multiprocessor sys-
tems, the trends of the applications and the systems have two clear implications: the
mapping effort of applications onto the multiprocessor system increases and the valida-
tion effort of the mapped applications increases [MP03]. The mapping effort of a stream
processing application onto a multiprocessor system increases, because the required pro-
cessing power for the application can only be satisfied by using multiple processors.
Therefore, the application has to be partitioned into multiple tasks that can be executed
in parallel on different processors. Because these tasks are executed on different proces-
sors, they should perform inter-task communication via shared memory. The validation
effort increases, because the satisfaction of the temporal requirements has to be validated
for a stream processing application that is executed over multiple processors that share
resources.

To execute a stream processing application on an embedded multiprocessor system,
a multiprocessor compiler is required. This compiler should compute a mapping of tasks
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to processors and allocate memories to tasks, such that the temporal requirements of the
application are satisfied.

A multiprocessor compiler can start from a parallel description or a sequential de-
scription of the stream processing application. A sequential description of an application
specifies the execution order of the statements, such that it does not require synchro-
nization statements. A parallel description does not completely specify the execution
order, such that it must contain synchronization statements. By starting from a parallel
description, the user has to manually partition the application and can also optimize this
description. Starting from a parallel description simplifies the front-end of the compiler,
because it does not have to extract parallelism. A drawback of this approach is that the
user has to partition the application manually, which can be time-consuming and error-
prone. The granularity of the tasks in such a manual partitioning of an application is
often optimized for a specific multiprocessor system. Furthermore, such a description
typically requires manual annotations of the identified tasks, which requires the user to
have expert knowledge of the system.

We will start from a sequential description of an application from which the com-
piler automatically extracts parallelism. This requires automatic parallelization. We de-
fine automatic parallelization as the identification of tasks and the insertion of inter-task
communication and synchronization statements. Therefore, we derive the dependencies
in a sequential description, such that tasks can be identified and the array communication
for which these dependencies have been derived can be replaced by inter-task communi-
cation and synchronization statements. Due to the automatic parallelization, a compact
sequential description of the application can be given as input by a user. Such a compact
sequential description is typically easy to debug and does not require the user to have
expert knowledge of the system. Therefore, we think it is desirable that the front-end of
a multiprocessor compiler performs automatic parallelization.

To verify that the temporal constraints of a stream processing application are satisfied,
either a corresponding analysis model is required or the constraints should be verified by
iterative validation. Verification by iteratively executing the application is time consum-
ing and can in general not guarantee that the temporal constraint will always be satisfied,
due to the resource sharing between the processors. An analysis model can be used to
guarantee the temporal constraints to be satisfied and can also be used to compute the
required resources.

For a compiler, a temporal analysis model of an application can be provided as an
input, or can be automatically extracted. Providing an analysis model as input, requires
the user to describe the synchronization behavior of the parallelized stream processing
application, which requires expert knowledge of both the used model and the partitioned
application. Furthermore, manually describing this synchronization behavior is error-
prone and time consuming. It is beneficial that such an analysis model is automatically
extracted, such that it corresponds to the parallel description of the application.
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1.3.2 Automatic parallelization
In this thesis, we will focus on automatic parallelization for stream processing applica-
tions that have temporal requirements.

To exploit the parallel execution of the processors in a multiprocessor system, two
types of parallelism can be identified: function and data parallelism [CGS99, ALSU06].
For data parallelism, typically independent loop-iterations are identified, where each
iteration is executed on a different processor, resulting in load balancing of the compu-
tations and a reduced synchronization overhead. However, the drawback is that there
are often dependencies between loop iterations and after executing the loop iterations,
the results need to be combined, which may require additional control-statements and
synchronization.

We chose to focus on function parallelism, for which a task is created from each func-
tion call in the code. Function parallelism can often be extracted from stream processing
applications, if they are composed of functions that can be executed independently from
each other, as shown by our driver application in Figure 1.1. The main reason to ex-
tract function parallelism is that the execution of a stream processing application can be
pipelined, such that potentially its throughput can be increased.

A task graph is extracted from the sequential description of a stream processing appli-
cation. The sequential description of such an application is often in the form of a nested
loop program (NLP), where the bodies of the loops contain assignment-statements with
function calls. In an NLP, typically the assignment-statements read from and write into
arrays. A task graph is extracted by creating a task from each assignment-statement.
These tasks share dependencies via the arrays that they write and read.

To execute the tasks from the task graph in parallel, they have to be extended to
use the programming model of the target multiprocessor system. The array communi-
cation of the NLP is replaced by inter-task communication via buffers. Synchronization
statements are inserted into the tasks, such that the dependencies between the tasks are
maintained. This ensures that values are written before they are read.

We have identified two state-of-the-art parallelization approaches for stream pro-
cessing applications. The Compaan/PN approach [MNS10, Ste04, TKD02, TKD04a,
TKD04b, VNS07] extracts function parallelism from NLPs. Therefore, each assignment-
statement is executed in a separate task. Sprint [CDVS07] is the second state-of-the-art
approach, which extracts parallelism from annotated C code.

The Compaan/PN approach extracts parallelism from affine NLPs and inserts first-in-
first-out (FIFO) buffers for the inter-task communication. An affine NLP only contains
index-expressions that are a summation of variables multiplied by constants plus an op-
tional constant, e.g. 3i + j − 4. The expressions for the bounds of the for-loops may
contain parameters. The value of such a parameter can be unknown at compile time, but it
will not change during the execution of the for-loop. Due to the affine index-expressions,
exact data dependencies can be extracted [Fea91], such that the NLP can be transformed
into single assignment (SA) form. For an NLP in SA form, a location in an array is writ-
ten at most once during an execution of the NLP. Inter-task communication via FIFO
buffers can be inserted into such an NLP.
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In [Ste04] the Compaan/PN approach is extended to extract parallelism from weakly
dynamic NLPs. A weakly dynamic NLP may contain non-manifest if-statements in com-
bination with manifest for-loops. A task that is extracted from an assignment-statement
in the body of a non-manifest if-statement, has to perform inter-task communication via
special FIFO buffers that contain controllers for reading and writing. These controllers
are aware of the exact execution schedule of the tasks. The Compaan/PN approach does
not support the extraction of parallelism from non-manifest loops in stream processing
applications with arbitrary index-expressions.

While this thesis was written, the Compaan/PN approach has been extended to sup-
port weakly dynamic NLPs with non-manifest for-loops [NNS10]. However, this exten-
sion does still not support the extraction of parallelism from non-manifest while-loops in
stream processing applications with non-affine index-expressions.

The Sprint approach extracts parallelism from annotated C code, but requires user
input for non-manifest loops or if-statements. This approach can insert FIFO buffers for
dependencies between tasks that it can analyze. If the dependencies cannot be analyzed,
due to for example non-manifest loops or if-statements, the user should manually insert
synchronization and communication statements. Manual insertion of synchronization
statements can be error-prone and can lead to hard to debug race-conditions [AB09].

Besides the extraction of a task graph, an analysis model is required, such that tem-
poral requirements can be verified. For the Compaan/PN approach, methods exist to
extract an analysis model [HT07, MNS10], but these are only applicable for acyclic task
graphs for which they can verify the performance, instead of computing the required re-
sources to meet the temporal constraint. In addition, both approaches cannot capture the
non-manifest behavior of our driver application in an analysis model.

Table 1.1 depicts the capabilities of the discussed state-of-the-art approaches and the
requirements that we identified for the extraction of parallelism from stream process-
ing applications. To extract parallelism from stream processing applications, the Com-
paan/PN approach supports affine index-expressions and non-manifest if-statements and
for-loops with non-manifest upper and lower bounds. This approach can only extract an
analysis model from a manifest acyclic task graph. The Sprint approach requires user
input, if non-manifest expressions are encountered that cannot be analyzed and does not
extract an analysis model. For the parallelization of stream processing applications, the
support of non-manifest index-expressions is desirable and for non-manifest loops and
if-statements a must, as illustrated by our driver application in Figure 1.1. Support of pa-
rameterization can be desirable, because this can result in a more efficient task graph. The

Table 1.1: Automatic parallelization approaches compared to the identified requirements

Non-manifest
index-expressions

Non-manifest
control-statements Parameterization Temporal

analysis model

Compaan/PN Affine If-statements and
for-loops Yes Manifest

acyclic NLPs
Sprint User input User input No None
Required for
stream processing Desirable Loops and

if-statements Desirable Must
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extraction of an analysis model is a must, because it is required to validate the temporal
requirements of the application.

1.4 Problem statement
The problem addressed in this thesis is to extract a task graph from the NLP of a stream
processing application that may contain non-manifest if-statements, loops, and index-
expressions and the extraction of a temporal analysis model from this task graph, such
that we can guarantee that the temporal constraints of the stream processing application
are satisfied and that this task graph can be executed on an embedded multiprocessor
system.

The first part of the problem, is the extraction of parallelism from the NLP of an
application. Before a task can be created from each assignment-statement, the dependen-
cies between these tasks should be identified. These dependencies indicate the execution
order of the tasks, such that values shared between the tasks will be written before they
will be read. If the dependencies between the tasks cannot be analyzed, the execution of
the tasks cannot be pipelined. Furthermore, if there are dependencies that may point to
any location in memory, the local memories in a multiprocessor system cannot be used,
because these cannot be read from each processor.

To execute the tasks from a task graph on a multiprocessor system, the communica-
tion via arrays in an NLP should be replaced by communication via buffers. A lot of ap-
proaches replace array communication by FIFO buffers [CCS+08, CDVS07, DHRA06,
RFGEL08, TKD04b, VNS07], but this may introduce the so called buffer selection prob-
lem and reordering problem. If multiple tasks read from and write into an array and this
array has to be replaced by multiple FIFO buffers, the buffer selection problem occurs.
Conditions have to be extracted and added to the tasks. These conditions determine if
values have to be written in or read from the FIFO buffers. The buffer selection problem
will be discussed in detail in Section 5.2.3. If a FIFO buffer is applied for an array that
has different access patterns for reading and writing, the reordering problem occurs. Val-
ues are read from a FIFO buffer in the order that they are written into it. If the writing
task writes its values sequentially into the FIFO buffer, the reading task requires a re-
ordering task and reorder memory, to read the locations in the order of its access pattern.
The reordering problem will be discussed in detail in Section 5.2.2.

The third problem is the extraction of a temporal analysis model from the synchro-
nization behavior of the task graph, such that the temporal requirements can be verified.
The extracted model should be temporally conservative, which means that the modeled
events do not occur earlier as they occur in the task graph, in order to give guarantees
for the temporal behavior. Furthermore, these events might occur in non-manifest if-
statements or non-manifest loops, which should be modeled conservatively.
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1.5 Contributions
Our main contribution is the introduction of a new automatic parallelization approach, for
stream processing applications that are described by NLPs. We defined a new language
that supports non-manifest statements and from which we can always extract the depen-
dencies. For this language, we introduced a kind of SA form that we use as a requirement
for the description of our applications. We can always extract parallelism, because we
introduced a new buffer type that can always be used to replace the array communica-
tion from which the dependencies have been derived. We can extract a temporal analysis
model from the synchronization between the tasks in the task graph, by conservatively
modeling this synchronization.

In more detail, our contributions are:

1. The introduction of a new language that supports non-manifest statements to de-
scribe stream processing applications, such that we can always extract data depen-
dencies and function parallelism (Chapter 4).

2. We can always extract parallelism and guarantee deadlock-free execution, because
we introduce two new buffer types that support multiple reading and writing tasks
and non-manifest access patterns (Chapter 5). The first buffer type can always be
applied, because it can handle latency critical cyclic data dependencies, and the
other has a low synchronization overhead.

3. We can extract a temporal analysis model from the inter-task synchronization
of stream processing applications, except for some non-manifest latency critical
cyclic data dependencies. The used buffer types and the inserted inter-task syn-
chronization enable the extraction of a temporal analysis model. With the ex-
tracted analysis model, we can guarantee satisfaction of the temporal requirements
and perform optimizations (Chapter 7).

4. Our parallelization techniques have been integrated in a multiprocessor compiler
for stream processing applications, with which we extracted parallelism from in-
dustrial relevant applications (Chapter 3 and 8).

1.6 Justification of the approach
The automatic parallelization approach presented in this thesis, has been constructed
using a bottom-up approach. We used this approach, because it allowed us to present
solutions during the development of the multiprocessor compiler.

Due to the bottom-up approach, we defined our own Omphale input language (OIL)
for the compiler. This language has been generalized step by step. At each point during
development, we could analyze all dependencies in an application and therefore extract
parallelism from OIL, because we had strict control of the semantics and statements sup-
ported by our language. Backward compatibility with the semantics of existing languages
was considered less important.
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During the development of the compiler, the addition of new statements and seman-
tics to OIL has triggered generalizations for the buffer types. Furthermore, modeling
techniques were defined, such that a conservative analysis model could be extracted and
resource requirements could be computed.

1.7 Outline
The organization of this thesis is as follows. We will start with discussing related au-
tomatic parallelization approaches. With this discussion, we will highlight our contri-
butions in relation to existing work. The next chapter will present an overview of our
multiprocessor compiler for stream processing applications, which relates to contribu-
tion 4. This compiler accepts a stream processing application described sequentially in
OIL together with a temporal requirement and returns an executable for our multiproces-
sor system. After the overview, we will discuss our automatic parallelization approach in
detail. First, we discuss the dependency analysis, the syntax, and the semantics of OIL,
which corresponds to contribution 1. From an application described in OIL, we can al-
ways extract a dependency graph. To replace the array communication from which these
dependencies were derived by buffers, two new buffer types are introduced, as claimed
in contribution 2. We will present templates that define the placement of synchronization
and communication statements for these buffers into the tasks, such that the dependency
graph is transformed into a task graph. From the synchronization behavior between the
tasks in this task graph a temporal analysis model can be extracted, corresponding to
contribution 3. We can use this analysis model to validate temporal requirements for the
task graph, or even to compute optimizations. With the presented automatic paralleliza-
tion approach, two case studies have been performed to illustrate its possibilities, this
partly relates to contribution 4. Amongst others, the parallelization of a WLAN channel
decoder is demonstrated for which we can compute buffer capacities that maximize the
overlap in task executions.

The outline of this thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 discusses the related automatic
parallelization approaches. Subsequently, an overview of our multiprocessor compiler
is given in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4, we discusses the dependency analysis and the ex-
traction of a dependency graph from OIL. To replace the communication via arrays in
the dependency graph, Chapter 5 introduces two buffer types. The insertion of state-
ments into the tasks to use these buffers is presented in Chapter 6, which results in a task
graph. The extraction of a conservative analysis model from such a task graph is the last
step for our automatic parallelization approach and is presented in Chapter 7. Chapter 8
presents an industrial relevant case study that we use to evaluate our parallelization tool.
In Chapter 9, we will present our conclusions.



CHAPTER 2

Related work

Abstract - This chapter examines related parallelization approaches,
such that we can highlight the differences with our approach. We examine
sequential programming languages that can be used as input, parallelization
tools, parallel programming languages that can be used as output, and tem-
poral analysis models.

In this chapter, we will highlight the differences between our automatic paralleliza-
tion approach and related approaches. We will consider four issues: the used sequential
programming language to describe input applications, the used parallelization tool, the
used temporal analysis model, and the used parallel programming language to describe
the task graphs that can be extracted by parallelization tools.

What a parallelization tool carries out is depicted in Figure 2.1. A parallelization
tool accepts an application described in a sequential programming language as input and
returns a task graph described in a parallel programming language. We want to explicitly
differentiate between sequential and parallel programming languages. Therefore, we
define a sequential programming language as a language that does not include inter-
task synchronization or communication statements. In contrast, we define a parallel
programming language as a language that contains explicit inter-task synchronization or
communication statements.

The outcome of a comparison with related approaches is that we see three key dif-
ferentiators, between our approach and related approaches. The first differentiator is
that we can always analyze the data dependencies in OIL, also for non-manifest state-

11
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Sequential description of application

Parallelization tool

Task graph Temporal analysis model

Figure 2.1: Overview of a parallelization approach

ments, such that only the data dependencies will determine the execution order of the
tasks. Our second differentiator is that we introduce a new buffer type that can always be
inserted to replace the communication via an array. The third differentiator is the under-
lying temporal analysis model for our parallelization approach, which is used to reduce
the synchronization overhead and to compute sufficient buffer sizes, such that temporal
constraints are satisfied.

Though this chapter will highlight the differences between our automatic paralleliza-
tion approach and related approaches, we recognize the value of the related approaches.

For this chapter, the outline is as follows. First, Section 2.1 discusses the sequen-
tial programming languages. In section 2.2, we discuss related parallelization tools. We
will discuss the parallel programming languages that can be used for a task graph that is
extracted by a parallelization approach, in Section 2.3. The underlying temporal analy-
sis models that are suitable for a parallelization approach are discussed, in Section 2.4.
Finally, Section 2.5 presents the conclusions.

2.1 Sequential programming languages
The sequential programming language that is used to describe the input application of an
automatic parallelization tool determines the parallelism that this tool can extract. Essen-
tial for the extraction of parallelism is the dependency analysis. If data dependencies can
be derived, then they can be used to specify the execution order between the assignment-
statements that should at least be maintained. Our requirements for a sequential program-
ming language are that it supports non-manifest loops and if-statements, that the data de-
pendencies are explicit, and that the data dependencies can be derived. This should result
in a language in which it is transparent for the programmer which assignment-statements
will be executed in parallel. If the data dependencies can be derived, the execution order
of the tasks in the task graph will only be determined by these dependencies.

For the discussion of related sequential programming languages, we will try to clas-
sify them. Therefore, we will identify pure declarative languages, pure applicative lan-
guages, and pure imperative languages. We define a pure declarative language to only
describe the logic of a computation, but not how the result should be computed. A pure
applicative language is defined as a language in which the data dependencies between
the assignment-statements are encoded, but not the execution order of the assignment-
statements. In such a language, the data dependencies will determine the possible exe-
cution orders of the assignment-statements. We define a pure imperative language as a
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language in which an explicit execution order of the assignment-statements is specified
and the data dependencies are implicit.

DSWP [ORS+06], Cordes [CMM10], FP-MAP [KC97], and MAPS [CCS+08] ex-
tract parallelism from applications described in C. The C language contains a lot of ele-
ments from an imperative language, because C requires control-statements that describe
an execution order for the assignment-statements in the application. Due to this ex-
plicit execution order, these languages can support non-manifest statements. But, the C
language also contains elements from an applicative language, because it is possible to
express data dependencies that can be derived by these parallelization approaches. How-
ever, since the semantics of the C language do not enforce the data dependencies to be
explicit, the dependency analysis is not always successful. If the data dependencies can-
not be derived, certain statements may not be executed in parallel, to prevent incorrect
functional behavior.

In addition to the approaches in the previous paragraph, Sprint [CDVS07] extracts
parallelism from applications described in the C language that are annotated with prag-
mas to indicate parallelization points. Adding pragmas to the C language results in a
language that contains elements from an applicative language. These pragmas indicate
points at which data dependencies can be derived that might not have been automatically
identified by the parallelization approach.

The language Compel [TE68] is an applicative language. The execution order of the
statements is only determined by the data dependencies, which are explicit, such that they
can always be extracted. The data dependencies can completely determine the execution
order, because Compel is a SA language. For an application written in a SA language,
during the lifetime of a variable, the variable is assigned a value only once. Therefore, no
additional dependencies are required to prevent values from being overwritten. However,
because this language does not contain control-statements, it is difficult to describe the
behavior of stream processing applications that have non-manifest statements.

The Sil [KvMN+92] and Silage [HRG+90, VSR96] languages contain a lot of ele-
ments from an applicative language. In these languages, an application is described by
a directed graph that describes the dependencies between the functions. The power of
these languages is that they are SA languages, such that the parallel execution of the
statements is completely determined by the data dependencies. In addition to Compel,
these languages do support a form of control-statements, such that they contain some
imperative elements. Therefore, it may be possible to express stream processing applica-
tions using these languages.

The Compaan/PN [Tur07, VNS07, Ste04, NNS10] and Phideo [LvMvdW+91] par-
allelization approaches require an application in the form of an affine NLP as input. An
affine NLP is described in a language in which assignment-statements can be nested in
for-loops with manifest bounds, where the extensions in [Ste04, NNS10] also support
non-manifest if-statements and for-loops with non-manifest bounds. The assignment-
statements in the NLPs may access arrays, but must use affine index-expressions. The
control-flow determines the execution order of an assignment-statement, which is an el-
ement from an imperative language. An element from an applicative language is that
all data dependencies can be derived between the accesses of array elements, due to the
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affine index-expressions and the supported loops. Because all data dependencies can be
analyzed, these approaches can transform the affine NLPs into SA form, which is an es-
sential step for these approaches. In this transformed NLP, the execution order between
assignment-statements will only be determined by the data dependencies. However, the
non-manifest behavior of our stream processing applications cannot be expressed in this
language.

In this thesis, we introduce a new language to describe stream processing applica-
tions. Our language OIL contains aspects from an imperative language, because an appli-
cation may contain assignment-statements nested in non-manifest loops or if-statements.
An application described in OIL contains assignment-statements nested in loops and if-
statements, such that initially at least a valid execution order of the assignment-statements
is specified that will certainly not result in deadlock for the application. An applica-
tive aspect of OIL is that we can always extract data dependencies. For non-manifest
statements, we can at least extract approximated data dependencies [BCF97] between
accesses of arrays, whereas for manifest statements we can extract data dependencies
between the accesses of array elements. Between assignment-statements, the execution
order is only determined by the data dependencies, because we require an application to
be described in our own SA form. Though some approaches consider the transformation
into SA form as an essential step, we did not encounter problems while describing our
stream processing applications in our own SA form. Because we can always analyze the
data dependencies and only these dependencies determine the execution order between
assignment-statements, we can always extract function parallelism.

2.2 Parallelization tools
Automatic parallelization is performed in the front-end of a multiprocessor compiler and
extracts a task graph described in a parallel programming language from an application
described in a sequential programming language. The first step is the identification of
tasks in the sequential programming language and the extraction of dependencies be-
tween these tasks, which results in a dependency graph. Next, the dependencies are
replaced by inserting inter-task communication and synchronization statements into the
tasks, such that we get a task graph from which the tasks can be executed in parallel
on a multiprocessor system. Our requirement for a parallelization tool is that it can au-
tomatically extract all function parallelism from an input application that may contain
non-manifest loops and if-statements, where the execution order of the tasks will only be
determined by the extracted data dependencies.

In this section, we will first examine parallelization tools that extract data paral-
lelism and subsequently we will examine tools that extract function parallelism. With the
discussions in this section, we want to emphasize the possibility of our parallelization
tool to extract function parallelism from stream processing applications, as claimed in
contribution 1.

Data parallelism The approaches presented in [Ban94, Bas03, CG06, Fea96, WL91]
can be applied to extract data parallelism from affine NLPs. They require affine index-
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expressions in an NLP, such that all data dependencies for the array accesses can be cap-
tured in the polyhedral model [Fea91, Pug94, PW94]. The goal of these approaches is
to minimize the dependencies between loop iterations, such that each iteration can be as-
signed to a different task. Using the polyhedral model, they can compute transformations
for the data dependencies in an NLP, amongst others to maintain only data dependencies
between the iterations of the outer-most loop. If this is possible, there is only synchro-
nization between the iterations of the outer-most loop, such that the iterations of nested
loops can be executed in parallel.

Extensions to the approaches in the previous paragraph have been proposed, such
that data parallelism can be extracted from while loops. In [LG95], depending on the
dependencies in the loop nest, it may be possible to transform the loops in the NLP, such
that the while loop becomes the outer most loop, for which the iterations can be executed
in parallel. Collard [Col95] extends this approach, by allowing speculative executions of
while loop iterations, where an unnecessary executed loop iteration can be undone. Both
approaches require affine index-expressions, such that they can capture the dependencies
in the polyhedral model.

In [RP95] an approach is presented to extract data parallelism from non-manifest
loops, for which speculative execution of loop iterations is performed, without requiring
affine expressions. But, this approach does not perform transformations to the loop nest,
instead it only determines if the dependencies allow iterations to be executed in parallel.

The tools presented by Franke [FO05] and Meijer [MKTdK07] can be used to extract
data parallelism from affine NLPs with manifest loops, such that the data dependencies
can be captured in the polyhedral model, with which transformations for the loop nests
can be computed. In addition, Franke inserts barrier statements [CGS99] into the tasks
for the inter-task synchronization. One barrier is used for the synchronization of multiple
tasks. If a task executes a barrier statement, it is blocked until the other tasks that syn-
chronize on this barrier executed their barrier statement. Meijer inserts FIFO buffers for
the data dependencies between iterations.

For stream processing applications, it is often not possible to extract iterations with-
out dependencies, which may limit the amount of data parallelism that can be extracted.
Furthermore, stream processing applications often contain non-manifest statements for
which the dependencies cannot be captured in the polyhedral model, such that only a
limited number of transformations can be applied to increase the available data paral-
lelism. Nonetheless, we see the extraction of data parallelism from stream processing
applications as interesting future work.

The description of a stream processing application from the channel decoding or
video processing domain often indicates a functional partitioning [Wal91, IEE07, SP09]
that already expresses the pipeline to process an endless stream of input values. Such
a functional partitioning implicitly specifies the available function parallelism. The ex-
tracting of function parallelism fits well with these applications, because each function
can be assigned to a separate processor to construct the pipeline to process the endless
stream of input values. Therefore, the remainder of this section will focus on tools to
extract function parallelism.
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Function parallelism Sprint [CDVS07] extracts function parallelism from C-code.
Pragmas are used to indicate the potential parallelization points. Sprint inserts FIFO
buffers for the inter-task communication. They can identify the reordering and buffers
selection problems, but require the user to manually solve them by inserting synchro-
nization statements and shared memory communication.

Thies [TCA07] presents an approach to pipeline the execution of C-code. This ap-
proach requires the user to insert pragmas into the code and restricts the pipelining to
the outermost loop in the code, where the dependencies must be acyclic. Between the
different stages of the pipeline, all shared values are copied in FIFO order.

Sprint and the approach presented by Thies require the user to indicate the paralleliza-
tion points, because they cannot always derive the data dependencies. We think that it is
desirable that the parallelization tool can derive the data dependencies in the sequential
programming language, such that the parallelism can be extracted automatically.

FP-MAP [KC97] and MAPS [CCS+08] extract function parallelism from C-code.
Based upon a dependency analysis, assignment-statements are assigned to tasks. FP-
MAP does not insert inter-task synchronization statements into the tasks. MAPS inserts
FIFO buffers for the inter-task communication, but cannot solve the reordering and buffer
selection problems, such that this may limit the amount of extracted function parallelism.

DSWP [ORS+06] and Cordes [CMM10] extract function parallelism from C-code
inspired by software pipelining. Based on the control-flow and the data dependencies,
basic blocks [ALSU06] are identified in the C-code. These blocks can be executed in
parallel and for the dependencies between the basic blocks, barrier synchronization is
inserted. But, the dependencies between the basic blocks are not only determined by
the data dependencies, but also by sequence dependencies due to the control-flow of an
application. Therefore, the extracted function parallelism may be limited.

Compel [TE68], Sil [KvMN+92], Silage [HRG+90, VSR96], and Sisal [FCO90,
GSH88] are applicative languages. One of the main goals of these languages is the
extraction of function parallelism. These languages are single assignment (SA) lan-
guages [TE68] from which all data dependencies can be derived, such that all function
parallelism can be extracted. However, the compilers for these languages do not insert
inter-task communication and synchronization statements. Instead, they compute a valid
execution order for the tasks at compile time. At run-time, this execution order should
be enforced by a central scheduling unit. In contrast, using synchronization statements
inside the tasks does not enforce a single execution order and does not require a central
scheduling unit, which can become a bottleneck in current multiprocessor systems.

The Compaan/PN parallelization tools [Tur07, VNS07] can extract parallelism from
affine NLPs. Due to the affine index-expressions and the manifest loops, data dependen-
cies can be extracted. Using the data dependencies, a task graph can be extracted in which
the array accesses are replaced by inter-task communication via FIFO buffers. Solutions
have been presented to solve the reordering and buffer selection problems [TKD04b,
TKD02], but these are only applicable for affine index-expressions and manifest loops
and if-statements.

CompaanDyn [SD03] is an extension of the Compaan/PN parallelization tools that
supports non-manifest if-statements. A task extracted from an assignment-statement that
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is nested in a non-manifest if-statement has to perform inter-task communication via a
special FIFO buffer. For this FIFO buffer, a special controller is added to the producer
and the consumer of the buffer. At compile time, these controllers are configured by
computing a valid execution order of the tasks that communicate via the FIFO buffer.
Therefore, the execution of the tasks is not only determined by the data dependencies,
but also by sequence dependencies, due to non-manifest if-statements. Furthermore,
CompaanDyn still does not support non-manifest loops.

While this thesis was written, the CompaanDyn approach has been extended to sup-
port weakly dynamic NLPs with non-manifest for-loops [NNS10]. These for-loops may
contain a non-manifest upper or lower bound. However, this extension does still not
support non-manifest while-loops and non-affine index-expressions. After publishing
the draft version of this thesis we were told that the PN tool supports stream processing
applications with an endless loop, however how these loops are supported has not been
published. Because the CompaanDyn approach provides a solution for only a part of the
problems addressed in this thesis, it is not possible to give a fair comparison of the results
of this approach and the results of the approach presented in this thesis.

Our automatic parallelization tool Omphale can extract function parallelism from
stream processing applications that may contain non-manifest statements. From applica-
tions described in OIL we can at least extract approximated data dependencies [BCF97].
Using these data dependencies, we can replace the array accesses by inter-task commu-
nication and synchronization via one of our new buffer types. Because we use the data
dependencies to insert the inter-task synchronization, only the data dependencies deter-
mine the execution order of the tasks. Furthermore, if we use the new buffer type that
is suitable for latency critical cycles, a value that has been written into this buffer is
immediately available for reading, such that maximum function parallelism is extracted.

2.3 Parallel programming languages
In this section, we will discuss parallel programming languages. These languages con-
tain inter-task communication and synchronization statements, such that they are suitable
to describe a task graph that has to be executed on a multiprocessor system. The require-
ment that we have for a parallel programming language is that it contains communication
and synchronization calls that are rich enough, such that we can circumvent the buffer
selection and reordering problems.

Examples of parallel programming languages are Cilk++ [Lei09], MPI [Mes03],
OpenMP [DM98, Ope08], Pthreads [Pth96], StreamIt [DHRA06], and the language pro-
posed by Reid et al. [RFGEL08]. In these languages, the user explicitly indicates the
parallelism in an application by inserting pragmas for the potential parallelization points.
Furthermore, data dependencies should be encoded by inserting synchronization state-
ments. In these languages, both data and function parallelism can be expressed. In
Cilk++, MPI, and OpenMP the amount of extracted data parallelism can be determined
at runtime, depending on the current workload of the system. A brief overview of these
approaches can be found in [DM98, MHT+10].
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To express function parallelism in Cilk++, MPI, OpenMP, Pthreads, StreamIt, or
the language proposed by Reid et al., the user has to insert inter-task synchronization
statements for the shared variables. In addition, if the execution of the tasks has to be
pipelined, the user has to insert special inter-task communication statements to encode
the pipelined execution of the tasks and compute the size of the used buffers manually.
These languages do not provide synchronization and communication calls to use so called
read and write windows of which you can have an arbitrary number in a buffer, such that
the user has to solve the buffer selection problem.

The synchronization and communication statements that are called by the tasks in a
task graph can be specified by an application programming interface (API) that is imple-
mented by a streaming library, as e.g. TTL [vdWdKH+04], which includes the interfaces
specified in [dKSvdW+00, NKG+02, RvEP02]. By using such an API in a sequential
programming language, according to our definition, it becomes a parallel programming
language. The API of TTL provides synchronization statements to the user, such that
a buffer with a sliding read and write window can be used. Such a window contains a
number of consecutive locations that can be accessed in an arbitrary order. But, the TTL
API only supports that all locations in a window are either available for reading or writ-
ing. For a cyclic task graph this may cause deadlock, as we will show in Section 5.3.3.
Furthermore, TTL does not support multiple producers, such that it does not avoid the
buffer selection problem.

The approach for inter-task communication proposed in [HGT07] uses containers
for the inter-task communication, where a container is a place holder for values. Inside
a container, locations can be accessed in any order and therefore a reordering task is
not required. After values are written in a container, the container is released such that
the consumer can read from it. But, released containers have to be read in FIFO order,
such that there is no reordering between released containers. Furthermore, this approach
only allows complete containers to be released and therefore a container should not be
released before the values in the container have been written.

Parallel programming using one of the discussed parallel programming languages
requires the user to manually partition the application and to explicitly define the syn-
chronization that has to be performed. This allows the user to apply some optimizations
to the task graph. However, the drawback is that the user is often responsible for the
insertion of synchronization for shared variables, where incorrect synchronization may
lead to hard to debug race-conditions [AB09, Lee06]. Therefore, we chose to perform
automatic parallelization, starting from an application described in a sequential program-
ming language.

The presented parallel programming languages and APIs provide inter-task commu-
nication and synchronization statements that cannot be used in a straightforward way to
avoid the buffer selection problem. Furthermore, these approaches do not provide syn-
chronization statements to overlap multiple read and write windows, such that deadlock
may be introduced for cyclic task graphs. Therefore, we introduce a new buffer type
with associated inter-task communication and synchronization statements. This buffer
type avoids the reordering and buffer selection problems and can be applied for latency
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critical data dependencies. In Section 5.4, we will prove that this buffer type can always
be inserted to replace the array communication in an application that is described in OIL.

2.4 Temporal analysis models
In this section, we will focus on the underlying temporal analysis model for our paral-
lelization approach, which we claimed to have for our approach in contribution 3. We
will discuss two possible underlying temporal analysis models that can be used to guaran-
tee the satisfaction of a throughput constraint for a stream processing application. Next,
available approaches to extract an analysis model from a parallel programming language
are examined.

Analysis models The synchronous languages Signal, Lustre, and Esterel have an
underlying analysis model [BCE+03]. But, the goal of the underlying analysis model is
not the verification of a throughput constraint, instead they require the model to reason
formally about the functional behavior of their stream processing applications.

The analysis models known to us that can be used to guarantee a throughput con-
straint are the real-time calculus [TCN00] and dataflow analysis [Wig09] models. The
real-time calculus analysis model can be used to provide guarantees on the throughput
constraint and buffer capacities for a stream processing application that will be executed
on a multiprocessor system. We define a buffer capacity as the number of locations
available in a buffer. Input to the real-time calculus approach is a characterization of the
executions of the tasks in the task graph, which requires worst-case and best-case exe-
cution times for the tasks. However, this analysis technique is currently less suitable for
cyclic task graphs, whereas we target applications that may have a cyclic task graph. An
example of such a cyclic task graph is given in Figure 1.1.

We chose to use a dataflow analysis model as an underlying analysis model of our
automatic parallelization approach, because it supports cycles in the analysis model. The
cyclo static dataflow (CSDF) model is suitable to model periodic synchronization behav-
ior between tasks via their buffers, even for cyclic task graphs. In addition, the CSDF
model also enables our automatic parallelization tool to perform optimizations, for exam-
ple by computing a buffer capacity that may be smaller than the communicated array, by
selecting synchronization calls that can be combined [HBC11], or by selecting the buffer
type to be inserted [Geu10]. Note that these optimizations use the required throughput as
a constraint.

Analysis model extraction Several approaches address the extraction of an analysis
model from a task graph. In [HT07, HKH+09], the extraction of a real-time calculus
analysis model from a task graph is presented. They consider applications that only
contain FIFO buffers for the inter-task communication. The buffer capacities and other
parameters of the system are required before the real-time calculus model can be used
to verify if the application will meet its throughput constraint. Furthermore, the used
analysis model restricts the task graphs to be acyclic.

In addition to the Compaan/PN approach, Meijer proposes to model a task graph us-
ing a dataflow model [MNS10]. With the dataflow model, the throughput of a task graph
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is analyzed and tasks that can be merged are selected. This approach is only capable
to extract a dataflow model from an acyclic task graph in which tasks communicate via
FIFO buffers.

The extraction of a CSDF model from tasks that perform inter-task communication
via buffers with sliding windows is presented in [DBC+07]. This approach discusses the
extraction of a CSDF model from a sliding read and write window in a buffer and also
presents a modeling technique to model multiple sliding read windows and one sliding
write window in a buffer. But, this paper only focuses at a single buffer and therefore
does not discuss the extraction of a CSDF model from the inter-task communication in a
task graph.

In contrast to the presented approaches, our approach does not only extract a tempo-
ral analysis model if the task graph is in a suitable form. Instead, we constructed OIL
such that we can extract a task graph from it, from which we can capture the inter-task
synchronization in a CSDF model. Because we start from a sequential programming
language, we insert the synchronization statements in such a way into the tasks that their
synchronization behavior can be captured in the CSDF model. For a manifest application,
we can always capture the synchronization in a CSDF model. For non-manifest behav-
ior, we perform unconditional synchronization that we can capture in a CSDF model,
unless the application contains a too latency critical cyclic data dependency. For such
a latency critical cyclic data dependency, the modeled synchronization behavior can be
too conservative, such that the CSDF model deadlocks and is not suitable for temporal
analysis. To the best of our knowledge, no related automatic parallelization approach
inserts inter-task synchronization statements into the tasks, such that a temporal analysis
model can be extracted, despite non-manifest statements.

For our approach, the underlying CSDF model enables the computation of system
settings, such as buffer capacities and scheduler settings, that are required to satisfy a
given throughput constraint. Furthermore, the underlying model can be used for other
optimizations, e.g. to select synchronization calls that can be combined [HBC11] or to
select the buffer type that should be inserted [Geu10].

2.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have discussed sequential programming languages, parallelization
tools, parallel programming languages, and temporal analysis models. For these four
topics, we have discussed the state-of-the-art approaches and how they relate to our ap-
proach.

In the sequential programming languages used as input by parallelization tools, the
analysis of dependencies determines the parallelism that can be extracted. In the lan-
guages that contain assignment-statements nested in loops, all data dependencies can
be derived, but non-manifest statements are not supported. Therefore, we introduced our
language OIL. In OIL we can describe stream processing applications and we can always
derive the data dependencies, such that we can always extract function parallelism.
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Current parallelization approaches can extract data parallelism or function paral-
lelism from stream processing applications. We focused on the extraction of function par-
allelism, because stream processing applications typically contain function parallelism.
For the related parallelization approaches, we found that none of them can guarantee
that a similar level of parallelism is automatically extracted from applications with non-
manifest statements.

An existing parallel programming language to specify the inter-task communication
and synchronization, could be considered for the output of a parallelization approach.
From the discussed approaches, we concluded that none of them provides a sufficient
rich API that allows us to circumvent the buffer selection and reordering problems in a
straightforward way.

We examined the available temporal analysis models and concluded that the dataflow
model is the most suitable for the considered stream processing applications, because it
supports cyclic task graphs. None of the existing approaches can extract a dataflow model
from a stream processing application with cyclic data dependencies. Our parallelization
tool extracts a task graph from a sequential description in OIL, such that the inserted
inter-task synchronization can be captured in a dataflow model. This dataflow model can
be used to compute buffer capacities to meet a given throughput constraint.
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CHAPTER 3

Multiprocessor compiler

Abstract - In this chapter, we present an overview of the internals of
our multiprocessor compiler that we implemented for the research that is
presented in this thesis. After presenting the phases of our multiprocessor
compiler, we present a more detailed overview of the parallelization phase
by presenting its subphases.

In this chapter, we will present an overview of the internals of our multiprocessor
compiler for real-time stream processing applications. This compiler has been imple-
mented for the research that we present in this thesis. Our compiler starts from a sequen-
tial description of a real-time application and returns an executable that can be executed
on our multiprocessor system. We will discuss the four phases of our multiprocessor
compiler. Subsequently, we will present a more detailed overview of the automatic par-
allelization phase.

The outline of this chapter is as follows. First, Section 3.1 presents an overview of
our multiprocessor compiler. Subsequently, we will discuss the parallelization phase in
more detail, in Section 3.2. We will present our conclusions, in Section 3.3.

3.1 Multiprocessor compiler overview
Our multiprocessor compiler creates an executable, from an application described in a
sequential programming language. As input for our compiler, we consider a real-time
application with a temporal requirement. Due to this temporal requirement, we may

23
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Parallelization

Task analysis
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Per processor compilation

Task graph

Sequential description of an application
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Tasks + mapping information

Executable

Embedded multiprocessor system

Temporal analysis model

Figure 3.1: A multiprocessor compiler for real-time stream processing applications

have to use multiple processors for the execution of this application. In this section,
we will discuss the four phases in our multiprocessor compiler that create an executable
from such a real-time application. This executable can be executed on our multiprocessor
system.

Figure 3.1 depicts the phases in our multiprocessor compiler. The multiprocessor
compiler starts from a description of a real-time stream processing application in a se-
quential programming language. The parallelization phase extracts a task graph and a
corresponding CSDF temporal analysis model from this description. The task analysis
phase provides execution times for the tasks. Given the task graph, the execution times,
and the temporal analysis model, the resource mapping phase computes a mapping of the
tasks to processors. Given this mapping, during the per processor compilation phase the
tasks are compiled together with the communication libraries and a kernel, such that an
executable for our embedded multiprocessor system is obtained.

We obtain an executable for the real-time application that has to execute on our multi-
processor system for which the temporal requirements are satisfied. A real-time applica-
tion can have temporal requirements in the form of a throughput and a latency constraint.
For the execution of such an application on our multiprocessor system, it should be pos-
sible to reason and show that the results for the application will be produced on time. We
will call a system a real-time system, if its correctness does not only depend upon the
delivered result, but also upon the moment that the result is delivered. The CSDF analy-
sis model that we use, can be used to guarantee firm real-time behavior of an application
executed on an embedded multiprocessor system [Moo09, Wig09]. For a firm real-time
system, deadline misses are highly undesirable, but not catastrophic.

In the remainder of this section, we will present an overview of our multiprocessor
compiler that compiles a stream processing application for our firm real-time system. The
phases that we will discuss for our multiprocessor compiler are: the parallelization phase,
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the task analysis phase, the resource mapping phase, and the per processor compilation
phase.

Parallelization The parallelization phase extracts a task graph and a corresponding
CSDF temporal analysis model, from the sequential description of a real-time stream
processing application. We introduce a new sequential programming language in which
all dependencies can be analyzed. From this language, we can extract a task graph that
can be executed on our real-time embedded multiprocessor system. Because we can
derive the dependencies, the locations that will be accessed by the tasks are explicit,
such that the local memories in the multiprocessor system can be used. Furthermore, our
parallelization tool inserts explicit synchronization statements into the tasks, such that
we can extract a valid CSDF model. The CSDF model can be used to compute system
settings that are required to guarantee the firm real-time behavior.

Task analysis The task analysis phase will compute the execution times of the tasks
in the task graph. These execution times will be included in the CSDF model. This model
will be used to compute system settings that can be used to guarantee a given through-
put constraint. Currently, the task analysis is not implemented for our multiprocessor
compiler, such that the user should manually provide the execution times.

In our multiprocessor system, multiple tasks can be executed by a single processor
and these tasks can share resources. To guarantee firm real-time behavior, we apply run-
time scheduling for each shared resource [BMP+04, BMvM07, SBW09, Wig09]. The
used run-time schedulers guarantee that a task has a minimum budget for each interval,
independent from the other tasks that use the resource. We call these schedulers budget
schedulers. For a system with budget schedulers, the tasks have a bounded influence on
each other via the shared resources.

The task analysis has to extract execution times for the non-blocking parts of the code
of a task. These non-blocking parts of a task mainly correspond to the function calls in
a task. Because we use budget schedulers in the system, a task has a guaranteed budget
per resource that it uses. Therefore, we do not need to consider the execution times of
other tasks. Instead, we can derive the execution times for these non-blocking parts of
the code of a task in isolation.

Worst-case execution times can be derived, using one of the analysis tools discussed
in [WEE+08]. Alternatively, execution times can be measured using an instruction set
simulator, as discussed in [BPvM05]. This approach executes the task for a stream of
input values and records the total duration of a non-blocking part of the code and the
number of memory accesses. The combination of the two results in an estimated upper
bound on the execution times for the given input stream. Because we consider a firm
real-time application that will not get in an undefined state if a deadline is missed, we
can also use these measured upper bounds instead of potentially extremely pessimistic
worst-case execution times.

Resource mapping For an application, the resource mapping phase computes the
required resource budgets and assigns the required resources in the system. In our mul-
tiprocessor system, it is possible to execute multiple applications concurrently and it is
possible to enable and disable applications. But, when we allow an application to be
enabled, we want to guarantee that this application can be executed, without migrating
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1. for(i=0;i<4;i++){
2. x[i]=∼;
3. ∼=x[F(i)];
4. }

1. int F(int i){
2. if (i == 2){
3. return 1;
4. }else{
5. return i;
6. }}

t0 t1
ax

t0
1. for(i=0;i<4;i++){
2. x[i]=∼;
3. }

t1
1. for (i=0;i<4;i++){
2. ∼=x[F(i)];
3. }

(a) (b)

Figure 3.2: (a) An NLP from which (b) a dependency graph is extracted, in which task
t0 and t1 share dependencies via array ax

tasks between processors or buffers between memories in the system. Otherwise, we can-
not compute a useful estimate of the minimum throughput for the application at compile
time. Therefore, we assign the resources in our multiprocessor system at compile time to
the applications that will be executed.

For each application a corresponding CSDF model is provided that can be used to
compute system settings. A CSDF model that is annotated with the execution times can
be used to compute buffer capacities for an application. Currently, the scheduler settings
for the tasks of an application have to be provided by the user.

Per processor compilation The final phase in our multiprocessor compiler is the
compilation of the tasks. The tasks are linked with a communication library and a kernel
that will schedule these tasks on a processor. After compiling the tasks, we obtain an
executable for our multiprocessor system.

3.2 Overview of the parallelization phase
In this section, we present the three subphases of the parallelization phase in the multipro-
cessor compiler. The three subphases are: 1) dependency graph extraction, 2) inter-task
communication and synchronization insertion, and 3) temporal analysis model extrac-
tion.

The first phase extracts a dependency graph. We extract a dependency graph from an
NLP by creating a task out of each assignment-statement and by deriving the dependen-
cies between the tasks. The didactic example in Figure 3.2 illustrates the extraction of
a task from each assignment-statement. Figure 3.2(b) depicts the dependency graph that
we extracted from the NLP in Figure 3.2(a). In this dependency graph, t0 is the task at
the left, t1 the task at the right, and the array x is called ax. The arrow in this dependency
graph makes explicit that task t0 writes values into array ax that will be read by t1. Note
that a dependency graph shows which assignment-statements communicate by reading
and writing elements in arrays. For our examples, we use the symbol∼ to represent code
that has been omitted for clarity.

The second phase inserts inter-task communication and synchronization statements
into the tasks. With these statements, the tasks read from and write into buffers. Re-
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Figure 3.3: A circular buffer with a read window and a write window

placing the accesses of arrays by communication via buffers creates a task graph from
the dependency graph. The communication and synchronization statements are inserted
using templates. The placement of these statements is such that no race-conditions can
occur. Most of the inserted synchronization statements are executed unconditionally,
such that we can extract a CSDF analysis model from the inter-task synchronization.

For the inter-task communication, we introduce two new buffer types. For both buffer
types, inter-task communication is performed via a so called circular buffer (CB), with a
write window for each writing task and a read window for each reading task, as depicted
in Figure 3.3. Each window contains a number of consecutive locations that can be ac-
cessed in an arbitrary order by the task, such that non-manifest access patterns inside
a window are supported. Each access of a task in its window, is preceded by synchro-
nization to add a location to the window and succeeded by synchronization to remove a
location from the window. This synchronization makes that the window advances in the
CB. In a CB, the windows can advance independently and therefore the execution of the
tasks can be pipelined.

We introduce a CB with overlapping windows, for which a written location is re-
moved immediately from the write window after it is written, such that the location can be
added to the read windows. Therefore, this buffer can always be used to replace the com-
munication via arrays, even for latency critical cyclic data dependencies. Furthermore,
to reduce the synchronization overhead, we introduced a CB with sliding windows, for
which read windows may not overlap with write windows. However, this buffer cannot
always be applied for cyclic data dependencies.

Figure 3.4 depicts the task graph that we created from the dependency graph in Fig-
ure 3.2(b). For this example, we replaced the array ax by CB sx with overlapping
windows. In task t0, the write access at location i in array ax has been replaced by
write(sx,∼,i) that writes∼ at location i in CB sx. In t1, the read access for location F (i)
from array ax has been replaced by read(sx,F (i)).

We use an acquire call to add locations to a window and a release call to remove
locations from a window. To make sure that we can access a location in the window,
the location has to be acquired first. In Figure 3.4, t0 has a write window and t1 has a
read window in sx. The acquire and release statements to use overlapping windows have
been inserted into t0 and t1. In t0, at line 1, the acquireS statement, adds 4 locations to
the write window, such that all locations of the array ax are available for writing. The
releaseDL statement, at line 4, removes the written location i from the write window,
immediately after writing. For t1 the location F (i) that has to be read is added to the
read window with the acquireDL statement at line 2. After executing the for-loop, the
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t0 t1
sx

t0
1. acquireS(4,sx,t0);
2. for (i=0; i < 4; i++){
3. write(sx,∼,i);
4. releaseDL(i,sx,t0);
5. }

t1
1. for (i=0; i < 4; i++){
2. acquireDL(F(i),sx,t1);
3. ∼=read(sx,F(i));
4. }
5. releaseS(4,sx,t1);

Figure 3.4: Task graph resulting from the dependency graph in Figure 3.2(b)

releaseS statement, at line 5, removes the 4 locations of array ax from the read window
of task t1. CBs with sliding or overlapping read and write windows and the acquire and
release statements to use these windows will be explained in detail in Chapter 5.

In the discussed example, we inserted a CB with overlapping windows, where the
windows have the size of the communicated array. Because all locations are available in
the window, we can support non-manifest statements. It is possible to use smaller win-
dows if we have manifest statements, but this requires the window size to be computed,
as will be presented in Chapter 6. Furthermore, this chapter also presents a template that
specifies the placement of synchronization and communication statements in the tasks to
use CBs with sliding widows.

In the third phase a temporal analysis model is extracted from the inter-task syn-
chronization in the task graph. A temporal analysis model can be used to compute suf-
ficient buffer capacities, such that a given throughput constraint can be satisfied. The
approaches presented in [SGB08, WBS07] can be used to compute sufficient initial to-
kens for a CSDF model to meet a given throughput constraint. The number of initial
tokens corresponds to the number of locations required in the buffers. For a buffer, this
number of initial tokens states the required buffer capacity, in number of locations.

Figure 3.5 depicts the CSDF model that has been extracted from the task graph in
Figure 3.4. In the CSDF model, each node represents an actor vi. Each actor has a
number of consecutive phases for which it is fired. Actor v0 is annotated with the list
〈f0

0 ,f1
0 ,f2

0 ,f3
0 〉 in which each item represents the duration of the firing and the position

in the list corresponds to the phase of the actor, so f1
0 is the firing duration of phase 1

of v0. Tokens are communicated via queues that are represented by edges in the CSDF
model. Each edge is annotated with two lists. The list at the tail of an edge represents
the produced tokens and the list at the head of the edge represents the consumed tokens,
where the location in the list relates the production or consumption to its phase. An
actor can fire if its input queues contain the number of tokens that will be consumed. At
the moment an actor fires, it atomically consumes the tokens for the current phase from
its input queues. On finishing a firing, an actor atomically produces the tokens for the
current phase in its output queues.

In Figure 3.5, actor v0 models t0 and actor v1 models t1. Each firing of an actor
corresponds to an execution of the assignment-statement of the modeled task. CB sx
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v0〈f0
0 ,f1

0 ,f2
0 ,f3

0 〉
δ(ex′ )

ex

〈f0
1 ,f1

1 ,f2
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1 〉v1

〈1,1,0,2〉

〈0,0,0,4〉

〈4×1〉

〈4,0,0,0〉

Figure 3.5: The CSDF analysis model extracted from the task graph in Figure 3.4

1. private int i = 0;
2. do{
3. x[i]=∼;
4. ∼=x[F0(i)];
5. i++;
6. }while(F1(∼))

t0 t1
ax

t0
1. i = 0;
2. do{
3. x[i]=∼;
4. i++;
5. }while(F1(∼))

t1
1. i = 0;
2. do{
3. ∼=x[F0(i)];
4. i++;
5. }while(F1(∼))

t0 t1
sx

t0
1. i = 0;
2. acquireS(4,sx,t0′ );
3. do{
4. write(sx,∼,i);
5. i++;
6. }while(F1(∼))
7. releaseD(4,sx,t0′ );

t1
1. i = 0;
2. acquireD(4,sx,t1′ );
3. do
4. ∼=read(sx,F(i));
5. i++;
6. }while(F1(∼))
7. releaseS(4,sx,t1′ );

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.6: (a) An NLP with a non-manifest loop from which (b) a dependency graph is
extracted, in which task t0 and t1 share dependencies via array ax and (c) the resulting
task graph

is modeled by edge ex and back-edge ex′ . The production of tokens models the execu-
tion of a release statement that releases locations from a window. The consumption of
tokens models the execution of an acquire statement that acquires locations for a win-
dow. For the back-edge ex′ , a number of initial tokens δ(ex′) will be computed such that
the throughput will be met. Because these initial tokens correspond to empty locations
in the buffer, we can compute the required buffer capacity for sx. With the algorithm
in [WBS07], we computed that for this example a buffer capacity of 4 locations in sx is
sufficient.

We can model the inter-task synchronization via CBs with sliding or overlapping
windows in a CSDF model. A task graph can contain hyperedges, because our CB sup-
ports multiple producers and consumers. But, the edges in the CSDF model allow only
a single producer and consumer. Therefore, in Chapter 7, we will introduce a modeling
technique to model the inter-task synchronization via a CB between multiple producers
and consumers in the CSDF model.

In addition to the manifest NLP in Figure 3.2 that we used to illustrate the paral-
lelization phases, Figure 3.6 illustrates these phases for a non-manifest NLP. The NLP
in Figure 3.6(a) contains a non-manifest loop. The condition of this loop contains the
function F1(∼) for which the results are undetermined at compile time. In addition, the
NLP contains the integer i, which is defined to be private. The keyword private indicates
that the assignment-statement at line 5 should not become a separate task, but instead
should be copied to each task that reads from the variable i.
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Figure 3.7: The CSDF analysis model extracted from the task graph in Figure 3.4

Figure 3.6(b) illustrates the dependency graph that is extracted from the NLP in Fig-
ure 3.6(a). Task t0 is extracted from the assignment-statement at line 3 and t1 from the
assignment-statement at line 4. Both tasks share a dependency via array ax.

The task graph in which array ax is replaced by CB sx and in which synchronization
statements have been inserted into the tasks is depicted in Figure 3.6(c). Synchronization
statements have been inserted to use a CB with sliding windows. To handle the non-
manifest loop, the tasks t0 and t1 initially acquire all locations of ax in their window
by calling the functions acquireS and acquireD, respectively. After executing their while
loop the tasks t0 and t1 release the locations from their window by calling the functions
releaseD and releaseS, respectively.

The temporal analysis model extracted from the task graph in Figure 3.6(c) is shown
in Figure 3.7. In this model, actor v0 models task t0 and v1 models t1. With the algorithm
in [WBS07], we computed that for this example a buffer capacity of 4 locations in sx is
sufficient.

3.3 Conclusions
This chapter has presented the internals of our multiprocessor compiler. Our multipro-
cessor compiler can extract an executable from a real-time stream processing application.
For our multiprocessor compiler, we presented four phases. The presented phases are the
parallelization phase, the task analysis phase, the resource mapping phase, and the per
processor compilation phase. Subsequently, we discussed the parallelization phase in
detail, by presenting its three subphases. The subphases for the parallelization are the
dependency graph extraction phase, the inter-task communication and synchronization
insertion phase, and the temporal analysis model extraction phase.



CHAPTER 4

Dependency graph extraction

Abstract - In this chapter, we present the extraction of a dependency
graph from our new sequential programming language. We defined this lan-
guage, such that we can always extract data dependencies at array granular-
ity. In this language, we require a variable to be assigned a value at most
once during an iteration of the endless loop, such that after parallelization
only the data dependencies will determine the execution order of the ex-
tracted tasks.

In this chapter, we present the extraction of a dependency graph from an NLP de-
scribed in a sequential programming language. We create a task from each assignment-
statement in the NLP. These tasks share dependencies via the arrays that they accesses.
In a dependency graph, each node is a task and an edge between multiple nodes corre-
sponds to an array via which these tasks share dependencies. The dependency graph will
be used to replace the array accesses of the tasks by communication via buffers. The data
dependencies in the dependency graph indicate where synchronization has to be inserted
into the code of the tasks.

To extract a dependency graph, we will introduce a new sequential programming
language called OIL that enables us to always extract data dependencies between the
assignment-statements in our stream processing applications. With the syntax and se-
mantics of OIL, we can express stream processing applications that contain an endless
loop and non-manifest statements. New is that our language supports a so called access
pattern type for an array, which will provide an optimization directive when the com-
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munication via arrays is replaced by communication via buffers. Access pattern types
will be discussed in Section 4.3.5. A requirement for an NLP described in OIL is that a
variable is assigned a value at most once during an iteration of the endless loop, such that
only the data dependencies will determine the execution order of the tasks. Therefore,
we can extract function parallelism from an application described in OIL.

The outline of this chapter is as follows. We start this chapter by discussing data
dependencies, in Section 4.1. Section 4.2 discusses the data dependencies that we can
extract from our sequential programming language OIL. In Section 4.3, we will present
the syntax and semantics of OIL. Next, Section 4.4 presents the extraction of a depen-
dency graph from an NLP described in OIL. In case of manifest access patterns, we
can derive data dependencies at a finer granularity than the whole array, which will be
discussed in Section 4.5. In Section 4.6, the conclusions are presented.

4.1 Data dependencies
In this section, we introduce the different types of data dependencies between statements
in an application. These data dependencies have to be maintained after parallelization, to
guarantee that the functional behavior of the parallel and sequential application are the
same. We will define the so called SA form of data dependencies that enables the parallel
execution of statements.

The result from the execution of two assignment-statements that both access different
locations in a memory is independent from the execution order of these two assignment-
statements. But, if one of the two assignment-statements writes into a location that is
read or written by the other assignment-statement, the result of the execution is deter-
mined by the execution order of the two assignment-statements. This is called a data
dependency [ALSU06].

For the assignment-statements from a sequential NLP, the result of the execution of
these assignment-statements may depend upon their execution order. In an NLP the
execution order of the statements is explicit. The NLP and the in parallel executed
assignment-statements will have functional equivalent behavior, if for the assignment-
statements at least the execution order as indicated by the data dependencies in the NLP
are maintained.

Figure 4.1 illustrates the three different data dependencies [ALSU06] that can be
identified: a true dependency, an antidependency and an output dependency. There is
a true dependency between two assignment-statements, if the first assignment-statement
writes into a location a and the second reads from the same location. There is an an-
tidependency between two assignment-statements, if the first statement reads from a lo-
cation x and the second writes into x. The output dependency relation occurs, if both
assignment-statements write into the same location. Note that a location can be a scalar
variable or a location in an array.

The antidependency and output dependency relations are referred to as storage related
dependencies. Since they are not true dependencies, they can be eliminated by using
different locations to store the values. By reducing the number of data dependencies
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between assignment-statements, the possible execution orders increase and thereby the
possibilities to execute these statements in parallel.

We define an NLP that contains only true dependencies to be in single assignment
(SA) form [TE68]. This means that during the execution of the NLP, a location is as-
signed at most once. The SA form is shown in Figure 4.2(a). Note the subtle difference
with the static single assignment (SSA) form [CFR+91], for which the NLP may con-
tain at most one statement that assigns to a scalar variable x. An NLP in the SSA form
is shown in Figure 4.2(b). This example is not in SA form, because location x will be
assigned multiple times when the NLP is executed.

To execute the statements from a sequential NLP in parallel, while performing only
synchronization for true dependencies, the NLP must be in SA form. If for a location a,
the NLP is not in SA form, the statements that access this location a cannot be executed
in parallel, because parallel execution will lead to schedule dependent behavior. For the
parallel execution, the execution order of the writing statements is unknown. Therefore,
after the execution of these statements, the value in a depends on the schedule, such that
the functional equivalent behavior between the NLP and the statements that are executed
in parallel becomes scheduler dependent. Consider the statements in Figure 4.1. If the
two assignment-statements that write into a are executed on different processors, we
cannot determine in advance which of the two is the first to write a value into a, such that
we do not know which value of a will be read. If for a location the assignments are not
in SA form, the read and write accesses must be executed in the sequential order of the
NLP, to guarantee functional equivalent behavior.

4.2 Data dependency analysis
Whether it is possible to derive the data dependencies between statements depends on the
language in which a program is described. In this section, we will evaluate the influence
of specific language constructs on the data dependency analysis. We will motivate why
we introduced a new sequential programming language. Furthermore, we will define the
data dependencies we can derive from this language.

Languages like C and C++ are often used to program embedded multiprocessor sys-
tems. These languages support pointers, where a pointer contains the address of a lo-
cation in shared memory. For a language that supports pointers, pointer analysis, also
referred to as pointer alias analysis, is performed to determine at compile time to which
memory locations a pointer can point. But, it has been shown that this static pointer anal-

a = x;
y = a;
a = z;

output dependency
true dependency

antidependency

Figure 4.1: Sequential code with a true dependency, an antidependency, and an output
dependency
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1. for(int i=0;i<4;i++){
2. x[i] = i;
3. }

1. for(int i=0;i<4;i++){
2. x = i;
3. }

a b

Figure 4.2: (a) An NLP in SA form and also in SSA form and (b) an NLP that is in SSA
form, but not in SA form

ysis is undecidable in general [Hin01, Hor97, LR92, Lan92, Ram94], amongst others due
to non-manifest statements.

Dependency analysis for a language with pointers, has to conservatively insert ad-
ditional dependencies between statements, if the value of a pointer cannot exactly be
determined, to be able to guarantee functional correct behavior. In the extreme case, a
pointer can point to any location in the memory, this has two consequences. First of
all, dependencies have to be inserted between all assignment-statements in the NLP and
the assignment-statement with this pointer. These dependencies require the preceding
assignment-statements to have finished their execution before the assignment-statement
with this pointer can be executed. Succeeding assignment-statements have to be executed
after the execution of this assignment-statement. Secondly, since the pointer can point
to any location used in the NLP, all data structures have to be statically allocated in a
physical shared address space. A local memory that cannot be read by the processor that
has to perform the pointer access should not be used. We chose to provide no support
for pointers, because one undetermined pointer can already severely restrict the effect of
parallelization, by introducing dependencies between all statements.

By not supporting pointers, dependencies can at least be determined at array granu-
larity. We can extract dependencies between statements that access a variable or array
with the same name. If for a variable or array we cannot determine the exact dependen-
cies, due to e.g. non-manifest index-expressions, we can always derive an approximated
dependency between the accesses. The term approximated data dependency was intro-
duced in [BCF97]. We define an approximated dependency between statements that ac-
cess the same array, as the possibility that these statements will access the same locations
in this array. Specifying dependencies by names has the advantage that the dependencies
become transparent for the programmer, because he explicitly states the dependencies
between the statements at design time.

To extract parallelism from an NLP, it should be in SA form. In general, it is undecid-
able if an NLP is in SA form. Consider the examples given in Figure 4.3. The example
in Figure 4.3(a) illustrates two if-statements that both have a function in their condition,
function F0 and F1 with the integer x as argument. If these functions are polynomials
that have integer variables and coefficients, it is in general undecidable if these functions
can return the same result. The solution to Hilbert his tenth problem has shown that such
an equality is in general undecidable. Therefore, it is in general undecidable if there is
an x for which both conditions are true, such that we cannot determine if the code is in
SA form.
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1. int a;
2. int x = input();
3. if (F0(x)){
4. a = 1;
5. }
6. if (F1(x)){
7. a = 2;
8. }
9. print(a);

1. int a = 1;
2. while(1){
3. if(halt()){
4. a =a + 1;
5. break;
6. }
7. }

1. print(a);

(a) (b)

Figure 4.3: Two examples that illustrate that the SA form can in general not be deter-
mined

The second example in Figure 4.3(b) illustrates the undecidability of a dependency
between two statements, according to the theorem given in [Ber66]. Bernstein shows
that, in general, exact dependency analysis is impossible, by reducing the dependency
analysis between two concurrent statements to the halting problem. The dependency
analysis for the while-loop call in Figure 4.3(b) requires us to determine if the condition
of the if-statement will ever be true, in which case the code would be in non-SA form. By
determining for the condition of the if-statement if it will be true, we would determine
if the break for the while-loop will be called, which implies that we solved the halting-
problem. Because the halting problem has been shown to be undecidable, we cannot
determine if the condition will evaluate to true and therefore we cannot determine if
there is only one assignment to a during the execution of the endless loop.

For the subset of affine NLPs with manifest loops, data dependency analysis is pos-
sible [Fea91, Fea96, PW94, Pug94]. The approaches in [Fea91, Kie00, VNS07] use this
data dependency analysis to determine if an NLP is in SA form and otherwise transforms
it into SA form. In [VJBC07] an approach is presented that overcomes the restriction
of affine index-expressions. But, none of the previous approaches is suitable for stream
processing applications, because neither of them support non-manifest statements.

Because no methods are know to us that transform non-SA code into SA form for
stream-processing applications, we start from an application in SA form. This leaves
us the choice of starting from a language that only supports expressions to be SA, or a
language in which we have to verify SA. The syntax of some applicative languages, like
Miranda [Tho95], or SIL [KvMN+92], restricts an application to be in SA form. The
syntax can restrict an application to be in SA form, by allowing only recursion to be
used, instead of loops. Each recursive function call uses new variables and therefore a
variable is assigned once.

We chose not to start from a language in which the syntax restricts us to the usage
of recursion, because most stream processing applications are available in a description
in which loops are used. Replacing these loops by recursion would require a complete
rewrite of the application.
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We chose to introduce a new language, called OIL, that supports no pointers and
requires the code to be in a kind of SA form. Due to the absence of pointers, we can
extract the data dependencies until at least the granularity of arrays. Furthermore, due
to the required so called local single assignment (LSA) form, which is a form of SA,
no transformation into SA form is required. This enables us to support non-manifest
if-statements and loops. The absence of pointers and the LSA form enable us to focus
on the important automatic parallelization problems. We have defined OIL, such that we
can derive its data dependencies efficiently, we have at least a valid execution order for
the statements in an NLP, we can call C-functions from OIL, and we can easily identify
the places in the code where synchronization statements should be inserted.

For OIL we accept an NLP in local single assignment (LSA) form, which is a less
restrictive form than SA. We define an application to be in LSA form, if for one iteration
of the endless loop, a variable or location of an array is assigned a value at most once.
An NLP may contain initialization statements that precede the endless loop. For the LSA
form, we consider the assignments among these initialization statements to be part of the
first iteration of the endless loop. We introduce the LSA form, because it is not possible
to describe stream processing NLPs in SA form in a language that supports an endless
loop. For an NLP with an endless loop, an assignment-statement in the endless loop has
an output dependency between its own executions for different iterations of the endless
loop, such that the NLP is by definition not in SA form. It is also possible to define a less
restrictive form than LSA, as presented in [GBBC11], but this is outside the scope of this
thesis.

In an NLP described in OIL, the statements specify a sequential execution order. This
execution order is such that the execution of the NLP will not result in deadlock. With-
out this execution order, the functional behavior of the NLP would be undefined. For the
extraction of parallelism, we create tasks from assignment-statements. Furthermore, we
will insert synchronization statements to maintain the data dependencies between these
assignment-statements. Because the NLP has a valid execution order for the assignment-
statements, we can at least execute the tasks in the same order. By using only the data
dependencies to determine the execution order, we remove sequence constraints. Remov-
ing sequence constraints cannot introduce deadlock, because it cannot introduce cyclic
dependencies. In conclusion, the task graph extracted from an NLP described in OIL will
not deadlock.

An NLP that is in LSA form and that contains an endless loop, contains output de-
pendencies. An assignment-statement will have an output dependency between its own
executions for different iterations of the endless loop. No additional synchronization is
required for such an output dependency, because a task cannot start its execution for the
next iteration of the endless loop before it finished its execution for the current iteration.
This order between iterations is necessary to communicate state between the iterations
and to avoid that in our underlying CSDF model the firings of an actor overlap in time.

In OIL, external C-function can be called, such that functions provided by a sequen-
tial implementation of the stream processing application can possibly be reused. To keep
the data dependencies analyzable, these functions should be side effect free. We define
a side effect free function as a function that does not use global variables, i.e. it does
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not introduce implicit data dependencies. For a side effect free function the result only
depends upon the given arguments.

OIL supports calls to external C-functions and describes the dependencies between
these function calls. Therefore, OIL can be seen as a coordination language [GC92,
Lee07, PA98]. A pure coordination language is defined to expresses a top-level descrip-
tion of the dependencies between computations, this in contrast to a pure computation
language that only expresses computations. The languages C, C++, Java, and Miranda
have a lot of elements from a computation language. In contrast, an NLP has a lot of
elements from a coordination language. Because an NLP specifies the dependencies
between the function calls, it implicitly specifies the dependency graph. Typically, a co-
ordination language is used on top of a computation language and therefore requires a
hierarchical specification of the application. Such a top level coordination language can
often be analyzed, which can enable the optimization and parallelization of a given appli-
cation. In contrast, it can be difficult to perform optimizations and parallelization for an
application specified in a single language, because typically it is not possible to analyze
the whole application.

A coordination language should not be considered a subset of a computation lan-
guage. A coordination language can contain constructions related to coordination that
are not considered useful in a computation language. Consider for example the access
pattern type, which we will present in Section 4.3.5. The access pattern type defines the
order in which the elements of an array are accessed. In a coordination language, such
an access pattern type provides additional information about the data dependencies and
possibly enables optimizations during parallelization, whereas it does not influence the
specified functional behavior.

4.3 Omphale input language
In this section, we will discuss the syntax and semantics of OIL. In OIL, an assignment-
statement accesses locations in an array. The access pattern of such an assignment-
statement in an array depends upon the loops and if-statements that encapsulate this
assignment-statement. We will introduce the new concept of an access type that specifies
the access pattern in an array. An access type can indicate an optimization for the inser-
tion of the buffer, which can be useful, if the compiler cannot derive the access pattern
for an array.

The organization of this section is a follows. We will first discuss the syntax and
semantics of the assignment-statement, in Section 4.3.1. In Section 4.3.2, the manifest
statements that will result in manifest access patterns are discussed. This is extended
with the syntax and semantics for stream processing applications, in Section 4.3.3. Sub-
sequently, non-manifest access patterns are discussed, in section 4.3.4. Section 4.3.5
discusses the access types.
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4.3.1 The assignment-statement
The statements in an NLP read from and write at locations in arrays. An assignment-
statement typically writes a value at a location in an array and can read values from one
or more arrays.

In an NLP, the statements access arrays. An array is an ordered list of elements.
We identify elements in an array by their location, with location zero the first location
and consecutive numbers for the successive locations. Values can be written at and read
from the elements in an array. Typically, the location of the element in an array to be
accessed is given by an index-expression. Such an index-expression is an expression that
can be composed of function calls, variables, and constants. It defines the location that
has to be accessed. An index-expression can be non-manifest, but should not evaluate to
a location that is not part of the array. Therefore, the array size in number of locations
should be declared in an OIL application. Note that we only support arrays with a single
dimension.

The execution of an assignment-statement assigns values to locations in arrays and
can read values from locations in arrays, as illustrated at line 1 and 2 in Figure 4.4. Line
1 in Figure 4.4 depicts our first form of an assignment-statement, with left from the "="
the location to be written and right from the "=" the expression that evaluates to the value
that has to be written, this expression may include read accesses in arrays and function
calls. For our examples, we use ax to identify an array x. In our example at line 1,
function F0 computes a value using location zero from array ay , this value is written at
the element of location zero in array ax. Line 2 depicts an assignment-statement that
can write multiple locations. It will write in each array that is prefixed by out. In our
example, function F1 will read location one from array ay and write a computed value at
location one from array ax and at location one from az .

1. x[0] = F0(y[0]);
2. F1(out x[1], out z[1], y[1]);
3. F2(y[2]);

Figure 4.4: Two assignment-statements and a call-statement

A call-statement is different from an assignment-statement, because it only reads
from arrays. Line 3 in Figure 4.4 illustrates a call-statement that calls function F2
with location two of array ay as argument. For the ease of notation, we will address
assignment-statements and call-statements as assignment-statements.

The dependencies between assignment-statements from an NLP determine the paral-
lel execution that can be extracted from an NLP. To guarantee correct parallel execution,
the data dependencies between the assignment-statements should determine the parallel
execution order. The index-expressions used for the array accesses explicitly define the
data dependencies between assignment-statements, such that synchronization for these
dependencies can be inserted.
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Implicit dependencies cannot be expressed in OIL, but can be defined inside the func-
tions called from an NLP. Because we cannot analyze implicit dependencies between
functions, we require functions to be side effect free.

4.3.2 Manifest access patterns
The execution of an NLP that contains manifest statements results in a manifest access
pattern.

Figure 4.5 depicts an NLP that has a manifest access pattern in array ax. The for-loop
encapsulates the if-statement and the if-statement encapsulates the assignment-statement
at line 3. This NLP results in a manifest access pattern, because the bounds of the for-loop
are constant, and the if-condition and index-expression only depend upon the iterator i0
for which the values can be determined at compile time.

In OIL we support a manifest loop in the form of a for-loop. A for-loop has the syntax
for(i = bl; i < bu; i+=s), with i the iterator, bl the lower bound, bu the upper bound, and
s the stride. The lower bound, upper bound, and stride may contain expressions that can
even call non-affine functions. The expressions for the bounds and the iterator should
be manifest, such that they result in the same sequence of iterations for each execution
of the for-loop. The semantic of the for-loop is that for each iteration of the for-loop,
the encapsulated statements are executed. The iterations of the for-loop are executed
consecutively and may not overlap. Note that we do not require LSA for the iterator of
the for-loop, because each task will have its own local iterator. Figure 4.5 illustrates a
for-loop at line 1, with an iterator i0, a lower-bound 0, an upper-bound 5, and a stride
of 1.

1. for(i0=0;i0<5;i0++){
2. if(F0(i0)){
3. x[i0] = ∼;
4. }
5. }

Figure 4.5: A manifest for-loop and if-statement that result in a manifest access pattern

In OIL, manifest if-statements can be used. The syntax of an if-statement is if(c),
with c the expression for the condition. For a manifest if-statement, we should be able
to evaluate the result of the condition at compile time. In the example in Figure 4.5, a
function F0 is used in the condition, with the iterator i0 of the for-loop as argument. Note
that F0 should be side effect free. The iterator i0 is independent from input values for
the NLP and therefore the sequence of results for the condition of the if-statement can be
computed at compile time. Therefore, we can determine when the assignment-statement
at line 3 will be executed at compile time.

A constraint for an NLP that has a manifest access pattern is that it should be in LSA
form. For an NLP without endless loop, this means that a location in an array is assigned
a value at most once. The LSA form is discussed in detail in Section 4.2.
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4.3.3 Stream processing
For a stream processing application, an endless loop will be used to consume an endless
stream of input values and produce an endless stream of output values. Typically, stream
processing applications are not stateless and therefore state has to be communicated be-
tween the iterations of the endless loop.

An endless loop is depicted in Figure 4.6, with the while(1) statement at line 2. This
endless loop executes the encapsulated statements an infinite number of times. We do not
allow a break statements in the endless loop, because this would change the endless loop
into a while-loop with a conditional break. In OIL, we support one endless loop. Sup-
porting multiple endless loops would only results in one loop being executed an infinite
number of times.

1. x = 1;
2. while(1){
3. x@=x;
4. }

Figure 4.6: An NLP with an endless loop for streaming processing, past iteration com-
munication, and an initialization statement

An NLP with an endless loop can contain initialization statements. These statements
precede the endless loop and are executed only once. In Figure 4.6, the assignment-
statement at line 1 assigns the value one to x, before the endless loop is executed.

Between iterations of an endless loop, state should be stored. For example, for our
driver application depicted in Figure 1.1, a sample is decoded or detected, depending
upon the state of the previous iteration. We will call the communication of values be-
tween iterations of the endless loop, inter-iteration communication. A similar concept
was introduced for Silage [HRG+90] and Sisal [FCO90] that indicated inter-iteration
communication using the @ and old operator, respectively.

For inter-iteration communication, we may read the value of an array element for
the current and the next iteration, whereas we only allow the value for the array element
of the next iteration to be written. At the transition to the next iteration for an endless
loop, the value of an array element for the next iteration becomes the value for the array
element for the current iteration. Therefore, in the new iteration the value for the array
element for the next iteration can be written again. The inter-iteration communication
provides FIFO communication between iterations of the endless loop, by transitioning
the value for an array element for the next iteration to the value of the array element for
the current iteration. Note that there is no iteration transition between the execution of
the initial statements and the first iteration of the endless loop. Therefore, only the value
for the current iteration of an array should be written by the initialization statements,
because the value for the next iteration will be written during the first iteration of the
endless loop.
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In the example in Figure 4.6, line 3 illustrates the syntax of inter-iteration communi-
cation. The element of x in the next iteration is written using the suffix @ and the value
of x for the current iteration is read using only x.

We only support inter-iteration communication in FIFO order between iterations of
the endless loop. This FIFO communication does not require an index-expression and
can therefore be performed between iterations of the endless loop. Furthermore, we know
for this FIFO communication that only two copies of the array have to be stored. If we
would store a copy of an array for each iteration of the endless loop and allow random
access in these copies, potentially for each iteration of the endless loop a new copy of the
array has to be stored. We could only execute such an application, if we can determine at
compile time the number of copies of an array that have to be stored. Because we cannot
compute such a bound for an arbitrary index-expression, we apply FIFO communication
over the iterations of the endless loop.

4.3.4 Non-manifest access patterns
A non-manifest access pattern is the result from non-manifest statements in the NLP. We
defined non-manifest statements as the combination of non-manifest loops, if-statements,
and index-expressions. The access pattern of an assignment-statement in an array can
be non-manifest, due to a non-manifest index-expression. The result of a non-manifest
index-expression depends upon a value read from an other array. Alternatively, the ac-
cess pattern of an assignment in an array can be non-manifest, because the assignment-
statement is encapsulated by an if-statement or loop with a condition that has a non-
manifest expression. In this section, we will discuss the syntax and semantics of the
non-manifest if-statement and the non-manifest loop that we support in OIL.

Figure 4.7 depicts three forms of a non-manifest if-statement. These if-statements are
supported by OIL. Each if-statement has a different syntax, but the same semantics for a
language like C. In OIL, the semantics for the if-statements differ. In Figure 4.7(b) and
Figure 4.7(c) the if-statements clearly depict mutual exclusive execution of the encapsu-
lated expressions, whereas for Figure 4.7(a) this is undecidable if an arbitrary expression
is used for the condition.

1. if(F2(x) <= 0){
2. z=F0(y);
3. }
4. if(F3(x) > 0){
5. z=F1(y);
6. }

1. z=(x==0)?F0(y):F1(y); 1. switch(x){
2. case 0:
3. z=F0(y);
4. default:
5. z=F1(y);
6. }

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.7: Three non-manifest if-statements, (a) an if-statement for which the mutual
exclusive execution is in general undecidable, (b) a "?" operator enables mutual exclusive
execution between two assignment-statements, and (c) a switch-statement enables mutual
exclusive execution between n assignment-statements
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For the evaluation of the conditions in Figure 4.7(a), we can in general not decide if
either of the encapsulated assignment-statements will be executed. For Figure 4.7(b), the
result of the evaluation of the condition will lead to the assignment of either of the two
values to z. For the switch-statement in Figure 4.7(c), it is known that only one of the
case-statements will be executed.

In OIL, we support a non-manifest loop in the form of a do-while-loop, as illustrated
in Figure 4.8(a). An alternative that is currently not supported, due to a lack of time, is
the while-loop, which is depicted in Figure 4.8(b). Both loops show similar behavior.
The difference is that the do-while-loop always performs one execution of the statements
it encapsulates, whereas the while-loop may never execute the encapsulated statements.

1. do{
2. z = F0(y);
3. }while(x == 1)

1. z = F0(y);
2. while(x == 1){
3. z = F0(y);
4. }

(a) (b)

Figure 4.8: (a) A non-manifest do-while-loop that we support in OIL and (b) a while-loop

In OIL, we do not provide special support for parameterized loops and treat them as
non-manifest loops. For a parameterized loop, the value of the parameter is unknown
at compile-time, but constant during execution. This may enable optimizations. We
consider such optimizations as interesting future work.

4.3.5 Access types
In OIL we support access types. An access type is a key word that provides explicit direc-
tives for the arrays used in an NLP. We introduce the novel directive of an access pattern
type that explicitly specifies the access pattern that the tasks will have in an array. Due
to this access pattern type, we can apply inter-task communication and synchronization
with less overhead, as we will discuss in Section 6.5. We will also introduce the private
access type, which indicates that parallelism should not be extracted from assignment-
statements that write this array. The third access type states the number of array elements
that will be accessed during an access in an array.

The access pattern type should be provided by the user and provides directives about
the access pattern of the assignment-statements in an array. Explicit specification is use-
ful, because automatic extraction of such an access pattern can be difficult, due to non-
manifest statements. Because an explicitly stated access pattern can be more precise than
what we can automatically extract, the resulting code can typically be more efficient. We
can identify four classes of access patterns in an array: a FIFO pattern, a static pattern, a
bounded non-manifest pattern and an unknown pattern.

For the FIFO pattern, only consecutive locations are accessed in the array. This pat-
tern enables us to replace the array by buffers that are suitable for FIFO communication.
Such a buffer enables the efficient insertion of synchronization statements, which may
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result in a smaller buffer capacity to be sufficient or a higher throughput for the applica-
tion.

For a static access pattern, the access pattern will not change between different itera-
tions of the endless loop and also not between different executions of the NLP. We can
derive the static access pattern of an NLP in an array by using symbolic execution, which
we will explain in Section 4.4. Typically, such an array can be replaced by a buffer with
a capacity that is smaller than the size of the communicated array.

A bounded non-manifest access pattern states that the access pattern in the array is
not completely unknown. By explicitly stating the variation for the access pattern, it may
be possible to insert buffers that can handle the stated worst-case variation in the access
pattern.

The fourth access pattern is an unknown access pattern in an array. Such an access
pattern is non-manifest and therefore we conservatively assume that the locations in an
array can be accessed in an arbitrary order.

In OIL, we currently only support the explicit declaration of the FIFO access pattern
type. Figure 4.9 depicts an example, where for array ax the access pattern is defined
to be FIFO. Due to the non-manifest loop, we could not have extracted the FIFO ac-
cess pattern from the NLP. We do not support the explicit declaration of the static and
unknown access pattern. For manifest statements, we automatically extract the static ac-
cess pattern of the assignment-statements in their arrays. For an assignment-statement
encapsulated by non-manifest statements, we conservatively assume the unknown access
pattern, unless it is explicitly stated for an array that it has a FIFO access pattern.

1. int fifo x[5];
2. private int i = 0;
3. do{
4. x[F0(i)] = F1(∼);
5. i++;
6. }while(F2(∼))

Figure 4.9: An NLP, with the access pattern type FIFO defined for array ax and private
access defined for the variable i

The private access type for an array explicitly states that parallelism should not be
extracted from the assignment-statements that write into this array. Such an access type
is necessary to prevent assignment-statements that update a local counter variables, as
typically used in the body of a loop, from becoming a separate task. An example of the
declaration of a private variable is given at line 2 of Figure 4.9 for the variable i that is
used as counter variable in the non-manifest loop. Because a private variable will not be
shared between tasks, no LSA is required for this variable.

The access granularity states the number of elements that an assignment-statement
will access in an array. For an array with more than one element, possibly some of the
assignment-statements accesses one array element per execution and other assignment-
statements call a function that reads or writes the whole array. For example, by using x[i]
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an array element is accessed and by using x the whole array will be accessed. In OIL, we
currently only support the access of array elements. Support to access the whole array at
once is an easy extension that is already partly implemented.

4.4 Dependency graph
We extract parallelism by creating a task from each assignment-statement in an NLP de-
scribed in OIL. These tasks and their dependencies will be used to extract a dependency
graph. In this section, we will first present the formal description of our dependency
graph, followed by three examples to illustrate the extraction of a dependency graph
from an NLP.

For this section, the organization is as follows. We will explain the extraction of
parallelism from an NLP and the resulting dependency graph in Section 4.4.1. In Sec-
tion 4.4.2, we will give an example of the extraction of a dependency graph from an NLP
that has manifest access patterns. An example of the extraction of a dependency graph
from an NLP that performs stream processing is presented in Section 4.4.3 and in Sec-
tion 4.4.4 we give an example of the extraction of a dependency graph from an NLP that
has non-manifest access patterns.

4.4.1 Dependency graph extraction
We extract parallelism from an NLP, by creating a task from each assignment-statement
that does not assign to a private variable. If the user calls at most one function in each
assignment-statement, these functions will be executed in parallel. If the user decides to
call multiple functions in a single assignment-statement, these functions will be called
from a single task, i.e. these will not be executed in parallel. A task is created from
an assignment-statement with its encapsulating control-statements. The term control-
statements is used for the if-statements, for-loops, loops, and endless loop that can en-
capsulate other statements in an NLP. Possibly, the assignment-statement or one of its
control-statements reads a private variable. This requires a copy of each assignment-
statement that assigns to this private variable to be added to the task. The control-
statements that encapsulate these assignment-statements that assign to this private vari-
able should also be added to the task.

We may extract additional parallelism from if-statements and loops. If a function is
called in the expression of a condition of an if-statement or a loop, we create a separate
task that evaluates this expression. Because such an if-statement or loop can be copied
into multiple tasks, creating a separate task for the evaluation of the expression reduces
the computational overhead. If the expression does not contain a function call, extract-
ing additional parallelism results in too much overhead. Therefore, the expressions of
conditions from control-statements that do not contain a function call will not become
tasks.

For an NLP that performs stream processing, the statements preceding the endless
loop perform the initialization and are therefore executed only once. For a stream pro-
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cessing NLP, these statements will become a single initialization task that is executed
once, preceding the execution of all other tasks.

The extraction of parallelism from an NLP results in a directed dependency graph
H = {T, S,A, α, ρ, σ, θ}. For this dependency graph the set of vertices is T . Each
vertex ti ∈ T represents a task, where the functional behavior of a task is defined by its
assignment-statement and its control-statements. The set of arrays is A. The sequential
code contains a declaration for each array aj ∈ A. The set of directed hyperedges
is S. A hyperedge sj = ({th | th ∈ T}, {ti | ti ∈ T}), with sj ∈ S, is from the tasks
in {th | th ∈ T} to the tasks in {ti | ti ∈ T}. Each edge represents a dependency that
will be replaced by a buffer. In a buffer sj , the values of the corresponding array aj

are stored. The size, in number of locations, of the array aj is given by σ(aj), with
σ : A→ N. The capacity of buffer sj is the number of locations θ(sj), with θ : S → N.
For a manifest access pattern in an array aj , the k-th access of task ti accesses the array
location with index α(ti, aj , k), with α : T ×A× N→ N. For locations and accesses,
we start counting at zero. The function ρ(ti, aj) returns the total number of accesses
performed during one execution of a task ti that has a manifest access pattern in array
aj , with ρ : T ×A→ N.

In our dependency graph, an edge sj represents dependencies that are shared between
adjacent tasks that all access array aj . In our dependency graph, we do not illustrate the
dependencies between tasks at the granularity of array elements, because the resulting
graph would contain too much information, such that the overview would be lost.

Figure 4.10(c), 4.11(b), and 4.12(b) graphically depict a dependency graph. Each
node in the graph is annotated with the task it represents and each hyperedge with the
array via which the tasks depend upon each other.

4.4.2 Manifest access patterns
In this section, we present an example of the extraction of a dependency graph from an
NLP that has manifest access patterns.

Figure 4.10(a) depicts an NLP that has manifest access patterns for array ax. The
NLP contains four assignment-statements that write in and read from array ax. The
assignment-statement at line 9 is non-affine, because in its index-expression it calls the
function F3, which is depicted in Figure 4.10(b). Note that it is also possible that an NLP
has a combination of manifest and non-manifest access patterns for an array.

We extract parallelism from the NLP in Figure 4.10(a) by creating a task from each
assignment-statement, such that the function calls get distributed over the tasks. This is
illustrated in Figure 4.10(c). All tasks share a dependency via the hyperedge ax.

4.4.3 Stream processing
An example of the extraction of a dependency graph from an NLP that performs stream
processing is discussed in this section.

The NLP in Figure 4.11(a) contains an endless loop, such that it can process endless
streams of input values. The for-loop at line 2 is an initial statement that will only be
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1. int x[10];
2. for (i0=0; i0<5; i0++){
3. x[2i0] = F0(∼) + F1(∼);
4. x[2i0+1] =F2(∼);
5. }
6. for (i0=0; i0<5; i0++){
7. for (i1=0; i1<2; i1++){
8. printf(”%i ”, x[2i0-i1+1]);
9. printf(”%i ”, x[F3(i0,i1)]);

10. }}
(a)

1. int F3(int i0, int i1){
2. if (i0==2 && i1==0){
3. return 2;
4. }else{
5. return 2i0+i1;
6. }}

t0
1. for (i0=0; i0<5; i0++){
2. x[2i0] = F0(∼) + F1(∼);
3. }

t2
1. for (i0=0; i0<5; i0++){
2. for (i1=0; i1<2; i1++){
3. printf(”%i ”, x[2i0-i1+1]);
4. }}

t0 t2

t3

ax

t1

t1
1. for (i0=0; i0<5; i0++){
2. x[2i0+1] =F2(∼);
3. }

t3
1. for (i0=0; i0<5; i0++){
2. for (i1=0; i1<2; i1++){
3. printf(”%i ”, x[F3(i0,i1)]);
4. }}

(b) (c)

Figure 4.10: (a) An NLP that has manifest access patterns and a non-affine index-
expression that calls (b) the function F3, from which (c) function parallelism is extracted

executed once to write the initial values into array ay , preceding the execution of the
endless loop. Encapsulated in the endless loop, the assignment-statement at line 7 writes
into array ay for the next iteration, with out y@[i0]. Furthermore, this assignment-
statement writes into ax and reads from ay . The non-manifest if-statement at line 8
executes the assignment-statement at line 9, if y[i0]==1 is true. This results in a non-
manifest access patterns in ax for the assignment-statement at line 9.

1. int x[3], y[3];
2. for (i0=0; i0<3; i0++){
3. y[i0]= 1;
4. }
5. while(1){
6. for (i0=0; i0<3; i0++){
7. F0(y[i0], out y@[i0],

out x[i0]);
8. if(y[i0]==1){
9. F1(x[i0]);

10. }
11. }
12. }

t1t0
ax

ay

ti

t0
1. while(1){
2. for (i0=0; i0<3; i0++){
3. F0(y[i0], out y@[i0],

out x[i0]);
4. }
5. }

ti

1. for (i0=0; i0<3; i0++)
2. y[i0]= 1;

t1
1. while(1){
2. for (i0=0; i0<3; i0++){
3. if(y[i0]==1){
4. F1(x[i0]);
5. }
6. }
7. }

(a) (b)

Figure 4.11: (a) An NLP that performs stream processing and (b) the extracted depen-
dency graph

By extracting parallelism from the NLP in Figure 4.11(a), we get the dependency
graph that is depicted in Figure 4.11(b). In this dependency graph, task t0 is created from
the assignment-statement at line 7 of the NLP, task t1 from the assignment-statement at
line 9, and the assignment-statement at line 3 becomes the initialization task ti. Note
that we do not create a task to compute the result for the condition of the if-statement,
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because this condition does not contain a function call. The dependency graph depicts
that there are dependencies between t0 and t1 via the edge ax. Furthermore, there are
dependencies between t0, ti, and t1 via ay . Task t0 has a cyclic data dependency for ay ,
because it reads from and writes into this array.

4.4.4 Non-manifest access patterns
In this section, we will present an example of the extraction of a dependency graph from
an NLP that has non-manifest access patterns.

Figure 4.12(a) depicts an NLP described in OIL. The two non-manifest loops in this
NLP both call a function in the expression of their condition. Therefore, the tasks tc1 and
tc2 will be extracted from these functions. In this NLP the private variables i and j are
used. The loop at line 13 contains only a reading assignment-statement, such that this
loop may have an infinite number of iterations.

1. int x[100],y[100],z[100];
2. private int i = 0;
3. private int j = 0;
4.
5. do{
6. i++;
7. y[i] = F0(x[i]);
8. z[i] = F1(y[i]);
9. }while(F2(y[i]<100));

10. do{
11. j++;
12. F3(z[y[F4(j)]]);
13. }while(z[y[F5(j)]]);

tc1

t1t0
ax ay

at1

az

tc2

t2

at2

tc2
1. do{
2. j++;
3. v2 = z[y[F5(j)]];
4. t2[j] = v2;
5. }while(v2);

t0
1. do{
2. i++;
3. y[i] = F0(x[i]);
4. v1 = t1[i];
5. }while(v1);

tc1
1. do{
2. i++;
3. v1 = F2(y[i]<100);
4. t1[i] = v1;
5. }while(v1);

t1
1. do{
2. i++;
3. z[i] = F1(y[i]);
4. v1 = t1[i];
5. }while(v1);

t2
1. do{
2. j++;
3. F3(z[y[F4(j)]]);
4. v2 = t2[j];
5. }while(v2);

(a) (b)

Figure 4.12: (a) An NLP with non-manifest access patterns and (b) the extracted depen-
dency graph

Figure 4.12(b) depicts the dependency graph that is extracted from the NLP in Figure
4.12(a). In the dependency graph, task t0 contains the assignment-statement from line 7
in the NLP, t1 the assignment-statement from line 8, t2 the assignment-statement from
line 12, tc1 computes the condition from line 9, and tc2 computes the condition from line
13. Task tc1 writes the results in at1, such that t0 and t1 can use the computed result.
Note that there is a latency critical cycle between t0 and tc1, via ay and at1, because both
tasks require each others computed values to proceed. Task tc2 writes it result in at2,
such that t2 can use it. Furthermore, the assignment-statements to the private variables
i and j at line 6 and 11 do not become separate tasks. These assignment-statements are
copied to the extracted tasks that use them, such that the values of these variables are
locally computed.
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4.5 Access pattern extraction
Initially we approximate data dependencies at array granularity. In this section, we will
discuss existing techniques to derive data dependencies, such that the approximated data
dependencies can be refined. For the data dependencies that we can derive, we can
extract a manifest access pattern. For manifest access patterns, we will distinguish three
characteristics, i.e. out-of-order access, multiplicity, and skipping.

For this section, the outline is as follows. In Section 4.5.1, we will discuss two
approaches to derive the data dependencies for a task, such that manifest access patterns
can be extracted. The three characteristics that we distinguish for manifest access patterns
are discussed in Section 4.5.2.

4.5.1 Data dependency derivation
In this section, we discuss two approaches to derive the data dependencies for the ac-
cesses in arrays, i.e. static analysis and symbolic execution [VSR96]. Static analysis
relies on an underlying geometric model, such that transformations for the NLP can be
computed, but requires affine expressions. We will apply symbolic execution, to derive
the data dependencies and extract a manifest access pattern. This approach executes the
task, to collect a trace with locations that have been accessed in the arrays.

Our dependency analysis for OIL initially approximates data dependencies at array
granularity. If we can derive data dependencies, we can extract a manifest access pattern.
A manifest access pattern for a task in an array is defined as an access pattern for which
the order of the accessed locations is similar for each execution of the task. We describe
an access pattern as the sequence of locations in an array at which a value will be written,
or the sequence of locations in an array from which a value will be read. If data depen-
dencies can be derived and a manifest access pattern can be extracted, we may be able to
insert the inter-task synchronization more efficiently, which may enable smaller buffers
or a higher possible throughput for the application.

Static analysis is an approach to derive the data dependencies by capturing them in
the geometric model. This approach captures each index-expression that is used by a task
to access locations in an array in the geometric model. Index-expressions can be captured
in the geometric model, if they contain affine expression [Fea96, Kie00, PW98]. In the
geometric model, the data dependencies can be derived, by using the index-expressions
that are used by tasks to access an array. Furthermore, mathematical transformations for
the index-expressions can be computed. These transformations can be used to compute
optimizations for the tasks, to exploit additional parallelism [WL91] or optimize the
data layout for arrays [KKS01, KC02]. However, static analysis requires affine index-
expressions before data dependencies can be derived, such that it cannot derive data
dependencies for all manifest access patterns.

Symbolic execution can derive data dependencies for all manifest access patterns.
Symbolic execution for a task that accesses an array is performed by printing the loca-
tions in the array in the order in which the task accesses them. This sequence of accessed
locations is the access pattern of the task in this array. For an array that is accessed by
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multiple tasks, we compare the access patterns of these tasks in this array and thereby
we derive the data dependencies. Symbolic execution has no problem handling non-
affine expressions, but requires a manifest access pattern before data dependencies can
be derived. Therefore, approaches applying symbolic execution can have difficulties with
non-manifest behavior [VSR96].

Because we want to support all manifest access patterns, we will apply symbolic
execution to extract the manifest access patterns and to derive the data dependencies.
From these manifest access patterns, we derive the locations that will be returned by the
function α. For the non-manifest access patterns, we will use the approximated data
dependencies.

4.5.2 Access pattern characteristics
For the access pattern of a task in an array, we can identify three characteristics, i.e.
out-of-order access, multiplicity, and skipping [TKD04b, HGT07]. These three access
pattern characteristics give us the possibility to describe the observed access pattern.
Table 4.1 illustrates the access pattern of task t3 in array ax from Figure 4.10(c), which
we use to explain the three access patterns characteristics.

Table 4.1: Read access pattern of task t3 from array ax in Figure 4.10(c)

Access number 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Location 0 1 2 3 2 5 6 7 8 9

The first access pattern characteristic is out-of-order access which we define as the
access of non-consecutive locations in an array. In Table 4.10, task t3 shows an example
of out-of-order read accesses in array ax, by reading location α(t3, ax, 3) = 3 in access
three and the non-consecutive location α(t3, ax, 4) = 2 during access four. Note that in
[TKD04b] the out-of-order access pattern characteristic is defined as a producer and a
consumer that have a different access pattern for an array.

The second identified access pattern characteristic is multiplicity. Multiplicity occurs
if a location in an array is accessed more than once. In Table 4.1, the access pattern of t3
contains multiplicity, because location two is read for both access two and four in array
ax, so α(t3, ax, 2) = α(t3, ax, 4) = 2 with i0=1 and i1=0 for access two and i0=2 and
i1=0 for access four.

The third access pattern characteristic is skipping. Skipping occurs if a location in
an array is not accessed. Two types of skipping can be identified: location skipping and
value skipping. Location skipping occurs if a location is neither written or read. Value
skipping occurs if a value is written at a location in the array, but this location is never
read. The access pattern in Table 4.1 contains skipping for location 4. Depending on the
access patterns of the tasks that write into array ax, it is either location or value skipping.
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4.6 Conclusion
In this section, we introduced our sequential programming language OIL from which we
can always extract the data dependencies between assignment-statements. OIL does not
support pointers and requires the NLP to be in a so called local single assignment form.
For this local single assignment form, a variable may be assigned a value at most once
during each iteration of the endless loop. Due to these restrictions, we can always extract
approximated data dependencies at array granularity. These extracted data dependencies
can be used to determine the execution order of the tasks that we will extract, such that
we can always extract parallelism.

From an NLP described in OIL, we can extract parallelism, by creating a task from
each assignment-statement. We construct a dependency graph, from the data dependen-
cies between the assignment-statements in the tasks. In the following chapters, we will
discuss how the array communication, from which these dependencies have been derived,
can be replaced by communication via buffers. Initially, all dependencies in the depen-
dency graph are approximated. For tasks with manifest statements, we perform symbolic
execution that extracts per task the access patterns in the accessed arrays. By compar-
ing the accesses patterns for an array, the data dependencies between the assignment-
statements of the tasks are derived. The manifest access patterns can be used to insert
the synchronization statements in such a way that smaller buffers may be sufficient or a
higher throughput can be achieved.



CHAPTER 5

Inter-task communication buffers

Abstract - In this chapter, we will present a circular buffer with over-
lapping windows that can always be used to replace the communication via
arrays in the dependency graph. It is shown that this buffer type can be
an interesting alternative, because it is not always possible to replace array
communication by efficient communication via FIFO buffers, since this may
introduce the reordering and buffer selection problems.

In this chapter, we will present two new buffer types that drastically simplify the
automatic parallelization of our stream processing applications. Both buffer types apply
windows, where a window contains a number of consecutive locations in the buffer. We
can choose the size of a window such that an arbitrary access pattern can be performed
inside the window, i.e. the access pattern is hidden inside the window. The buffer type
with overlapping windows is essential for our approach, because it can always be applied,
even for latency critical cyclic data dependencies.

The communication of multiple processors via a shared memory requires a mem-
ory consistency model, to define the functional behavior of the application. A memory
consistency model defines the order in which other processors observe read and write
operations in shared memory. In the dependency graph, we will replace array communi-
cation by communication via buffers that rely on a suitable memory consistency model,
such that the tasks can be executed on a multiprocessor system.

Often, automatic parallelization approaches apply FIFO buffers for the inter-task
communication. But, these FIFO buffers introduce the so called reordering and buffer
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selection problems. Efficient solutions for these problems require data dependencies, but
have difficulties with approximated data dependencies, as can be encountered in stream
processing applications.

We will introduce a new buffer type with overlapping windows that is essential for
our approach. This buffer applies windows that hide the access patterns. Because these
windows can overlap, this buffer type is also applicable for latency critical cycles in the
task graph. We will prove that applying this buffer type will not introduce deadlock for
the task graph and that the size of the communicated array can be used as buffer capacity.
A buffer with overlapping windows is a generalization of a buffer with sliding windows,
where the sliding windows are not allowed to overlap. A buffer with sliding windows can
be an interesting alternative, because it has a lower synchronization overhead than buffers
with overlapping windows. However, this buffer type cannot be applied if cycles are too
latency critical. A buffer with sliding windows is a generalization of a FIFO buffer.

The outline of this chapter is as follows. We will first discuss the memory consistency
models on which we rely for the implementation of the inter-task communication via
shared memory, in Section 5.1. Section 5.2 discusses FIFO buffers and explains the
reordering and buffer selection problems that these buffers introduce. To explain the
window that can hide approximated data dependencies, we will present a circular buffer
(CB) with sliding windows, in Section 5.3. As a generalization of sliding windows, we
will introduce a buffer with overlapping windows, in Section 5.4. The conclusions will
be presented, in Section 5.5.

5.1 Memory consistency model
The tasks from a dependency graph that are executed on different processors and that
communicate via shared memory, require a memory consistency model to prevent the
reading of a location before it is written. In contrast to current implementations of syn-
chronization calls [But02, Dij65], we will use four synchronization calls instead of two.
Our synchronization calls differentiate between producers and consumers. This avoids
the introduction of deadlock due to an incorrect order of inserted synchronization calls
in the tasks.

The tasks that communicate by reading from and writing into shared memory are
potentially executed in parallel on different processors. For such a system, a mem-
ory consistency model is required that defines the order in which write accesses com-
plete [AB09, CGS99]. Write accesses that complete are visible for the processors in the
multiprocessor system. Consider the example given in Figure 5.1, taken from [CGS99].
For the execution of the two tasks in this examples, we expect task t0 to write the value
of a in the shared memory and successively set flag to 1, such that t1 observes that flag
is set and successively reads a. The underlying assumption is that for the processor that
executes t1, the write access to a is completed before flag is observed as 1, otherwise
the resulting execution will be different from what we expected.

The sequential consistency (SC) model [Lam79] is an example of a strong memory
consistency model. This memory consistency model is strong, because it does not allow
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t0
1. a = 1;
2. flag = 1;

t1
1. while(flag == 0);
2. print(a);

Figure 5.1: Two tasks that synchronize via flag, from [CGS99]

reordering of shared memory accesses that are issued by a processor, whereas a weaker
memory consistency model would allow shared memory accesses from a processor to
be reordered. For the SC model, the memory accesses are performed in the order that
the statements in the source code specify them. This implies a sequence dependency
between each memory access. This is considered a natural match with the expectation of
the user, but can prevent the pipelining of memory accesses.

We will assume a multiprocessor system that supports the streaming consistency
(StrC) model [BB07]. Compared to the SC model, this is a weak memory consis-
tency model that allows shared memory accesses to be reordered such that they can be
pipelined, which potentially results in better performance. To prevent race-conditions be-
tween read and write accesses to shared locations in a shared memory, synchronization
has to be performed for these accesses. The synchronization should ensure that a shared
location is only read after it has been written, otherwise the execution of a consuming task
should be stopped (blocked) by a synchronization statement. Furthermore, the synchro-
nization should ensure that a shared location has been read before it is overwritten and
otherwise the execution of the producing task should be stopped (blocked). Note that an
application written with StrC in mind will behave correctly in a system that implements
a stronger memory consistency model that enforces additional ordering constraints for
the shared memory accesses.

For the StrC model, synchronization is performed using acquire and release calls.
Before accessing a shared location, we perform an acquire call for it, this function does
not return (blocks) until the location is signaled to be available. Succeeding the access
to a shared location, a release call signals that the location is available. We differentiate
between the acquire for an unwritten and a written location, where the unwritten location
is typically acquired as space by the producer and the written location as data by the
consumer. Similarly, a release of data by the producer and space by the consumer are
identified.

For a shared memory location, first an acquire call for space is performed, such that
the location can be written. We will call this an acquireSpace call. Successively, a release
call for data is performed that signals that the location can be acquired for data. We will
call this a releaseData call. A shared location can be acquired for data by a consumer,
using an acquireData call. The consumer can release such a location as space using
a releaseSpace call, such that a producer is signaled that it can reuse the location by
acquiring it for space.

For the StrC model, multiple producers and consumers can perform synchronization
via a shared location. The memory consistency model prevents that a read and a write
access for a shared location are performed simultaneously. Hence, this does not exclude
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simultaneous read accesses nor does it exclude simultaneous write accesses. Therefore,
an acquireSpace call for a shared location returns, if the location has been signaled to be
available by the releaseData calls of all consumers. Similarly, an acquireData call for a
shared location by a consumer returns, if the location has been signaled to be available
by the releaseSpace call of all producers. A system should be initialized, such that the
first acquireSpace calls of the producers for a location will return. Note that our syn-
chronization via acquire calls and release calls will be based upon the polling of shared
variables and not upon using interrupt signals. The synchronization overhead for polling
a shared variable can be assigned to the polling task, whereas it is difficult to assign the
synchronization overhead caused by interrupts to one of the tasks. Because our system
applies budget schedulers [BMP+04, BMvM07, SBW09, Wig09], the polling only uses
the budget of the polling task and does not effect the execution time of this task, because
the task was already blocked.

Typically, synchronization is performed via locks [But02, Dij65] that provide only
an acquire and a release call. In contrast, for our synchronization via shared locations we
differentiate between synchronization calls for a producer and a consumer. A producer
performs synchronization using the acquireSpace and releaseData calls and a consumer
uses the acquireData and releaseSpace calls. Typically, a lock is shared between two
or more tasks. Because all acquire calls are equivalent, the first task to acquire a lock
depends on the execution order of the tasks on the multiprocessor system. Therefore,
the order of inserted acquire calls in the tasks is important to avoid deadlock [But02].
Furthermore, at most one task can acquire a lock at a certain point in time, which may
lead to unnecessary blocking of tasks that for example could have acquired the resource
concurrently for reading.

Deadlock between two tasks for a lock is illustrated by the example in Figure 5.2(a),
for task t1 and t2 that both have to acquire the locks a and b before they can start process-
ing. If both t1 and t2 perform their first acquire call at the same time, t1 acquires lock a
and t2 acquires lock b. Consecutively, t1 has to acquire lock b and t2 has to acquire lock
a, but this is not possible, since both locks are already acquired. Because the acquire calls
block, both locks will never be released, such that deadlock occurs. Because there is only
a single acquire call, the order in which these acquire calls are inserted into the tasks is
important to avoid deadlock. Furthermore, even if the acquire calls are ordered correctly,
non-fairness can occur, due to different memory access latencies of the processors for the
memory of the lock. If the lock is in the local memory of a processor, the task executed
by this processor can reacquire the lock quickly after it released the lock. This may cause
unfairness by giving other tasks less change to acquire the lock. In contrast, the exam-
ple in Figure 5.2(b) uses StrC and therefore the producer calls acquireSpace for buffer
a and b and the consumer calls acquireData. In a task, the function acquireD, acquireS,
releaseD, or releaseS is called to perform an acquireData, acquireSpace, releaseData, or
releaseSpace call, respectively. Because the acquireSpace call is successful before the
acquireData call, the order of these calls does not matter and will not lead to deadlock.
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sa

t2sb
t1

sa

t2sb
t1

t1
1. acquire a;
2. acquire b;
3. release b;
4. release a;

t2
1. acquire b;
2. acquire a;
3. release a;
4. release b;

t1
1. acquireS a;
2. acquireS b;
3. releaseD b;
4. releaseD a;

t2
1. acquireD b;
2. acquireD a;
3. releaseS a;
4. releaseS b;

(a) (b)

Figure 5.2: (a) Synchronization via a lock that supports a single acquire call, such that
deadlock can be introduced, and (b) synchronization according to the StrC model using
an acquireData and an acquireSpace call, such that no deadlock is introduced

5.2 FIFO communication issues
FIFO buffers are often used for inter-task communication. To use a FIFO buffer, values
have to be written in the order that they will be read. In the dependency graph, the read
and write pattern of two tasks in an array can be different. To replace such an array by a
FIFO buffer, a reordering task is required, such that the values will be read in the correct
order. The extraction of a reordering task and memory leads to the reordering problem.
Furthermore, our dependency graphs can contain hyperedges, because multiple tasks can
read from or write into an array. Since FIFO buffers only support a single reading and
writing task, the application of FIFO buffers requires a transformation of the dependency
graph, such that at most one task reads from and one task writes into an array. This leads
to the so called buffer selection problem.

The organization of this section is a follows. We will start by briefly discussing the
FIFO buffer, in Section 5.2.1. Subsequently, Section 5.2.2 will discuss the reordering
problem for a FIFO buffer that occurs due to unequal read and write patterns. In Sec-
tion 5.2.3, the buffer selection problem is presented and discussed.

5.2.1 FIFO buffer
Often, inter-task communication is performed via FIFO buffers [CCS+08, CDVS07,
DHRA06, RFGEL08, TKD04b, VNS07]. For a FIFO buffer, the first value written into it
is the first value that will be read from it and typically the read call is destructive, which
means that the read removes the value from the buffer. Therefore, communication via
FIFO buffers typically requires local storage if there is read multiplicity, i.e. values will
be read more than once.

Typically, a FIFO buffer is implemented with a write and a read call that implic-
itly perform acquire and release calls. In practice, a FIFO buffer has a finite size and
an unread value in the buffer should not be overwritten. Therefore, the write call of a
FIFO buffer is typically blocking. This call first performs a blocking acquire, if the ac-
quire returns, a value is written into the FIFO buffer and a release call is performed for
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1. for(i=0; i≤4; i++){
2. x[F0(i)] =∼;
3. }
4. for(j=0; j≤4; j++){
5. ∼ = x[F1(j)];
6. }

t0
1. for(i=0; i≤4; i++){
2. sx0[i] =∼;
3. }
tr

1. for(i=0; i≤4; i++){
2. x’[F0(i)] = sx0[i];}
3. for(i=0; i≤4; i++){
4. sx1[i] = x’[F1(i)];}
t1
1. for(j=0; j≤4; j++){
2. ∼ = sx1[j];
3. }

t0

t1

tr

sx0

sx1

t0
1. for(i=0; i≤4; i++){
2. sx[F0(i)] =∼;
3. }
t1
1. for(j=0; j≤4; j++){
2. ∼ = sx[F1(j)];
3. }

t1

t0

sx

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5.3: (a) Sequential code with two statements that communicate via array ax from
which (b) parallelism is derived with task t0 writing into the FIFO buffer sx0 and t1
reading from sx1 with tr reordering the values, or alternatively (c) parallelism is derived
using a buffer sx that supports writing at and reading from locations

this location. The read call for a FIFO buffer is typically implemented by performing a
blocking acquire operation, succeeded by reading and releasing the location.

The write and read calls for a FIFO buffer cannot be used to write at or read from
explicit locations in the buffer. Furthermore, typically only one producer and one con-
sumer communicate via a FIFO buffer. These properties will introduce problems for the
inter-task communication. We will discuss these problems in the following sub-sections.

5.2.2 Reordering problem
In this section, the reordering problem is discussed that can occur when communication
via arrays is replaced by communication via FIFO buffers. For the tasks in the depen-
dency graph, the array communication should be replaced by inter-task communication
via a buffer. The reordering problem occurs, if the array communication is replaced by a
FIFO buffer for a producer and a consumer of an array that do not have a similar access
pattern in this array. In this case, a reordering task and memory are required, such that
the consumer reads values from its FIFO buffer in the same order as they were read from
the array initially.

In the dependency graph, tasks write in and read from arrays. If two tasks depend
upon each other via an array and their access patterns in the array are the same, the array
accesses can be replaced by a FIFO buffer. But, if the access pattern of the reading
task contains multiplicity or differs from the access pattern of the writing task, the values
written by the producer into the FIFO buffer should be reordered to get the order in which
the consumer has to read them. This is what we call the reordering problem.

Figure 5.3 illustrates the reordering problem. In Figure 5.3(a), an NLP is depicted
in which the assignment-statement at line 2 writes into array ax and the assignment-
statement at line 5 reads from array ax. Both assignment-statements contain an index-
expression in which a function is called to compute the location in the array that has to
be accessed.
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Figure 5.3(b) illustrates the insertion of two FIFO buffers for inter-task communica-
tion. Because FIFO buffers do not support the random access of locations, task t0 and t1
access consecutive locations in buffer sx0 and sx1, respectively. A reordering task tr is
inserted that reads from FIFO buffer sx0 and writes the values reordered into sx1. The
depicted reordering task stores the read values in the reordering memory ax′ . Because tr
cannot write values in sx1 before they have been written in ax′ , first all values are read
from sx0. This results in the sequential execution of t0 and t1. In [TKD02, TKD04a],
an approach is described to perform data dependency analysis between a producer and
consumer, such that a reordering task and buffer are inserted that enable more paral-
lel execution. The dependency analysis for this approach requires an NLP with affine
index-expressions. Therefore, the functions F0 and F1 that are called from the index-
expressions would not be supported. However, for the stream processing application
domain, we would like to support non-manifest statements.

Figure 5.3(c) illustrates the insertion of a buffer that supports writing at and reading
from locations in the buffer, such that no reordering task or memory are required. Such
a buffer simplifies automatic parallelization, but requires synchronization that prevents
locations from being read before they have been written. We will discuss two buffers that
are suitable for approximated data dependencies and that support locations to be written
and read using non-manifest index-expressions, in the Sections 5.3 and 5.4.

5.2.3 Buffer selection problem
In this section, the buffer selection problem is discussed for both the consumer and the
producer. The buffer selection problem occurs, if the array communication between more
than two task in the dependency graph is replaced by inter-task communication via FIFO
buffers. Because a FIFO buffer only supports one writing and one reading task, arrays
accessed by more than two tasks have to be replaced by multiple FIFO buffers. We
identify two types of the buffer selection problem, i.e. the buffer selection problem for
the producer and for the consumer. The buffer selection problem occurs for the producer,
if multiple tasks may read a value and the producer has to decide into which FIFO buffer
a value should be written. The buffer selection problem occurs for the consumer, if values
written by multiple tasks have to be read and the consumer has to decide per value from
which FIFO buffer it should be read.

Figure 5.4 illustrates the buffer selection problem for the consumer. The NLP in
Figure 5.4(a) contains two assignment-statements that write into array ax and one that
reads from it. Note that the index-expressions at line 1 and 2 contain a function and that
the symbol ∼ represents code that has been omitted for clarity, such that these index-
expressions can be non-manifest. To exploit the parallelism, we want to extract a task
from both the assignment-statements at line 1 and 2 that write into array ax, rather than
keeping them grouped in one task, as depicted in Figure 5.4(b).

The insertion of FIFO buffers for the inter-task communication is depicted in Fig-
ure 5.4(c). The writing tasks t0 and t1 both write into their own FIFO buffer sx0 and
sx1. Furthermore, these tasks have to write the location of the communicated value into
an additional FIFO buffer sx0′ and sx1′ . The reading task requires a function F3 that
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1. x[F0(∼)]=0;
2. x[F1(∼)]=1;
3. for(i=0;i≤1;i++){
4. F2(x[i]);
5. }

t0
1. sx[F0(∼)]=0;
2. sx[F1(∼)]=1;

t0

sx

t1

t1
1. for(i=0;i≤1;i++){
2. F2(sx[i]);
3. }

t0 t1
1. sx0′ =F0(∼); 1. sx1′ =F1(∼);
2. sx0=0; 2. sx1=1;

sx0 sx1 sx1′sx0′

t2

t0 t1

t2
1. for(i=0;i≤1;i++){
2. if(F3(sx0′ ,sx1′ ,i))
3. F2(sx0);
4. else
5. F2(sx1);
6. }

t0 t1
1. sx[F0(∼)]=0; 1. sx[F1(∼)]=1;

t0 t1

sx

t2

t2
1. for(i=0;i≤1;i++){
2. F2(sx[i]);
3. }

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 5.4: (a) Sequential code with multiple assignment-statements that write into ax

from which (b) limited parallelism is derived, due to keeping the writing assignment-
statements together, (c) more parallelism is derived because task t2 reads from the FIFO
buffers sx0 and sx1 using the function F3, or alternatively (d) parallelism is derived by
using a buffer that supports multiple writing tasks

reads the locations of the written values from sx0′ and sx1′ , to select if a value has to
be read from FIFO buffer sx0 or sx1. A state-of-the-art approach can extract a simple
function for F3, to select the FIFO buffer to be read, only if it can extract data dependen-
cies [Tur07, TKD04b]. This approach requires NLPs with affine index-expressions, such
that non-manifest statements are not supported. Due to the manifest access patterns, this
approach does not require the buffers sx0′ and sx1′ .

An alternative to inserting FIFO buffers is the insertion of a buffer that supports
multiple writing tasks, as depicted in Figure 5.4(d). Such a buffer is desirable, because it
simplifies the extraction of function parallelism from our stream processing applications.
For such a buffer, no functions for the buffer selection have to be derived and values are
written at and read from locations in the buffer. In the remainder of this section, we will
explain the buffer selection problem for the producer, followed by a discussion of two
new buffer types that allow multiple writing tasks.

Figure 5.5 illustrates the buffer selection problem for the producer. Figure 5.5(a)
depicts an NLP with one writing and two reading assignment-statements for array ax.
Note that ∼ again represents code that is omitted for clarity, such that possibly a non-
manifest index-expressions is used to read from ax.

Figure 5.5(b) depicts the two FIFO buffers sx0 and sx1 for the inter-task commu-
nication that replace ax. A value written into a FIFO buffer should also be read from
it. Therefore, t0 should only write values into sx0 or sx1 that will be read by t1 or t2,
respectively. Task t1 and t2 notify t0 of the locations that they will read, by writing these
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1. for(i=0; i≤1; i++){
2. x[i] = i;
3. }
4. F2(x[F0(∼)]);
5. F3(x[F1(∼)]);

t0
1. for(i=0; i≤1;i++){
2. if(F4(sx0′ ,i))
3. sx0=i;
4. if(F5(sx1′ ,i))
5. sx1=i;
6. }

t0
1. for(i=0; i≤1; i++){
2. sx[i] = i;
3. }

sx1

t2t1

t0

sx0sx0′ sx1′ sx

t2t1

t0

t1 t2
1. sx0′ =F0(∼); 1. sx1′ =F1(∼);
2. F2(sx0); 2. F3(sx1);

t1 t2
1. F2(sx[F0(∼)]); 1. F3(sx[F1(∼)]);

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5.5: (a) Sequential code with multiple assignment-statements that read from array
ax from which (b) parallelism is derived with task t0 writing into the FIFO buffers sx0
and sx1 using a condition, or alternatively (c) parallelism is derived using a buffer sx that
supports multiple reading tasks

locations in the buffers sx0′ and sx1′ , respectively. For the producer t0, an if-statement
per FIFO buffer is required with a function in the condition that determines per value if
it should be written into the FIFO buffer. For t0, the functions F4 and F5 are used in
the conditions to determine if a value should be written into sx0 or sx1, respectively. The
insertion of the if-statements and the extraction of simple functions form the buffer selec-
tion problem for a producer. The approach in [Tur07, TKD04b] can solve this problem
for NLPs with affine index-expressions. Their solution does not require sx0′ and sx1′ .
However, this approach does not support non-manifest statements.

An alternative to this approach is a buffer that supports multiple reading tasks and
in which locations can be read and written, as depicted in Figure 5.5(c). Such a buffer
drastically simplifies the derivation of function parallelism for our stream processing
applications, because no condition for the writing task has to be derived. Therefore, we
will introduce two new buffer types that support multiple reading tasks as well as multiple
writing tasks in the Sections 5.3.2 and 5.4.2.

5.3 Buffer with sliding windows
In this section, a CB with multiple sliding read and write windows for the inter-task
communication will be presented. Because this buffer supports multiple reading and
writing tasks and it supports locations to be accessed, the reordering and buffer selec-
tion problems are avoided. We present this CB with sliding windows, to introduce the
CB and explain how the windows work. CBs with sliding windows are also presented
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in [BBJS08]. In Section 5.4, we will generalize this buffer type by introducing a CB with
overlapping windows.

In a CB with sliding windows, a window contains a number of consecutive loca-
tions for either reading or writing. The important aspect of a sliding window is that a
non-manifest access pattern can be hidden inside a window, such that we can support
non-manifest statements. A CB can contain multiple read and write windows, but read
windows may not overlap with write windows and vice versa. Read windows may over-
lap with each other, because a value can be read multiple times. Write windows can
overlap without the introduction of race-conditions, because we required our NLP to be
in LSA form.

In a CB, a window can slide by performing synchronization calls to add locations to
the head of the window and remove locations from the tail of the window. Windows can
slide independently from each other, which enables the parallel and pipelined execution
of the reading and writing tasks of our stream processing applications. Furthermore, a
task only updates the administration for its own window in a CB. Therefore, no atomic
read-modify-write operations are required.

A window always contains a number of consecutive locations in the CB. If a location
in the middle of the write window is written, it cannot be immediately released from this
window, because locations are released from the tail of the window. Therefore, sliding
windows may introduce deadlock, if they are used to replace the arrays used in a latency
critical cycle of the dependency graph. For such a cycle, it may be required that a value
is immediately released from the write window, to make it available for reading.

For this section, the outline is as follows. We will first explain a CB with a sliding
read and write window, in Section 5.3.1. Subsequently, the sliding read and write window
will be generalized to multiple sliding read and write windows, in Section 5.3.2. Finally,
Section 5.3.3 discusses the problem of applying a CB with sliding windows for the inter-
task communication on a latency critical cycle in the task graph.

5.3.1 A sliding read and write window
In this section, we will discuss a CB with a sliding read and write window that we will
use to replace the array communication in the dependency graph. For sliding windows,
care will be taken that the read and write windows do not overlap.

A CB can be implemented with a read pointer r and a write pointer w, as depicted in
Figure 5.6. In a CB, a consumer can read the locations between r and w in an arbitrary
order and therefore it supports out-of-order access, multiplicity, skipping, and even non-
manifest access patterns due to approximated data dependencies. A producer can write
the locations between w and r in an arbitrary order. The producer can make the value
at location w available to the consumer by increasing w and the consumer can return
location r to the producer by increasing r. At the start of the execution of both the
producer and the consumer, both r and w point to the same location and w is the first to
be increased. The pointers may not overtake each other. When a pointer reaches the end
of the CB, it is wrapped around to the beginning.
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High addressLow address CB

ŵ
Write window

Read window

Direction in which sliding windows advance

r̂
Write pointer(w)Read pointer(r)

Figure 5.6: A CB with a sliding read window and write window

The reading or writing of an array element l will be replaced by reading or writing
the corresponding location l in a CB. For the CB that will be located in shared memory
in which it will be accessed by different processors, we will rely on the StrC model, as
discussed in Section 5.1.

In a CB, the consumer acquires locations with data between r and w and the pro-
ducer acquires space between w and r. Starting at r, the consumer acquires a number of
consecutive locations with data that can be read, we will call this the read window (RW),
as depicted in Figure 5.6. The advantage of acquiring a RW is that only the head of the
RW r̂ and the tail of the RW, i.e. the read pointer r, have to be stored. This in contrast to
storing per location if this location is acquired. In a similar way, a number of consecutive
locations between w and r are acquired as a write window (WW), with ŵ the head of the
WW and w the tail. In the buffer administration, we store the pointers for the RW and
WW, such that we know which locations are acquired for data and for space.

Because in a CB a pointer can be increased and wrapped around to the beginning,
we will use a wrap bit [GNL01, NKG+02] for each pointer. A wrap bit is inverted if
its pointer reaches the end of the CB. This wrap bit is necessary in case both windows
contain 0 locations and we want to determine if the RW is before or after the WW. If we
use a wrap bit per pointer, equal wrap bits indicate that the RW is before the WW and
unequal wrap bits indicate that the RW is after the WW. For the pointers r, r̂, w, and ŵ,
the wrap bits are indicated by rb, r̂b, wb, and ŵb, respectively.

In a CB, an acquireData call for the RW increases r̂ and an acquireSpace call for the
WW increases ŵ. An acquire call is blocking. This means that if an acquireData call is
performed for the RW andw is equal to r̂, i.e. w = r̂ ∧ wb = r̂b, the acquireData call will
not return and also not increase r̂, before w has been increased. Note that if wb and r̂b are
unequal, the WW is before the RW, such that the location can be acquired. An acquire-
Space call for the WW blocks, if the location of ŵ is equal to r, i.e. r = ŵ ∧ rb 6= ŵb. As
for the acquireData call, the acquireSpace call does not increase ŵ until it is not blocked
anymore. The releaseSpace and releaseData calls are non-blocking and increase r or w
for the RW or WW, respectively.

The producer and consumer can slide their windows independently from each other
through the CB, thereby enabling both tasks to be executed in parallel. If the NLP con-
tains an endless loop, the tasks extracted from this loop are executed an infinite number
of times. In a CB, the WW is in front of the RW. Therefore, given that the size of the
buffer is sufficient, the producer can be a task execution ahead of the consumer. Thus,
sliding windows enable the pipelined execution of a task graph.
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Low address CB High address WW2

WW1

RW2

RW1w2 ŵ1w1 ŵ2

Direction in which sliding windows advance
r2r̂1r1 r̂2

Figure 5.7: A CB with two read window and two write window

For sliding windows, we do not want to depend upon atomic read-modify-write oper-
ations like test-and-set and fetch-and-add, because using such operations requires support
from the underlying multiprocessor system. We do not require these atomic operations,
because w and ŵ are only updated by the producer and the consumer only updates r
and r̂.

5.3.2 Multiple sliding read and write windows
The generalization of a CB with a single WW and RW to a CB with multiple WWs and
RWs is discussed in this section. In such a CB, each consumer has its own RW and each
producer has its own WW.

Figure 5.7 depicts a CB with two RWs and two WWs. For a RWn, there is a rn and
a r̂n and for a WWm, there is a wm and a ŵm. Furthermore, each pointer has a wrap bit.
The WWs may overlap with each other, because our NLP is in LSA form. Therefore,
each location in the WWs will be written by at most one producer, such that no race-
conditions will occur. RWs may overlap, because multiple consumers can read the same
location without causing race-conditions. For a CB with multiple WWs and RWs, still a
WW may not overlap with a RW and vice versa.

For a CB with multiple WWs and RWs, the blocking conditions for the acquireData
and acquireSpace calls have to be changed. To ensure that the acquireData call for a
RWn does not cause RWn to overlap with any of the WWs, the consumer blocks if r̂n

is equal to the tail of one of the WWs. The blocking condition for an acquireData call
by a consumer tn for a CB sx = (Tp, Tc), with Tp the set of producers, Tc the set of
consumers, and tn ∈ Tc, is:

∃tp ∈ Tp(wp = r̂n ∧ wb
p = r̂b

n) (5.1)

Similarly, the acquireSpace call for a WWm does not return if ŵm is equal to one of
the tails of the RWs. The blocking condition for an acquireSpace call by a producer tm
for a CB sx = (Tp, Tc), with tm ∈ Tp, is:

∃tc ∈ Tc(rc = ŵm ∧ rb
c 6= ŵb

m) (5.2)

As for a CB with one WW and one RW, the inter-task communication and synchro-
nization via a CB with multiple WWs and RWs does not require atomic read-modify-
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sx

t1sy
t0

t0
1. sx[0] = ∼;
2. sx[1] = ∼;
3. for(i=2; i≤5; i++){
4. sx[i] = sy[i− 1];
5. }

t1
1. for(j=0; j≤5; j++){
2. sy[F0(j)] = sx[j];
3. }

1. int F0(int j){
2. if(j<2){
3. return j+1;
4. }else if (j == 2){
5. return 0;
6. }else{
7. return j;
8. }}

(a) (b)

Figure 5.8: (a) A task graph with a cyclic dependency between task t0 and t1 and (b) the
non-affine function F0 called by task t1

write operations. The producer that writes into a WWn only updates wn and ŵn, and a
consumer that reads from a RWn only updates rn and r̂n.

5.3.3 Latency critical cycle problem
For a CB with sliding windows, a value written into a WW is not immediately released
from this WW, such that this location cannot be immediately acquired in a RW for read-
ing. Thus, the release of a location from a WW may be delayed for a CB with sliding
windows. Therefore, inserting a CB with sliding windows for a latency critical cycle in
the dependency graph may introduce deadlock. In this section, we will demonstrate this
with an example.

A RW may not overlap with a WW, for a CB with sliding windows. Therefore, these
windows are also addressed as non-overlapping windows. For a cyclic dependency graph,
the insertion of non-overlapping sliding windows can lead to deadlock in the task graph,
which we will demonstrate with the didactic example in Figure 5.8(a). The tasks t0 and
t1 communicate via the buffers sx and sy , according to the sequential code given below
these tasks. Task t1 calls the non-affine function F0, which is depicted in Figure 5.8(b).

Figure 5.9 depicts the read and write access patterns for the tasks t0 and t1 in Fig-
ure 5.8(a). The RW and WW in CB sx and the RW in sy have one location, because in
their access pattern locations are accessed in FIFO order. The WW in sy requires four
locations, due to the irregular access pattern computed by F0. A location may not be
released from this WW before it has been written. Therefore, the locations 1 and 2 in sy

are not released from the WW until location 0 has been written, as depicted in Figure 5.9.
Thus, the release of a location from the WW can be delayed, because preceding locations
have not yet been written. In this figure, the release of location 1 from the WW in sy is
delayed and therefore depicted in bold. We will now discuss how this delayed release
will cause deadlock. To release location 1 from its WW in sy , task t1 first has to write
location 3 in sy and read location 3 from sx. However, before t0 writes location 3 in sx

and releases it from its WW, it has to read location 1 from sy . As a consequence, there
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Figure 5.9: Locations read and written by the tasks from Figure 5.8

is a cyclic dependency between t1 and t0, where t1 does not release location 1 from its
WW in sy , because t0 does not release location 3 from its WW in sx and vice versa.
Because location 1 is not immediately released from the WW in CB sy after it is written
by t1, the tasks deadlock.

In the following section, a CB with overlapping windows will be discussed, for which
a written location is released immediately from a WW, such that it can be acquired for
reading. These buffers are suitable to be inserted on latency critical cycles in the depen-
dency graph.

5.4 Buffer with overlapping windows
In this section, we present a CB with multiple overlapping RWs and WWs that can al-
ways be used to replace array communication, even for stream processing applications
with latency critical cycles. Overlapping windows will not introduce deadlock when used
in cyclic task graphs, because a location is released from the WW immediately after it is
written. The main advantage of a CB with multiple overlapping windows is that it can
always be used to replace the communication via an array, given that a buffer capacity
equal to the array size is used. Because the overlapping windows are a generalization
of sliding windows, this buffer type also avoids the reordering and buffer selection prob-
lems. CBs with overlapping windows are also presented in [BBS09, BBS10].

This section is organized as follows. We will first present the extensions of a sliding
RW and WW in a CB towards an overlapping RW and WW, in Section 5.4.1. In Sec-
tion 5.4.2, the overlapping windows will be generalized to multiple overlapping RWs and
WWs. Finally, in Section 5.4.3 we will prove that a CB with overlapping windows can
always be applied.

5.4.1 An overlapping read and write window
In this section, we will present the generalization of a sliding WW and RW towards
an overlapping WW and RW. The overlapping windows do not introduce deadlock for
cyclic task graphs. For overlapping windows, we use a full-bit per location. This full-
bit is set immediately after its location has been written, such that the location can be
acquired for reading. As for sliding windows, no atomic read-modify-write operations
are required to use overlapping windows.
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Figure 5.10: A CB with an overlapping RW and WW

As illustrated with the NLP in Figure 5.8, a value should be available for reading
directly after it has been written, to prevent deadlock. This requires the producer to
release a written location directly from its WW, such that the consumer can acquire it for
reading. In contrast, the location at the write pointerw is released from a non-overlapping
WW after writing at location k, where w does not necessary equal k. To avoid deadlock,
it has to be possible to read the written location k that is possibly after location w, i.e.
between w and ŵ. Therefore, we have to allow reading between w and ŵ in the CB. This
results in an overlapping RW and WW, as depicted in Figure 5.10.

For overlapping windows, per location in the WW it should be administrated if it
can be acquired for reading. Therefore, we introduce the full-bit that is cleared when its
location is acquired for writing and set directly after a value is written at its location. A
location in the RW with a set full-bit can be acquired for reading.

A full-bit can either be stored along with its location or in the buffer administration.
Some architectures [ABC+95, ACC+90] provide an additional bit for every location in
the shared memory that can be used as a full-bit. An alternative is to store full-bits in the
buffer administration by using a bit vector, with a full-bit for each location in the CB.

The full-bit is different from the full-empty bit proposed in [CGS99]. A full-bit is
only set or cleared by at most one producer. Therefore, no atomic read-modify-write
operations are required. In contrast, for a full-empty bit, the producer sets the full-empty
bit of a location after writing and a consumer clears the full-empty bit after reading a
location for the last time. Possibly, multiple full-empty bits will be stored in a bit vector.
In this case, atomic read-modify-write operations are required, to avoid that a producer
and a consumer update full-empty bits in the same memory word simultaneously. Other-
wise, such a simultaneous update might result in only one of the updates being performed
successful.

Overlapping windows use slightly different acquire and release calls compared to
sliding windows. The acquireSpace call for a WW adds a location to the window by
clearing the full-bit of the location consecutive to ŵ and acquiring this location by incre-
menting ŵ. Note that, as for sliding windows, ŵ cannot overtake r and therefore if r is
equal to ŵ, the clearing of the full-bit and the acquire are blocked until r is incremented.
After writing a location, a releaseData call releases the location from the WW by setting
the full-bit of this location. Note that for locations in the buffer that are not written, the
full-bit will not be set, because these locations will also not be read.

Before the consumer can read a location, the consumer has to perform an acquireData
call for it. The acquireData call for a location k blocks, if the location is not between r
and ŵor if the full-bit of the location is not set. The acquireData call for location k by a
consumer tc in a CB sx = (tp, tc) blocks if the following condition is false:
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Figure 5.11: A CB with four overlapping windows, two RWs and two WWs

((rb 6= ŵb ∧ k mod θ(sx) < ŵ ∧ k mod θ(sx) ≥ r)∨ (5.3)

(rb = ŵb ∧ k mod θ(sx) < ŵ)) ∧ f(k mod θ(sx)) = 1

In this equation, the wrap bits (rb, ŵb) are either equal or unequal. If they are unequal,
the window starts at r, wraps around, and ends at ŵ. Therefore, k should be larger than r
or smaller than ŵ. For equal wrap bits, k is assumed to be larger than r and we verify that
k is smaller than ŵ. Furthermore, the full-bit of the location should be set, so the function
f(k) should return true to indicate that the full-bit is set. Note that we use k modulo the
capacity of the buffer (θ(sx)), such that a location larger than the buffer capacity wraps
around in the CB.

The consumer can release the location at the tail of its RW with a releaseSpace call
that increments r.

Updating the read pointer r, write pointer ŵ, and full-bits requires no atomic read-
modify-write operations, as for example test-and-set and fetch-and-add. These opera-
tions are not required, because r is only updated by the consumer and ŵ and the full-bits
only by the producer. Note that due to the full-bits, overlapping windows do not need r̂
and w.

5.4.2 Multiple overlapping read and write windows
In this section, we will generalize a CB with an overlapping RW and WW to contain mul-
tiple RWs and WWs, such that we avoid the buffer selection problem. As for overlapping
windows, multiple overlapping windows do not require atomic read-modify-write oper-
ations and can support non-manifest access patterns.

Figure 5.11 depicts a CB with multiple overlapping RWs and WWs. Each consumer
has a RWn with a rn. Multiple RWs can overlap, because a location can be read multiple
times among different consumers. Each producer has a WWm with a ŵm. The WWs of
the producers can overlap, because at most one producer will write at a location in the
buffer.

For multiple overlapping windows, we do not want to depend upon atomic read-
modify-write operations like test-and-set and fetch-and-add, because using such opera-
tions require support from the underlying multiprocessor system. Without such opera-
tions, a value in the buffer administration can be written and read at the same moment,
this results in fair access for the tasks, without unnecessary blocking.
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If there are multiple producers in a CB with overlapping windows and only one full-
bit per location, this may result in race-conditions. In this case, the first producer to
acquire a location for its WW has to clear the full-bit of this location. Possibly, multiple
producers acquire such a location simultaneously and therefore each of them will clear
the full-bit of this location. For example, the first producer clears the full-bit, immediately
writes a value at the location, and sets the full-bit again. The clear operation of one of
the other producers can be delayed, such that it clears the full-bit after the first producer
has set it. This causes a race-condition, because a consumer possibly never observes the
full-bit as being set. This race-condition can be avoided by using an atomic read-modify-
write operation for the acquire call of the producer. Alternatively, we avoid such race-
conditions, without depending upon atomic read-modify-write operations, by providing
each producer its own full-bit for each location in the CB. In this case, there is at most
one producer that writes to a full-bit.

For multiple overlapping RWs and WWs, the acquireSpace, acquireData, release-
Space, releaseData, and write call are slightly changed. In a CB with multiple WWs, a
RW can (partly) overtake a WW, to read a value written by another WW. Therefore, a
WW should be allowed to overtake such an RW again. But, to prevent unread values
from being overwritten, the WW that is ahead of all other WWs may not overtake a RW.
Therefore, we change the acquireSpace call. We change the write call, such that it does
not write a value into the buffer, if the location to be written is before all read pointers,
because this value will never be read.

For multiple overlapping windows, a wrap bit is not sufficient and therefore we gener-
alize it to a wrap counter. For multiple overlapping windows, a read pointer may overtake
the head of a write window ŵ. Consider the case that a ŵl and ŵm are equal, but have
unequal wrap bits. The wrap bit indicates that one of the WWs is ahead of the other,
but we cannot determine if it is WWl or WWm. Therefore, we cannot determine which
acquireSpace call should block. Note that for sliding windows there would have been
a read pointer rn equal to ŵl and ŵm, with a wrap bit with the value of the WW that
was behind. But for overlapping windows, a read pointer may overtake the head of some
write windows. The heads of the WWs and their wrap bits do not provide sufficient in-
formation to determine which window is ahead of the other. Therefore, we generalize
the wrap bit to a wrap counter that starts at zero for each pointer. A read pointer rn has
a wrap counter rc

n and a ŵm has a wrap counter ŵc
m. A pointer that reaches the end of a

CB is wrapped to the beginning of the CB, its wrap counter is increased by one followed
by storing its value modulo three, e.g. increasing ŵc

m results in ŵc
m = (ŵc

m + 1) mod 3.
The wrap counter needs at least three values, from which the pointers will use two values
at a time. Therefore, by comparing the counter values of two pointers, we can decide if
one of the two is ahead of the other. For efficiency reasons, our implementation of the
wrap counter uses four values instead of three, because modulo four can be computed
more efficiently by means of bit-masks.

We change the acquireSpace call for a producer tm. The acquire operation clears its
own full-bit fm at location ŵm, followed by increasing ŵm, only if the acquire operation
is not blocked. The acquireSpace for a WWm is blocked, if a read or write pointer is
equal to ŵm and if the wrap counter ŵc

m is ahead of the wrap counter of this read or
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write pointer. The acquireSpace call from a producer tm in a buffer sx = (Tp, Tc), with
(tm ∈ Tp), blocks if the following condition is true:

(∃tc ∈ Tc(rc = ŵm ∧ ((rc
c + 1) mod 3 = ŵc

m))∨ (5.4)
(∃tp ∈ Tp(tp 6= tm ∧ ŵp = ŵm ∧ ((ŵc

p + 1) mod 3 = ŵc
m))

The first line of this equation verifies that the acquireSpace call will not increase ŵm

beyond a read pointer rc that has a wrap counter rc
c that is one less than ŵc

m. The second
line verifies that no head of a WW is overtaken that has a wrap counter that is one less
than ŵc

m. The releaseData call of a producer tm for a location k sets the full-bit fm that
the producer has for the location, i.e. the full-bit fm at location k mod θ(sx).

For a consumer, the acquireData call for a location is extended to check if one of the
producers has written the location. The acquireData call from consumer tn for location
k verifies that there is a producer tm with a WWm that is ahead of RWn, but with k
between RWn and WWm, and with the full-bit fm for this location set. Otherwise, the
acquireData call blocks. Given a location k and a consumer tn that reads from a buffer
sx = (Tp, Tc), with tn ∈ Tc, the acquireData call for location k blocks if the following
condition is false:

∃tp ∈ Tp(((rc
n + 1) mod 3 = ŵc

p ∧ (k mod θ(sx) < ŵp ∨ k mod θ(sx) ≥ rn))∨
(ŵc

p = rc
n ∧ k mod θ(sx) < ŵp) ∧ fp(k mod θ(sx)) = 1) (5.5)

This equation is build up from two parts. The first part, on the first line, of this equation
checks for a ŵp that has been wrapped once more than rn. In this case k should be
smaller than ŵp or larger than rn, i.e. the location is between the pointers. The second
part considers the wrap counters to be equal and verifies if k is between rn and ŵp. If
one of the two parts is true, the value of the full-bit is checked to be set. The releaseData
call for a consumer tn remains unchanged and increases rn.

Because each producer has its own full-bit per location in the CB, no atomic read-
modify-write operations are required for multiple overlapping windows. A tail rn of a
RWn is only updated by the consumer that reads from this window and a write pointer
ŵm of a WWm is only updated by the producer that uses this WW for writing. No atomic
read-modify-write operations are required for the full-bits, because each producer sets
and clears its own full-bits.

5.4.3 Applicability of a CB with overlapping windows
An array can always be replaced by a CB with overlapping windows that has a capacity of
at least the size of the array. This section will present a proof that a CB with overlapping
windows can always be applied, such that we can always use CBs with overlapping
windows for the inter-task communication, even if analysis given a CSDF model fails.

The tasks in the dependency graph read from and write into arrays. This has to be
replaced by communication via buffers, to execute the tasks on a multiprocessor system.
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As discussed in Section 5.3.3, in some cases replacing the array communication by com-
munication via buffers can introduce deadlock. But for the extracted dependency graph
from an NLP described in OIL, we can always replace the array communication by com-
munication via a CB with overlapping windows. Note that such an NLP is in LSA form,
such that a written location can be released immediately after writing.

Theorem 5.1. In a dependency graph, the communication via an array ax can always
be replaced by inter-task communication via a CB sx with overlapping windows with-
out introducing deadlock, given that the capacity of the CB is at least the size of the
communicated array.

Proof: By definition, an NLP described in OIL from which our task graph is extracted
can be executed sequentially. Therefore, there exists a sequential schedule that defines
an order in which we can execute the assignment-statements in the NLP. After replacing
the arrays by CBs with overlapping windows, in which the CBs have a capacity of at
least the size of the arrays, and replacing the assignment-statements in the NLP by tasks
in a task graph, we can conclude that these tasks can be executed in the same order.
The reason is that values written in these CBs are immediately available for reading.
Allowing other execution orders of the tasks is equivalent to the removal of the sequence
constraints that enforce the sequential schedule of the tasks. Furthermore, it is known that
the task graph is functionally deterministic, because the so called firing rules of the tasks
are sequential [LP95]. Removal of sequence constraints from a schedule of a functional
deterministic task graph cannot introduce additional cyclic dependencies and therefore
cannot introduce deadlock. Because there exists a schedule of the tasks in the task graph
and removal of the constraints that enforce this schedule cannot result in deadlock, we
conclude that the extracted task graph with overlapping windows is always deadlock-free.

�
It is always possible to use a CB with overlapping windows, if we use the size of

the communicated array as buffer capacity. Note that in case of inter-iteration commu-
nication an array is used for the current and the next iteration, such that the CB should
have a capacity of twice the array size. But, for manifest access patterns we can often
use a CB with sliding or overlapping windows that has a buffer capacity that is smaller
than the communicated array. First in Chapter 6 we will present how inter-task commu-
nication and synchronization statements are inserted for CBs with sliding or overlapping
windows. Subsequently, in Chapter 7 we will present the extraction of an analysis model
from the synchronization behavior via CBs between the tasks in the task graph, where
the analysis model can be used to compute the buffer capacities.

5.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we discussed suitable memory consistency models that can be used to
define the behavior of our tasks, if they are executed in parallel on a multiprocessor sys-
tem. On top of these memory consistency models, we implement a CB with overlapping
windows that can always be used to replace array communication without introducing
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deadlock, given that the capacity of the CB is at least the size of the array. This buffer al-
lows multiple producers and consumers. Inside a window, the locations can be accessed
in an arbitrary order, such that reordering is not a problem and non-manifest access pat-
terns can be supported.

Preceding the discussion about the CB with overlapping windows, we first discussed
FIFO buffers and the buffer selection and reordering problems that the usage of FIFO
buffers introduces. A FIFO buffer could be generalized into a CB with sliding windows
in which read and write windows are not allowed to overlap. This results in a buffer
with a relatively modest synchronization overhead. The CB with sliding windows al-
lows multiple read and write windows, such that it avoids the buffer selection problem.
Furthermore, inside a window the locations can be accessed in an arbitrary order, which
avoids the reordering problem. A drawback of using CBs with sliding windows is that a
location that has been written might not be immediately available for reading. This may
introduce deadlock for latency critical cycles in the task graph. Therefore, a CB with
multiple overlapping read and write windows has been introduced that releases a written
location immediately from the write window after writing.



CHAPTER 6

Communication and synchronization insertion

Abstract - In this chapter, we will present templates that define where
communication and synchronization statements must be inserted into the
tasks. The insertion of communication and synchronization statements into
the tasks transforms the dependency graph into a task graph that can be
executed on a multiprocessor system.

This chapter presents the templates that define where communication and synchro-
nization statements must be inserted into the tasks. By inserting these statements, the
communication via arrays is replaced by inter-task communication via CBs. Thereby,
the dependency graph is transformed into a task graph that can be correctly executed on
our multiprocessor system. The used templates are defined such that no race-conditions
will occur. Furthermore, most of the synchronization statements are executed uncon-
ditionally. This makes it possible to extract in many cases a corresponding temporal
analysis model in the form of a CSDF graph. The extraction of a CSDF model is the
topic of Chapter 7.

First, we will present a generic template that is applicable for OIL applications with
non-manifest access patterns. The template defines the placement of statements, to re-
place array communication by communication via a CB with overlapping windows. To
support non-manifest access patterns, we will use windows with the size of the commu-
nicated array.

As refinement of the template for non-manifest access patterns, we will present tem-
plates that define the placement of communication and synchronization statements for a

71
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manifest access pattern. The first two templates are for CBs with sliding windows and
the third template is for CBs with overlapping windows. Typically, for these templates
we can use a window in the CB that is smaller than the size of the communicated array.
We will present how the size of such a window can be computed. The templates specify
the placement of synchronization statements, to use these smaller windows.

We will present two refinements of our generic template, for non-manifest access
patterns. First, we will present a refinement for a non-manifest if-statement that contains
an assignment-statement that reads from an overlapping window in a CB. In this case a
refinement is necessary, to insert the synchronization statements, such that an acquire for
the read window is executed unconditionally. The second refinement is the placement of
communication and synchronization statements that are needed for the CBs that are read
in the expressions of the conditions of the non-manifest loops and if-statements.

To support stream processing applications, we will present a template that defines
the placement of communication and synchronization statements into an initialization
task. Furthermore, we will present a template, for the placement of these statements for
inter-iteration communication.

An NLP can contain an access type that allows the programmer to specify the ac-
cess pattern of the tasks in an array. Given such an access type, it may be possible to
insert synchronization statements into the tasks that immediately precede and succeed
the communication statement. This typically results in small windows being used in the
CBs. Therefore, we will present a template that defines the placement of synchronization
statements, if an access type for an array is specified.

The outline of this chapter is as follows. We will first present a template that defines
the placement of communication and synchronization statements for a non-manifest ac-
cess pattern, in Section 6.1. Section 6.2 refines this template, by presenting a template
for the insertion of inter-task communication into a task with a manifest access pattern.
The template for non-manifest access patterns is further refined, in Section 6.3, for non-
manifest loops and if-statements. A refinement of the templates for stream processing
applications is presented, in Section 6.4. Section 6.5 presents a template that defines the
placement of synchronization statements given a specified access type by the program-
mer. Finally, section 6.6 will present the conclusions.

6.1 Generic template
To insert communication and synchronization statements into the tasks of a dependency
graph, we will define a template that is in many cases applicable but does potentially not
result in the most efficient solution. This template defines the placement of communi-
cation and synchronization statements, such that CBs with overlapping windows can be
used. The template presented in this section results in windows that contain all locations
from the communicated arrays, such that non-manifest index-expressions are supported.

Figure 6.1 depicts the basic template for the placement of inter-task communication
and synchronization statements for a CB with overlapping windows into a task. This tem-
plate contains three phases: the initial phase, the processing phase, and the final phase.
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1. int p = 0;
2. acquireS(σ(aw),sw,to);

}
Initial phase

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

control{
p++;
acquireDL(mr,sr,to);
write(sw,mw,read(sr,mr));
releaseDL(mw,sw,to);

}


Processing phase

9.
10.

p++;
releaseS(σ(ar),sr,to);

}
Final phase

Figure 6.1: A generic template for the placement of synchronization and communication
statements for a CB with overlapping windows into a task to

During the initial phase, for each CB that will be written, the locations of the commu-
nicated array are acquired. In the processing phase, the assignment-statements that read
and write arrays are changed to read from and write into CBs. The word control, which
encapsulates the lines 4 until 7, indicates that multiple loops and if-statements can encap-
sulate the assignment-statements. During the final phase, in each read CB, the acquired
locations from the communicated array are released.

For our generic template, we acquire all σ(aw) locations of the written array aw that
will be communicated via CB sw, during the initial phase. This ensures that during the
processing phase all locations of aw will be available for writing. To avoid releasing a
location too early, all σ(ar) locations of a read array ar will be released during the final
phase. Note that for overlapping windows, the acquireData and releaseData calls have
to immediately precede and succeed the assignment-statement and therefore these calls
cannot be performed during the initial or final phase.

Figure 6.1 defines the placement of communication and synchronization statements,
to use a CB with overlapping windows. We will use shorthand names for the functions
acquireSpace, releaseData, acquireData, and releaseSpace. A task t acquires k loca-
tions consecutive to the head of the WW in s that contain space, by calling the function
acquireS(k,s,t). A task t releases k locations consecutive to the tail of the RW in s that
contain space, by calling the function releaseS(k,s,t). The statement to acquire a loca-
tion m, as given by an index-expression, in s that contains data is acquireDL(m,s,t). To
release a locationm in s that contains data, the function releaseDL(m,s,t) is called. Note
that both acquire calls are blocking.

In the template for overlapping windows, read and write accesses of arrays are re-
placed by read and write statements, to communicate via CBs. A read access of a task t
using index-expression mr in array ar is replaced by the statement read(sr,mr) to read
the value at location mr from CB sr. A write access in array aw of a task t using index-
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expressionmw to write a value v is replaced by write(sw,mw,v), to write v at the location
mw in CB sw.

The template in this section contains a dummy counter p. During the execution of
the task, the value of p represents the number of the current so called synchronization
section. Synchronization sections can be captured in a CSDF model, but this is outside
the scope of this chapter. Section 7.3 will discuss synchronization sections in detail.

6.2 Manifest access patterns
In this section, we present two templates that define where communication and synchro-
nization statements must be inserted, in case of manifest access patterns. If a task has
a manifest access pattern in an array, typically a read or write window that is smaller
than the whole array can be used. This typically results in CBs with a capacity that is
smaller than the communicated array. Two templates are needed. In some cases a CB
with overlapping windows must be used, to avoid deadlock. But, because a CB with non-
overlapping sliding windows has a lower overhead, the usage of these CBs is preferred
when deadlock will not be introduced.

We will present the computation of the window size, in number of locations, for a
sliding read or write window. We will use a sliding read or write window, such that for
each read or write operation of the task, the location to be accessed is acquired. This is
possible by encapsulating the reading or writing assignment-statement by an acquire and
release statement for at most one location. A nice feature of the presented approach is
that a simple expression can be used to determine if an acquire or release statement has
to be executed.

A template will be presented that defines the placement of communication and syn-
chronization statements, for a manifest access pattern, such that a CB with sliding win-
dows can be used. In this template, we will use the computed window size for the place-
ment of synchronization statements into a task. Furthermore, a template will be presented
that defines the placement of communication and synchronization statements for a CB
with overlapping windows, for a manifest access pattern.

For this section, the outline is as follows. First, Section 6.2.1 presents how the size of
a sliding window can be computed, given a manifest access pattern. Next, section 6.2.2
presents a template that defines the placement of synchronization statements into a task,
to use sliding windows in a CB. A template that defines the placement of synchronization
statements into a task to use overlapping windows in a CB is presented, in Section 6.2.3.

6.2.1 Window size computation
We will at most acquire and release one location, for each access in a sliding window.
Inside a window, an access pattern can be out-of-order with skipping. However, a win-
dow will hide these irregular access patterns. This has the consequence that initially an
acquire statement for a number of locations may be required. We will call the number
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Figure 6.2: A CB with a sliding RW and WW, for which the lead-in (d1) and lead-out
(d2) are illustrated

of locations that is acquired the lead-in (d1). Furthermore, possibly a number of the ac-
cesses should not be followed by a release call, this number is called the lead-out (d2).
Together, the lead-in and lead-out determine the size of a sliding window.

We want to insert acquire and release statements into a task, such that the execution of
these statements depends upon a simple expression. Therefore, for an accessed window,
each assignment-statement in the task that accesses this window is preceded by an acquire
statement and succeeded by a release statement for at most one location. Initially, both
the head and the tail of the window point to location 0 in the CB. If the assignment-
statement that accesses the window is encapsulated by an acquire statement and a release
statement for one location, there would be only one location inside the window. For
example, just before the fourth execution of such an assignment-statement we would have
acquired four locations and released three locations in the CB, such that only location 3 is
acquired inside the window. If we need a window with more than one location, initially a
number of locations has to be acquired for the window and a number of accesses will not
be followed by a release of a location from the window. Figure 6.5 shows a template that
defines the placement of acquire and release statements, such that a window with more
than one location can be used.

By acquiring a number of locations at the beginning of the execution of a task, a
number of locations become available inside the window before the first access. This is
the d1 depicted for the windows in Figure 6.2. Furthermore, by not succeeding the first
accesses of the window by releasing a location from this window, a number of locations
is kept longer accessible inside the window. This is the d2 in Figure 6.2. The combination
of initially acquired locations and the delayed release of locations determines the win-
dow size. We define the window size as the maximum distance, in number of locations,
between the head and the tail of the window during the execution of the task.

Each access of a task t in a CB sj is preceded by an acquire operation for at most
one location. This is possible until all locations of the communicated array aj have been
acquired. In a CB, the first location to be acquired is location 0. It is possible that the
first access of a task accesses location n, with n > 0. In this case, preceding the first
access and its acquire call, at least n locations should have been acquired. To guarantee
that during each access of task t in CB sj the location to be accessed is acquired, initially
a number of locations may have to be acquired. We call this number of locations the
lead-in d1(t, sj), with d1 : T × S → N.
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Figure 6.3 depicts the intuition behind the lead-in, for the accesses of t2 in sx from
the task graph in Figure 4.10(c). In Figure 6.3, the upper sequence lists the indices of the
locations acquired by t2 and the lower sequence list the indices of the read locations. By
shifting the sequence with acquired locations to the left, such that no location is acquired
after it is accessed, the lead-in is found. Location 1,3,5,7, and 9 are depicted in bold,
because they determine the lead-in, which is in this case one, i.e. d1(t2, sx) = 1.

0 1 4 63 7 8 Location acquired
Location read α(t2,ax,k)1

2 5
0 23 5 4 67 8

9
9

d1=1

Figure 6.3: The lead-in d1(t2, sx) for task t2 in CB sx from Figure 4.10(c)

It is possible to give an expression for the lead-in in a CB. Let t be the considered
task, sj the CB with aj as corresponding array, and an access counter l for which it holds
that 0 ≤ l < ρ(t, aj), where ρ(t, aj) returns the total number of accesses of t in aj during
an iteration of the endless loop and α(t, aj , l) returns the location that is accessed by t in
aj during access l.

Lemma 6.1. A lead-in d1(t, sj) = maxl(α(t, aj , l)− l) is the minimal number of loca-
tions acquired before the first access in sj , such that if each access in sj is preceded
by acquiring one location, it is guaranteed that every location is acquired before it is
accessed.

Proof: Consider an access k, with 0 ≤ k < ρ(t, aj), that accesses location α(t, aj , k).
Before this access, at least α(t, aj , k) + 1 locations should be acquired in sj . Preceding
an access in sj , one location is acquired. Therefore, initially α(t, aj , k) + 1− (k + 1)
locations should be acquired, if α(t, aj , k) > k. If α(t, aj , k)≤k, location α(t, aj , k)
is already acquired during access k. To guarantee that for each access the location to
be accessed is acquired, the minimal and sufficient number of initial acquired locations
d1(t, sj) is found by maxl(α(t, aj , l)− l), with 0 ≤ l < ρ(t, aj). �

To guarantee that during each access of a task in a CB the location to be accessed
is still acquired, possibly a number of the initial accesses should not be succeeded by a
release call. We will call the number of accesses of a task t in sj without a release call
the lead-out d2(t, sj), with d2 : T × S → N.

Figure 6.4 depicts the intuition behind the lead-out, for the reading in sx by t3 from
Figure 4.10(c). In Figure 6.4, the upper sequence lists the read locations and the lower
sequence the released locations. By shifting the sequence with released locations to the
right, such that no location is released before it has been read for the last time, the lead-
out can be found. Location two is depicted in bold, because it determines the lead-out,
which is two in this case, i.e. d2(t3, sx) = 2.

We can also give an expression for the lead-out. Let t be the considered task, sj the
CB, and l the access counter for which it holds that 0 ≤ l < ρ(t, aj).

Lemma 6.2. A lead-out d2(t, sj) = maxl(l − α(t, aj , l)), is the minimal number of ac-
cesses of t in sj without a release call, such that succeeding the remaining accesses one
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1 Location read α(t3,ax,k)
Location released

0 2 3 5 6 7 8 9
9876543210

d2=2

2

Figure 6.4: The lead-out d2(t3, sx) for t3 in CB sx from Figure 4.10(c)

location can be released, without releasing a location before it is accessed for the last
time.

Proof: Consider a location with index α(t, aj , k), with 0 ≤ k < ρ(t, aj), that is ac-
cessed during the k-th array access. To guarantee that the location with index α(t, aj , k)
is still acquired during access k, at least the first k − α(t, aj , k) accesses should not be
succeeded by releasing one location, if k ≥ α(t, aj , k). In case k < α(t, aj , k), each ac-
cess is succeeded by releasing one location. The result will be that the location with index
α(t, aj , k) is released after access k. To make sure that during each access the read or
written location is not released yet, at least the first maxl(l − α(t, aj , l)) accesses should
not be succeeded by releasing one location in sj , with 0 ≤ l < ρ(t, aj). �

The lead-out can be negative, in case a consumer skips the first locations in a CB. For
example, a consumer tc that only reads location two from sj has a lead-out of minus two,
i.e. d2(tc, sj) = −2. This lead-out is found by applying the expression in Lemma 6.2,
with k = 0 and α(tc, aj , 0) = 2.

Together, the lead-in, the lead-out, and one additional location define the size of
the window that hides the access pattern. A task t initially acquires d1(t, sj) locations
and after d2(t, sj) accesses, which are only preceded by an acquire call, each access is
succeeded by a release call for sj . For a task t that accesses sj , the sum of the lead-in
d1(t, sj), the lead-out d2(t, sj), and the location acquired preceding an access, define
the number of locations acquired for the window, called the window size Ws(t, sj), with
Ws : T × S → N. For a window, at most all elements of the communicated array, as
returned by σ(aj), are acquired.

We can give an expression for the window size. Let t be the considered task and sj

the accessed CB.

Theorem 6.1. For a task t in CB sj with a lead-in d1(t, sj) and a lead-out d2(t, sj),
a window with window size Ws(t, sj) = min(d1(t, sj) + d2(t, sj) + 1, σ(aj)) hides the
access pattern.

Proof: Lemma 6.1 and 6.2 state that the locations to be accessed will be acquired
and therefore not yet released. Lemma 6.1 states that a lead-in is determined, such
that d1(t, sj) ≥ α(t, aj , l)− l, this is equal to α(t, aj , l) ≤ d1(t, sj) + l. Lemma 6.2
states that the lead-out is determined such that d2(t, sj) ≥ l − α(t, aj , l), this is equal to
l − d2(t, sj) ≤ α(t, aj , l). The combination of both ensures that the accessed location
is always in the window, l − d2(t, sj) ≤ α(t, aj , l) ≤ l + d1(t, sj). The window size is
defined by the difference between the upper bound and the lower bound plus one, i.e.
l + d1(t, sj)− (l − d2(t, sj)) + 1. One additional location is required, because the con-
ditional acquire call is performed before we access the CB and the release call after the
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access. At most all locations of the array aj are acquired in CB sj and therefore the
maximum window size is σ(aj). �

6.2.2 Template for sliding windows
This section presents templates that define the placement of communication and syn-
chronization statements into tasks, to communicate via CBs with sliding windows. We
present a template for the typical case and a template that also covers the special cases.
The inserted inter-task communication can replace array communication with a manifest
access pattern. The presented templates are a refinement of the template presented in
Section 6.1. For the synchronization of a task, we will distinguish again three phases,
namely the initial phase, the processing phase, and the final phase. The initial phase ac-
quires locations for the windows, the processing phase slides the windows, and the final
phase releases the remaining locations from the windows.

Figure 6.5 and 6.6 depict templates according to which read and write statements are
inserted into a task t. The template in Figure 6.5 defines the placement of statements for
the typical case and the template in Figure 6.6 also covers the special cases in which the
lead-out for an accessed CB is negative or locations are skipped in an accessed CB. In
these templates, t writes into sw and reads from sr.

The templates in Figure 6.5 and 6.6 depict three phases: the initial phase, the process-
ing phase, and the final phase. During the initial phase, for each accessed CB sj , lead-in
(d1(t, sj)) locations are acquired, such that during a read or a write access the location
to be accessed will be acquired. In the processing phase, the assignment-statements that
read from and write into arrays are changed to read from and write into CBs. Further-
more, the assignment-statements are encapsulated by acquire and release statements that
will slide the windows in their CBs. The word control indicates that multiple manifest
loops and if-statements can encapsulate the assignment-statements and their acquire and
release statements. In the final phase, the remaining locations are released in the accessed
CBs.

In addition to the acquireS and releaseS statements that we already introduced for
overlapping windows, we will use the acquireD and releaseD statements. To release k
locations that contain data from the tail of its WW in s, a producer t calls the function
releaseD(k,s,t). To acquire the k locations consecutive to the head of its RW in a CB
s that contains data, a consumer t calls the function acquireD(k,s,t). Both the acquireS
and acquireD calls are blocking.

Among the initial, processing, and final phase, in total σ(aj) locations are acquired
and released in a CB sj , with σ(aj) the number of elements in an array aj and aj the array
that corresponds to CB sj . Because each task will acquire and release σ(aj) locations in
sj , all pointers will point to the same location at the end of the execution of these tasks.

In the remainder of this section, the three phases in the templates of Figure 6.5 and 6.6
are presented in detail.

During the initial phase, for each accessed CB sj , d1(t, sj) locations are acquired.
In the special case that the lead-out is negative for a CB sj , for which Figure 6.6 shows
the template, the for-loop releases −d2(t, sj) locations in sj . The lead-out of a CB can
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1. int p = 0;
2.
3.
4.

acquireS(ζ(t, sw),sw,t);
acquireD(ζ(t, sr),sr,t);
int kr = 0, kw = 0;

Initial phase

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

control{
p++;
if (kw < σ(aw)− d1(t, sw))
acquireS(1,sw,t);

if (kr < σ(ar)− d1(t, sr))
acquireD(1,sr,t);

write(sw,mw,read(sr,mr));
if (kw ≥ d2(t, sw))
releaseD(1,sw,t);

if (kr ≥ d2(t, sr))
releaseS(1,sr,t);
kr++; kw++;

}



Processing phase

18.
19.
20.

p++;
releaseD(χ(t, sw),sw,t);
releaseS(χ(t, sr),sr,t);

Final phase

Figure 6.5: A template that defines the placement of communication and synchronization
statements into a task t to read from a CB sr and write into a CB sw, using sliding
windows, if the lead-out is positive for these CBs and no locations are skipped
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be negative, if the first locations in an array are skipped. Note that the synchronization
for the WWs precedes the synchronization for the RWs. Otherwise, a task that has both
a WW and RW in a single CB could deadlock. Deadlock could occur, if the task tries to
acquire locations for its RW that this task should have released first from its WW.

The first acquire statement in the initial phase acquires the whole lead-in, if the lead-
out is not negative, otherwise it acquires the sum of the locations for the lead-in and the
lead-out. The number of acquired locations is given by ζ(t, sj), with ζ : T × S → N and
the function:

ζ(t, sj) =
{
d1(t, sj) + d2(t, sj), if d2(t, sj) < 0
d1(t, sj), otherwise (6.1)

In the template in Figure 6.6, the for-loop in the initial phase acquires and releases
−d2(t, sj) locations in CB sj , if the lead-out is negative. Note that this for-loop performs
−d2(t, sj) acquire and release calls, rather than acquiring −d2(t, sj) locations and re-
leasing them. Acquiring and releasing multiple locations increases the window size and
potentially the required buffer capacity. This for-loop may acquire and release locations
in multiple CBs and therefore the maximum number of locations to be acquired and re-
leased among these CBs determines the number of iterations. The number of iterations
performed by this for-loop for a task t is returned by the function β(t), with β : T → N
and the function:

β(t) = max{−d2(t, s)|s = (Zk, Zl) ∈ S ∧ (t ∈ Zk ⊕ t ∈ Zl)} (6.2)

where ⊕ represents the exclusive-or operation and Zk and Zl are subsets of T , with Zk

representing the producers and Zl the consumers.
At the end of the initial phase, for each accessed CB sj , an access counter kj is

introduced that will count the number of accesses of assignment-statements in the CB sj

and will be used during the processing phase. Note that we use a counter per CB, because
a task can contain multiple assignment-statements that each may access different CBs.
For the templates in Figure 6.5 and 6.6 it would have been sufficient to replace kr and
kw by a single counter.

The processing phase, shown in the templates in Figure 6.5 and 6.6, contains an
assignment-statement that accesses CBs and is encapsulated by conditional acquire and
release statements. Note that a task may contain multiple assignment-statements and that
each of them would be encapsulated by these acquire and release statements. Further-
more, an assignment-statement may be encapsulated by loops or if-statements, but these
templates can be applied as long as there is a manifest access pattern for the assignment-
statement.

Preceding an assignment-statement that accesses sw and sr, a conditional acquireS
statement is added for sw and a conditional acquireD statement is added for sr. For a CB
sj , using its access counter kj , this condition checks if there are locations left to acquire,
i.e. kj < σ(aj)− d1(t, sj). In the assignment-statement, the read access of element mr
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in an array ar is replaced by read(sr,mr), to read location mr from CB sr. Similarly, a
write access for array aw at element mw of value v is replaced by write(sw,mw, v), to
write value v at location mw in sw. Succeeding the assignment-statement, conditionally
locations are released from the accessed CBs. To determine if a location can be released
from sj , the condition of an if-statement compares the lead-out and the access counter kj ,
i.e. kj ≥ d2(t, sj). Succeeding the conditional release statements, the access counters of
the accessed CBs are incremented.

The last phase is the final phase. For this phase, the template in Figure 6.6 contains a
for-loop in which acquire and release statements are executed for the remaining elements
of the arrays that are communicated via CBs. Due to the skipping access pattern, possibly
not all locations in a CB sj were acquired during the initial and the processing phase of a
task t. In the final phase, a for-loop acquires these remaining σ(aj)−ρ(t, aj)−d1(t, sj)
locations, where ρ(t, aj) returns the number of accesses of a task t in an array aj . In this
for-loop, the acquire statements are succeeded by release statements, to slide the window.
In both templates, at the end of the final phase, release statements are inserted to release
the remaining locations in the accessed CBs.

In the template in Figure 6.6, the number of iterations performed by the for-loop in
the final phase of t is given by the function η(t). The function η(t) returns the maximum
number of locations left to be acquired among the accessed CBs, with η : T → N and
the function:

η(t) = max{σ(aj)− ρ(t, aj)− d1(t, sj)|sj = (Zk, Zl) ∈ S ∧ (t ∈ Zk ⊕ t ∈ Zl)}
(6.3)

with ⊕ the exclusive-or operation and Zk and Zl subsets of T , where Zk represents the
producers and Zl the consumers.

At the end of the final phase, the remaining locations in the accessed CBs are released,
as defined by the templates in Figure 6.5 and 6.6. Possibly, for task t not all locations
in a CB sj have been released, even after executing the for-loop in the final phase in
Figure 6.6. If during the iterations of the for-loop no locations were released in sj , there
are σ(aj) − (ρ(t, aj) − d2(t, sj)) locations left to be released. If locations have been
released during the iterations of the for-loop, then σ(aj)− ρ(t, aj)− d1(t, sj) should be
subtracted from this number. For a CB sj that is accessed by t, the number of locations
to be released is χ(t, sj), with χ : T × S → N and the function:

χ(t, sj) =
{
σ(aj)− (ρ(t, aj)− d2(t, sj)), if σ(aj) ≤ ρ(t, aj) + d1(t, sj)
σ(aj)− (ρ(t, aj)− d2(t, sj))− (σ(aj)− ρ(t, aj)− d1(t, sj)), otherwise

(6.4)

6.2.3 Template for overlapping windows
This section presents a template that defines the positions at which communication and
synchronization statements must be inserted into a task, such that array communication
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1. int p = 0;
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

acquireS(ζ(t, sw),sw,t);
acquireD(ζ(t, sr),sr,t);
for (i=0; i<β(t); i++){
p++;
if (i > β(t) + d2(t, sw)){
acquireS(1,sw,t);
releaseD(1,sw,t);}

if (i > β(t) + d2(t, sr)){
acquireD(1,sr,t);
releaseS(1,sr,t);}

} int kr = 0, kw = 0;



Initial phase

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

control{
p++;
if (kw < σ(aw)− d1(t, sw))
acquireS(1,sw,t);

if (kr < σ(ar)− d1(t, sr))
acquireD(1,sr,t);

write(sw,mw,read(sr,mr));
if (kw ≥ d2(t, sw))

releaseD(1,sw,t);
if (kr ≥ d2(t, sr))
releaseS(1,sr,t);
kr++; kw++;

}



Processing phase

25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.

for (i=0; i<η(t); i++){
p++;
if (i ≤ σ(aw)− ρ(t, aw)− d1(t, sw)){

acquireS(1,sw,t);
releaseD(1,sw,t);}

if (i ≤ σ(ar)− ρ(t, ar)− d1(t, sr)){
acquireD(1,sr,t);
releaseS(1,sr,t);}

}
p++;
releaseD(χ(t, sw),sw,t);
releaseS(χ(t, sr),sr,t);



Final phase

Figure 6.6: A template that covers the cases that the lead-out is negative or that locations
are skipped, for the insertion of communication and synchronization statements into a
task t to read from a CB sr and write into a sw, using sliding windows
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is replaced by communication via overlapping windows in a CB. The reason that an-
other template is presented is that the statements that must be inserted to use overlapping
windows differ slightly from the statements inserted to use sliding windows. The main
difference is that in this template a write operation is immediately succeeded by releasing
the written location and a read operation is preceded by acquiring the location that has to
be read.

Figure 6.7 depicts a template that defines the placement of communication and syn-
chronization statements into a task t, to communicate via CBs with overlapping windows.
In this template, task t reads from CB sr and write into sw.

As the templates in Figure 6.5 and 6.6, the template in Figure 6.7 contains an initial, a
processing, and a final phase. Note that the insertion of acquireS and releaseS statements
to use overlapping windows is similar to the statements inserted to use sliding windows.
A more compact template in which some acquireS and releaseS statements are grouped
is presented in [BBS09], but this template does not illustrate the similarity with the tem-
plate for sliding windows in Figure 6.6. The main difference between the template in
Figure 6.7 and Figure 6.6 is that for overlapping windows the acquireD and releaseD
statements are not used, instead acquireDL and releaseDL statements are inserted. These
statements are only inserted into the processing phase.

The initial phase, as depicted in Figure 6.7, is executed at the beginning of a task.
During this phase, for each written CB sw, lead-in d1(t, sw) locations are acquired. For a
read CB sr with a negative lead-out,−d2(t, sr) locations will be released from sr, during
the execution of the for-loop. Note that the lead-in of a read CB can be partly acquired
by the first acquireS statement and the for-loop, whereas a single acquireS statement for
the lead-in would have been sufficient. The depicted insertion of acquireS statements is
chosen to illustrate the similarity with the template for sliding windows.

Initially, for a written CB sw, ζ(t, sw) locations are acquired, where the function ζ has
been given in Equation 6.1. If the lead-out for sw is negative, the remaining locations for
the lead-in will be acquired in the for-loop. This for-loop also releases locations for a read
CB sr with a negative lead-out. Therefore, the number of iterations performed by this
for-loop is the maximum among the negative lead-outs of the accessed CBs, as returned
by the function β(t), which has already been given for sliding windows in Equation 6.2.

At the end of the initial phase, an access counter is introduced for each accessed CB.
During the processing phase, these counters will be used to evaluate if there are locations
left to be acquired or released. In Figure 6.7, the access counter kw is introduced for sw

and kr for sr.
During the processing phase of a task t, each assignment-statement is preceded by

acquire statements and succeeded by release statements, for the accessed CBs. The tem-
plate of Figure 6.7 depicts that for a written CB conditionally a consecutive location is
acquired and that the written location is released. For a read CB, the location to be read
is acquired, this verifies that the full-bit of the location is set, and conditionally a consec-
utive location is released. Succeeding the last release statements, the access counter of
each accessed CB is incremented.

Preceding a write access to sw, an if-statement determines whether there are loca-
tions left to acquire, using the access counter kw, so if kw ≤ σ(t, sw)− d1(t, sw). In
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1. int p = 0;
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

acquireS(ζ(t, sw),sw,t);
for (i=0; i<β(t); i++){
p++;
if (i > β(t) + d2(t, sw))
acquireS(1,sw,t);

if (i > β(t) + d2(t, sr))
releaseS(1,sr,t);

} int kr = 0, kw = 0;


Initial phase

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

control{
p++;
if (kw < σ(aw)− d1(t, sw))

acquireS(1,sw,t);
acquireDL(mr,sr,t);
write(sw,mw,read(sr,mr));
releaseDL(mw,sw,t);
if (kr ≥ d2(t, sr))
releaseS(1,sr,t);
kr++; kw++;

}



Processing phase

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.

for (i=0; i<η(t); i++){
p++;
if (i ≤ σ(aw)− ρ(t, aw)− d1(t, sw))

acquireS(1,sw,t);
if (i ≤ σ(ar)− ρ(t, ar)− d1(t, sr))
releaseS(1,sr,t);

}
p++;
releaseS(χ(t, sr),sr,t);


Final phase

Figure 6.7: A template that defines the placement of synchronization and communication
statements into a task t to read from the CB sr and write into sw, using overlapping
windows
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the assignment-statement, the write access to array aw at location mw is replaced with
write(mw,sw,v), where sw is the CB corresponding to aw and v the value to be written.
Succeeding an assignment-statement of t that writes location mw in sw, location mw is
released by a releaseDL(mw,sw,t) statement.

Preceding the assignment-statement that reads location mr from sr, in the process-
ing phase of t, an acquireDL(mr,sr,t) statement acquires this location. The part of the
assignment-statement that reads location mr from ar is replaced with read(mr,sr), to
read location mr from CB sr. Succeeding the assignment-statement, an if-statement
checks if lead-out d2(t, sr) accesses have been performed in sr, by using its access
counter kr, to verify whether a location can be released.

The last phase depicted in Figure 6.7 is the final phase. During this phase, a for-loop
acquires and releases the remaining locations for the arrays communicated via the CBs.
As for the acquireS statements in the initial phase, the releaseS statements could have
been grouped into a single release statement for σ(ar)-(ρ(t, ar)-d2(t, sr)) locations. We
insert a releaseS statement into the for-loop and one succeeding this loop, to keep the
similarity with the template for sliding windows.

Due to skipping, possibly not all locations were acquired in a written CB sw. In the
for-loop of the final phase, acquire calls are performed for the remaining σ(aw)-ρ(t, aw)-
d1(t, sw) locations in sw. The function ρ(t, aw) returns for one execution of t the number
of accesses in aw. For a read CB sr, there can be remaining locations that have to be
released, due to multiplicity, skipping, or out-of-order access. In the for-loop of the final
phase, release calls are performed for σ(ar)-ρ(t, ar)-d1(t, sr) locations in sr.

The number of iterations for the for-loop during the final phase is determined by the
number of locations that have to be acquired among the written CBs and released among
the read CBs. As for sliding windows, the number of iterations is given by the function
η(t) in Equation 6.3.

Succeeding the for-loop, a release statement is inserted to release the remaining
χ(t, sr) locations, with the function χ given in Equation 6.4.

6.3 Non-manifest access patterns
In the dependency graph, a data dependency between tasks may be approximated. The
exact data dependency may not be known at compile time, due to a non-manifest loop,
if-statement, or index-expression. In Section 6.1, the template has already been presented
that defines the insertion of statements for the inter-task communication via CBs, given
a non-manifest access pattern. In this section, we will present two extensions of this
template. The first extension considers the case that an assignment-statement is encap-
sulated by a non-manifest if-statement. If this assignment-statement uses an overlapping
RW, additional synchronization statements have to be inserted. For the second extension,
we will replace the arrays that are accessed in the expressions of the conditions of the
non-manifest loops and if-statements by communication and synchronization statements
for CBs.
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The organization of this section is a follows. We start by discussing how we can
handle a non-manifest if-statement, in Section 6.3.1. Next, we will present templates to
insert synchronization statements for the expressions of conditions of non-manifest loops
and if-statements, in Section 6.3.2.

6.3.1 Handling if-statements
In this section, we will present a new type of acquire statement that has to be inserted
in the body of a non-manifest if-statement. This acquire statement is necessary if the
assignment-statement reads from an overlapping RW. For such an assignment-statement,
the acquireDL statement is executed conditionally, because it is inserted in the body of the
if-statement. The acquireDL statement immediately precedes the assignment-statement.
But, the releaseS call will be executed unconditionally, as defined in the template in
Figure 6.1. As a consequence, it can occur that in an endless loop only the release
statement is executed. The result can be that the buffer gets in an undefined state. To
prevent this, an else part will be added to every non-manifest if-statement in which a
overlapping RW is accessed. In this else part, an acquire statement is executed. The
result is that, independent of the condition of the non-manifest if-statement, always an
acquire statement will be executed.

We have to guarantee that during each access of a task t in its window in a CB
sx the location to be accessed is acquired. Therefore, as presented in Sections 6.1, we
acquire all locations of the communicated array ax in the window during the initial phase
and release these locations from the window during the final phase, if the task has a
non-manifest access pattern in ax. Thus, if it is possible we will perform unconditional
synchronization. Only, for a CB with overlapping windows, we execute the acquireDL
and releaseDL statement conditionally, because they have to immediately precede and
succeed the assignment-statement.

If a CB with overlapping windows is applied for inter-task communication for an
assignment-statement that is executed in the body of non-manifest loops or if-statements,
the acquireDL or releaseDL statements are executed conditionally. The releaseDL state-
ment can be conditionally executed, because it should only set the full-bit for a location
if data has been written to it. But the conditional execution of the acquireDL statement
for a CB sx implies that the task t is possibly not blocked for sx. Therefore, task t can
unconditionally perform the corresponding releaseS statements in its final phase. This
can be problematic, if the task performs stream processing. Potentially, executing un-
conditional releaseS statements for sx may increase rx beyond all heads of the WWs,
resulting in an undefined state for the buffer.

For a task tn with an endless loop that communicates via overlapping windows, a
conditionally executed acquireDL statement is possibly never executed, such that re-
leaseS statements can increment rn unconditionally and without blocking. Because the
read pointers and the pointers to the heads of the WWs point to locations in the CB and
the wrap counters are stored modulo 3, no logical locations are stored in a CB. Therefore,
for a task with an endless loop that performs non-blocking and unconditional releaseS
calls, it becomes undetermined which locations have been released from the RW.
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1. while(1){
2. if (∼){
3. F0(x[y]);
4. }
5. }

1. int ox =0;
2. while(1){
3. if (∼){
4. acquireDL(1 + ox,sx,tn);
5. F0(read(sx,y + ox));
6. } else{
7. acquireV(sx,tn);
8. }
9. releaseS(σ(ax),sx,tn);

10. ox = (ox + σ(ax)) mod θ(sx);
11. }

(a) (b)

Figure 6.8: (a) A task tn with a non-manifest if-statement that conditionally executes
the function F0 and (b) the template that defines the placement of the synchronization
statements for the CB sx with overlapping windows

Only an assignment-statement that is in the body of a non-manifest if-statement, can
result in an acquireDL statement that is never executed. A non-manifest loop is imple-
mented by a do-while-loop, such that we always execute at least one iteration of this loop.
Therefore, for a task that reads from a CB with overlapping windows in a non-manifest
loop, during each iteration of its endless loop, at least one acquireDL statement will be
executed, such that the RW cannot overtake the WWs.

For a non-manifest if-statement that contains an assignment-statement that accesses
an overlapping RW in CB sx, we add an else-statement in which we will execute a so
called acquireV statement. This else-statement with the acquireV call makes the execu-
tion of an acquire for sx unconditional. Figure 6.8(a) depicts a task with an endless loop
and a non-manifest if-statement with in its body an assignment-statement that reads from
array ax. Figure 6.8(b) defines the synchronization statements that have to be inserted
to replace the communication via array ax by a CB sx with overlapping windows. The
acquireDL statement for sx precedes the assignment-statement that reads from sx. An
else part is added to the if-statement, with at line 7 a blocking acquireV statement for sx,
such that the conditional synchronization for sx becomes unconditional.

We introduce the acquireV statement, to verify for a task tn in a CB sx that its RWn

is not ahead of the WWs. Otherwise, the acquireV call will block the execution of the
task, until a WW is ahead of its RWn. If for each iteration of the endless loop the
acquireV statement verifies that rn is not ahead of the WWs, during the final phase all
locations from RWn can be released, given that the buffer capacity is at least the array
size. Therefore, after the releases in the final phase, RWn can be at most the array size
(σ(sx)) in numbers of locations ahead of the WWs. In this case, the wrap counter rc

n

can at most indicate that it is wrapped once more than the pointers to head of the WWs.
This will not block a producer, because it can still determine if a read pointer is ahead or
before the head of the WW.
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An acquireV call should block the consumer, if its RW is ahead of all WWs in a CB
with overlapping windows. The acquireV statement of a consumer tn verifies that there
is a producer tm with a WWm that is ahead of its RWn. Otherwise, the acquireV call
will not return. For a consumer tn that reads from a buffer sx = (Tp, Tc), with tc ∈ Tc,
an acquireV call will not return as long as the following equation is false:

∃tp ∈ Tp(((rc
n + 1) mod 3 = ŵc

p) ∨ (rc
n = ŵc

p ∧ rn ≤ ŵp)) (6.5)

For a consumer tn, this equation contains two parts. The first part verifies that ŵp has
been wrapped once more than rn, in this case the acquireV call will not block. The
second part checks if the wrap counters rc

n and ŵc
p are equal and verifies that ŵp is larger

or equal to rn. Note that the wrap counters can have three values and because at most
two values will be used, for two pointers we can determine if one pointer is ahead of the
other.

6.3.2 Handling expressions in conditions
An expression of a condition of a non-manifest loop or if-statement can read from arrays.
In this case, communication and synchronization statements must be inserted, to replace
the communication via arrays in these expressions by inter-task communication via CBs.
In this section, a template is presented that defines the placement of these statements.

A non-manifest loop or if-statement contains a condition with an expression. Initially,
arrays are read in this expression. These read accesses in arrays have to be replaced by
communication via CBs. Array accesses can be performed in the expression of the con-
dition. But, we cannot insert the communication and synchronization statements to read
from CBs into this expression. Therefore, we introduce an assignment-statement that
writes the result of the expression into a scalar variable c. This assignment-statement can
be encapsulated by synchronization calls. The expression for the condition is replaced
by c.

The template in Figure 6.9 contains a non-manifest if-statement and the template in
Figure 6.10 a non-manifest loop. In both templates, the expression of the condition is
evaluated in a separate assignment-statement that writes the result of the expression into
a scalar variable c. In Figure 6.9(b), t0 stores the result of the condition in c, such that
this assignment-statement can be encapsulated by acquire and release statements. In the
if-statement at line 6, the expression is replaced by the variable c.

If the expression for a condition contains a function call, the result for the condition
will be computed in a separate task. In the dependency graph, this task writes the result
of the expression into an array ac. In this case, the assignment-statement that we create
from the expression of the condition of an if-statement or a loop, can read the result
from array ac. For the task graph, ac will be replaced by a CB sc. Both the template in
Figure 6.9(b) and Figure 6.10(b) depict a task tc that computes the result for the condition
and communicates it via a CB sc.

Figure 6.9(b) depicts the template to insert synchronization statements into the two
tasks tc and t0′ . Theses tasks have been extracted from the task t0 in Figure 6.9(a) that
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t0
1. control{
2. if((F0(∼)){
3. ∼;
4. }
5. }

tc
1. int kc = 0;
2. control{
3. acquireS(1,sc,tc);
4. write(sc,kc++, F0(∼));
5. releaseD(1,sc,tc);
6. }

t0′

1. int t, kc = 0;
2. control{
3. acquireD(1,sc,t0′ );
4. c = read(sc,kc++);
5. releaseS(1,sc,t0′ );
6. if(c){
7. ∼;
8. }
9. }

(a) (b)

Figure 6.9: (a) A task t0 with an if-statement with the function F0(x) called from the
expression of its condition and (b) the template that defines the task tc that is extracted
to compute the result of the expression of the condition, which it communicates via sc,
such that t0′ can read it and execute the body of the if-statement

contains a function call in the condition of its if-statement. Note that tc computes a
function F0(∼), where ∼ could require CBs to be read. The insertion of synchronization
statements for these CBs depends upon the access pattern of this task in these CBs.

In Figure 6.9(b), task tc computes the result for the condition and writes it into CB
sc. Potentially, an if-statement is executed multiple times, because it is contained in a
loop. In this case, both tc and t0′ would be encapsulated by this loop and tc would write
multiple results for the condition into sc that will be read by t0′ . The write pattern in
sc should not contain multiplicity to avoid results from being overwritten before they
have been read. Therefore, each result for the condition should be written at a new
location in sc. Because the number of executions of the body of the if-statement can be
undetermined, the number of results written into ac and sc is unknown. However, it is
known that tc will write a result that will be read by t0′ , such that FIFO communication
can be inserted for the computed result.

Task tc and t0′ perform FIFO communication via sc. We will perform this FIFO
communication via a CB with a sliding read and write window that both contain one
location. Therefore, the acquire and release statements for sc immediately precede and
succeed the assignment-statement at line 4 for tc and t0′ . This synchronization can be
conditional, because both tasks execute the synchronization in the same loops and there-
fore will execute it the same number of times. In a CB, we have to access a location.
Therefore, in both tasks the counter kc is introduced for the location that the task will
access in sc. This counter is initialized at 0 and incremented succeeding each access in
sc. As for the synchronization, the tasks tc and t0′ will increment kc in the same loop
nest, such that each location written into sc will be read. Note that if the capacity of sc

is larger than 1, the execution of tc and t0′ may be pipelined, because tc can compute a
number of values ahead.
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t0
1. control{
2. do{
3. ∼;
4. }while(F0(∼))
5. }

tc
1. int c, kc = 0;
2. control{
3. do{
4. c = F0(∼);
5. acquireS(1,sc,tc);
6. write(sc,kc++,c);
7. releaseD(1,sc,tc);
8. }while(c)
9. }

t0′

1. int c, kc = 0;
2. control{
3. do{
4. ∼;
5. acquireD(1,sc,t0′ );
6. c = read(sc,kc++);
7. releaseS(1,sc,t0′ );
8. }while(c)
9. }

(a) (b)

Figure 6.10: (a) A task t0 with a do-while-loop with the function F0 that is called in the
expression for its condition and (b) the template that defines the task tc that computes the
condition and communicates the result via sc, such that t0′ can use it in the condition of
its do-while-loop

The template in Figure 6.9(b) depicts only t0′ that reads the result for its condition
from sc. But if n tasks would have been extracted from the body of the if-statement
in Figure 6.9(a), each of them could have read the result from sc, because this buffer
supports multiple reading tasks.

In Section 4.3.4 three different forms of an if-statement have been discussed, i.e.
an if-statement, a "?" operator, and a switch-statement. The semantics of these different
forms gave an indication for the data dependencies between statements and the LSA form
of the code. In the task graph, only the functional behavior is important and therefore
these forms are replaced by an if-statement, as depicted in Figure 6.9.

Figure 6.10(b) depicts a template to insert synchronization statements into tc and
t0′ that are extracted from the do-while-loop in Figure 6.10(a). A task tc is extracted
to compute the result for the expression of the condition. Task tc communicates the
results of the condition in FIFO order via sc, where both t0′ and tc use a counter kc to
access locations in sc. Because both tasks encapsulate the synchronization with the same
loop nest, the synchronization will be performed the same number of times and can be
conditional.

In the do-while-loop, tc computes the result for F0(∼) and stores it in the variable c.
This result is written into sc and is used in the condition of the do-while-loop of tc, such
that the do-while-loops of t0′ and tc will perform the same number of iterations. Task t0′

reads the result from sc, just before it needs to evaluate its condition.
In Figure 6.10, no assignment-statement is depicted in t0, instead ∼ is depicted at

line 3. Note that if ∼ in t0 would be an assignment-statement, it would have a non-
manifest access pattern. The access pattern should be non-manifest, otherwise the do-
while-loop would be behaving like a manifest for-loop. Furthermore, the template depicts
a single task t0′ that reads results for the condition from sc, whereas multiple tasks may
be extracted from the body of a do-while-loop that all can read the results from sc. If the
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capacity of sc is larger than 1, it may be possible to pipeline the execution of these tasks,
such that they can be in different iterations of the do-while-loop.

6.4 Stream processing
In this section, we present the statements that need to be inserted into a task in order to
perform stream processing. To perform stream processing, a task contains an endless
loop that executes the encapsulated statements an infinite number of times. From the
statements preceding an endless loop in the sequential NLP, we create one initialization
task, because these statements only have to be executed once. From the body of an end-
less loop, multiple tasks can be extracted. For these tasks, we will present a template
that defines the insertion of an additional counter variable that will be used by the com-
munication and synchronization statements. This counter variable enables the tasks to
use their windows independently from each other, such that the tasks may be executing
different iterations of the endless loop. The presented template is an extension of the
template presented in Section 6.1.

The outline of this section is as follows. First, a template that defines the construc-
tion of an initialization task is presented, in Section 6.4.1. Subsequently, Section 6.4.2
presents a template that defines the additional statements that need to be inserted for
stream processing.

6.4.1 Initialization task
This section presents a template that defines the placement of synchronization and com-
munication statements into the initialization task. The initialization task is executed pre-
ceding all other tasks in the system. It performs synchronization, for the windows in the
tasks that have to be initialized one iteration ahead of the other windows. Furthermore,
initialization statements from the sequential NLP are executed, to write initialization val-
ues into the CBs. Finally, a flag is set that indicates that the CBs have been initialized,
such that the tasks can start executing.

The inter-iteration communication, discussed in Section 4.3.3, supports reading from
and writing into locations of an array for the next iteration of the endless loop. Thus, at
a certain point in time there are two versions of an array, one for the current and one for
the next iteration of the endless loop. An array ax will be replaced by a CB sx. During
one iteration of the endless loop a task will acquire and release all σ(ax) locations for the
array in sx. If the value at location k in a CB sx should be read during the next iteration
of the endless loop, we will write it at location k + σ(ax). A task that has to read this
location for the current iteration of ax has to slide its window σ(sx) locations through
the CB and thus will get the location in its RW one iteration later. This implies that WWs
and RWs for the next iteration for a CB sx should not start at location zero in the CB, but
at location σ(ax). In this way, they can access a logical location k, which is stored at the
physical location k + σ(ax). Furthermore, the tasks that access the current iteration and
start at location 0 in sx cannot access this location, until they finished their first iteration.
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1. ws = ∼;
2. wo = ∼;
3. while(1){
4. ws@ = ∼;
5. ∼ = rs@;
6. wo@ = ∼;
7. ∼ = ro@;
8. }

1. acquireS(σ(sws), sws,t0);
2. releaseD(σ(sws), sws,t0);

}
Sliding WW in sws

3. acquireD-nb(σ(srs), srs,t1);
4. releaseS(σ(srs), srs,t1);

}
Sliding RW in srs

5. acquireS(σ(swo), swo,t3);
}

Overlapping WW in swo

6. releaseS(σ(sro), sro,t4);
}

Overlapping RW in sro

7. write(sws,mws,∼);
8. write(swo,mwo,∼);
9. releaseDL(mwo,swo,t3);

10. systemInitialized = 1;
(a) (b)

Figure 6.11: (a) An NLP that performs stream processing and (b) a template that defines
the placement of communication and synchronization statements into an initialization
task to initialize the CBs sws, srs, swo, and sro

For the initialization of the windows of the tasks, we will use an initialization task.
This task also assigns initial values to locations in the CBs. The initialization task signals
all other tasks, after the system has been initialized, by setting a flag.

A possible NLP from which the initialization task in the template in Figure 6.11(b)
could have been extracted is depicted in Figure 6.11(a). In this NLP, values for the next
iteration are written into the arrays aws and awo and read from the arrays ars and aro.
The arrays aws and ars are replaced by CBs with sliding windows and the arrays awo and
aro by CBs with overlapping windows. Preceding the endless loop of the NLP, values
are written into aws and awo and therefore the initialization task should contain these
assignment-statements. The tasks t0, t1, t2, and t3 will be extracted from the assignment-
statements in the body of the endless loop at the lines 4, 5, 6, and 7, respectively.

Figure 6.11(b) depicts a template that defines the placement of communication and
synchronization statements into an initialization task. For this template we consider the
CBs sws and srs with sliding windows and the CBs swo and sro with overlapping win-
dows. The template contains write statements to write initial values into the CBs sws

and swo.
The template for the initialization task first contains synchronization statements, to

initialize the windows in the CBs of the system. In these CBs, WWs are initialized
before RWs. Furthermore, for a CB sx we set the pointers at σ(sx) instead of 0, by
executing acquire and release calls for σ(sx) locations. Note that the acquire statement
for a sliding RW uses an acquireD-nb statement, this is a non-blocking acquire statement
for data in a CB. This statement is necessary for a CB with sliding windows, if a RW
should be initialized for the next iteration, while the CB also contains a WW for the
current iteration. If the blocking acquireD call would have been used, the RW cannot be
moved past such a WW for the current iteration.

Succeeding the synchronization for the windows in the CBs of the system, the ini-
tialization task contains write statements, to write initial values into the CBs. These are
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the statements that precede the endless loop in Figure 6.11(a). In these statements, the
array accesses have been replaced by write statements for CBs. The write statement for
swo with overlapping windows is immediately succeeded by a releaseDL statement, to
set the full-bit for the written location, such that the location can be acquired for read-
ing. Note that the write statements do not have to be encapsulated by acquire and release
statements. This is not necessary, because no other tasks will be executed during the
execution of these statements by the initialization task.

The last line of the initialization task sets the systemInitialized flag, to notify all tasks
that the system has been initialized.

6.4.2 Inter-iteration communication
In this Section, we will extend the templates for inter-task communication with an offset
counter, such that the tasks can process streams of values. For stream processing com-
munication, the body of the task is encapsulated by an endless loop. Due to the offset
counter used for a CB, arrays for different iterations of the endless loop can be stored
and accessed in the CB. Thus, it is not necessary that only one copy of an array for the
current iteration is stored and accessed in a CB.

A producer tp that performs stream processing, will acquire all locations for an array
ax in its overlapping WWp in a CB sx, for each iteration of its endless loop. Consider the
case that we use a CB with θ(sx) locations and perform an acquire call for each location
in the array, i.e. σ(ax) acquire calls. After an iteration of the endless loop, the head of
the WWp ŵp will point to physical location σ(ax) mod θ(sx) in the CB. The modulo
operation is necessary in case ŵp has been wrapped around after it reached the end of the
buffer.

For the next iteration of the endless loop of a stream processing task, we can either
reset the pointers and start acquiring from physical location 0, or we continue and acquire
the location consecutive to ŵp. We will continue and acquire the location consecutive to
ŵp, after an iteration, such that we can immediately start with the following iteration
of the endless loop of tp, without resetting the pointers for the windows. In this case,
the location consecutive to ŵp is labeled as logical location 0. In contrast, resetting all
pointers in sx to physical location 0 would have required tp to wait until all other tasks
that access sx had reset their pointers. The tasks should have waited for each other, to
avoid race-conditions due to locations that might get overwritten.

We define the offset ox for an iteration k of a task t, as the location in CB sx at which
the value of location 0 in ax will be written. For an iteration k of a task t, with an initial
offset l in a CB sx, the offset ox is:

ox = ((k × σ(ax)) + l) mod θ(sx) (6.6)

The initial offset l is the size of the communicated array ax, if sx is accessed for the next
iteration.

Due to the offset counters, for CBs with overlapping or sliding windows, the pro-
ducers and consumers are not forced to be in the same iteration of their endless loop.
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Therefore, our CBs enable the execution of the tasks to be pipelined. A CB possibly
contains multiple versions of an array, where each array is stored for a different iteration
of the endless loop.

The template in Figure 6.12 is an extension of the template in Figure 6.1. The tem-
plate in Figure 6.12 defines the placement of an offset counter ox, for the CBs with over-
lapping windows. Furthermore, a loop is inserted that polls the systemInitialized flag.
The presented template defines the placement of the offset counters and this loop for a
CB with overlapping windows. These statements can be inserted in a similar way into
the other templates for the insertion of communication via CBs that have been presented
in this chapter. For such a template, the offset should be added to the index-expression
of an accessed location in a CB, in a similar way as defined in Figure 6.12.

Preceding the endless loop, the template in Figure 6.12 contains a loop that polls the
systemInitialized flag while it is zero. After systemInitialized has been set to 1 by the
initialization task, this loop will break and the endless loop can start executing.

In Figure 6.12, the RW in CB sr is read for the current iteration and therefore or is
initialized to 0. A task t that uses a window to access the next iteration initializes its
offset ox to ox = σ(ax) mod θ(sx). Therefore, the array for the current iteration can be
written from location 0 until location σ(ax) − 1. Note that the equation to initialize the
offset contains the function θ(sx), which returns the capacity of the buffer. In Chapter 7,
we will discuss the computation of the buffer capacity, given a CSDF model.

In the template for stream processing, we see that during the processing phase the
offset ow is added to the index-expressions mw for the written CB sw. Furthermore,
the offset or is added to the index-expressions mr for sr. By adding the offset to the
index-expression, location 0 for the array ax is mapped to the first location acquired for
the iteration of the endless loop in sx.

In the final phase of the template in Figure 6.12, the offset counters for the next iter-
ations for the accessed CBs are computed. Instead of counting the number of iterations
and computing the offset for the next iteration as present in Equation 6.6, we add the ar-
ray size to the current offset and store the result modulo the buffer capacity as the offset
for the next iteration.

6.5 Access types
In an NLP, the programmer can specify the access pattern that will occur in an array, by
using a key word that specifies the access pattern type. Such an access pattern type de-
termines the synchronization that is required for the CB that replaces this array. Though
we cannot always derive an access pattern, due to non-manifest statements, an access
pattern type may enable us to use a window that is smaller than the communicated array.
In this section, we will present a template that defines the placement of synchronization
statements for the FIFO access pattern type.

Section 4.3.5 discussed four classes of access pattern types, from which we currently
only support the FIFO access pattern type. If it is specified for an array ax that there will
be a FIFO access pattern, then all tasks that access this array will not perform multiplicity,
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int or = 0;
int ow = σ(aw) mod θ(sw);
while(systemInitialized == 0){}

while(1){
int p = 0;
acquireS(σ(aw),sw,to);

}
Initial phase

control{
p++;
acquireDL(mr+or,sr,to);
write(sw,mw+ow,read(sr,mr+or));
releaseDL(mw+ow,sw,to);

}

Processing phase

releaseS(σ(ar),sr,to);
or = (or + σ(ar)) mod θ(sr);
ow = (ow + σ(aw)) mod θ(sw);

Final phase

}

Figure 6.12: A template that defines the placement of the offsets variables or and ow

into a task to, for stream processing communication via the CBs sr and sw that contain
overlapping windows
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t
1. control{
2. acquireS(1,sw,t);
3. acquireD(1,sr,t);
4. write(sw,mw,read(sr,mr));
5. releaseD(1,sw,t);
6. releaseS(1,sr,t);
7. kw++; kr++;
8. }
9. for(i=0; i<max(η(t),σ(aw),σ(ar)); i++){

10. if (i < σ(aw)− kw){
11. acquireS(1,sw,t);releaseD(1,sw,t);}
10. if (i < σ(ar)− kr){
11. acquireD(1,sr,t);releaseS(1,sr,t);}
12. }

Figure 6.13: A template that defines the placement of synchronization and communica-
tion statements into a task t to read from the CB sr and write into sw for which a FIFO
access pattern has been specified, such that sliding windows can always be used

skipping, or out-of-order access. This determines that a task tn that access ax, will have
a lead-in of zero (d1(tn, sx) = 0) and a lead-out of zero (d2(tn, sx) = 0). Therefore, no
locations have to be acquired in sx during the initial phase and the first access in sx can
be succeeded by releasing the written location. This implies that the release of a written
location will not be delayed, such that it is always possible to use a CB with sliding
windows, if a FIFO access pattern is specified.

The template to replace the array communication via a read array ar and a written
array aw, for which the FIFO access pattern is specified, by a CB with sliding windows
is depicted in Figure 6.13. In this template, sr replaces ar and sw replaces aw. The read
access for ar at location mr is replaced by read(sr,mr). The write access into aw of
value v at location mw is replaced by write(sw,mw,v). Note that it is the programmer
his responsibility that the index-expressions are such that the locations are accessed in
FIFO order. If the task performs stream processing, an offset will be added to this index-
expression, as explained in Section 6.4.

In the template in Figure 6.13, the counters kw and kr are used to count the number of
accesses in sw and sr, respectively. In the final phase, these counters are used to acquire
and release the remaining locations in sw and sr, such that all pointers for the sliding
windows have been increased with the size of the communicated array. Therefore, in
the final phase, the number of iterations of the for-loop is determined by the maximum
among the array size of the arrays for which the FIFO access pattern has been specified
and the remaining locations in the other CBs (η(t)). In the for-loop, we determine for a
CB for which the FIFO access pattern has been specified, if there are locations left to be
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acquired and released. This is done, by comparing the difference of the array size and
the access counter with the current iteration of the for-loop.

6.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we presented templates that are suitable for the automatic insertion of
inter-task communication and synchronization statements into the tasks of a dependency
graph. By replacing arrays with CBs, a task graph is obtained that has the same topology
as the dependency graph. The tasks of this task graph can be executed on a multiprocessor
system. By using these templates, the placement of the synchronization statements is
such that no race-conditions can occur.

We presented templates that define the placement of inter-task communication and
synchronization statements, to use CBs with sliding windows. We also presented tem-
plates that define the placement of communication and synchronization statements for
CBs with overlapping windows. For the first template that we presented, we inserted the
inter-task communication and synchronization statements, such that non-manifest access
patterns in the CB could be supported. Therefore, initially all locations from the commu-
nicated array are acquired in the window. In this window, the locations can be accessed
according to a non-manifest access pattern. After the statements in the task that access the
window, statements are inserted to release all location from this window. We presented
a refinement of this template, to insert communication and synchronization statements
into a task that will have a manifest access pattern in its CB. For a manifest access
pattern, we can compute a window size that is typically smaller than the communicated
array. The non-manifest loops and if-statements contain expressions for conditions for
which locations in CBs have to be accessed. Templates have been presented that define
the placement of communication and synchronization statements for these expressions.
We also presented that for stream processing applications an additional initialization task
may be required. Furthermore, for stream processing applications, the templates need
to be extended to enable inter-iteration communication for the endless loop. Finally, a
template that defines the placement of synchronization statements for a specified FIFO
access pattern type has been presented. Such an access pattern type determines where
synchronization statements can be placed in a task. Though we cannot always derive an
access pattern, due to non-manifest statements, an access pattern type may enable us to
use a window that is smaller than the communicated array.
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CHAPTER 7

Temporal analysis model

Abstract - In this chapter, we will discuss our underlying temporal anal-
ysis model. We will identify in which cases the inter-task synchronization
can be modeled in a CSDF model. In addition, we will present a modeling
technique to model the synchronization that is represented by a hyperedge
in the task graph by multiple edges in a CSDF model.

An underlying temporal analysis model for a task graph provides insight in the tem-
poral behavior of the application. Therefore, such an analysis model can be used to
compute sufficient resources for an application, to meet temporal constraints or to com-
pute optimizations to reduce scheduling and synchronization overhead. In this chapter,
we will present the derivation of a CSDF analysis model from the inter-task synchro-
nization in a task graph. A counter intuitive aspect of our approach is that we model
the synchronization rather than the communication. Therefore, the throughput is directly
related to the synchronization and indirectly to the communication. With a CSDF model,
we can compute sufficient buffer capacities to meet a given throughput requirement.

The computation of sufficient buffer capacities for a task graph to meet a given tem-
poral requirement can typically not be done by computing buffer capacities per CB of
the task graph. We will call the computation of buffer capacities per CB in isolation local
analysis. We will examine why local analysis is not always a suitable option, by examin-
ing two issues: a performance issue and a deadlock issue. To address both issues, global
analysis is required, such that all dependencies between the tasks are considered at once.
To perform global analysis of the synchronization between the tasks in the task graph, we

99
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require a temporal analysis model in which we can capture the synchronization behavior
between all the tasks in the task graph.

A temporal analysis model that is suitable to model the synchronization behavior
of stream processing applications is the cyclo static dataflow (CSDF) model [BELP96,
WBS07]. A CSDF model contains actors that have cyclic changing firing rules. These
cyclic changing firing rules can be used to model the synchronization calls of a task for
the execution of one iteration of its endless loop.

We will derive a CSDF model, by identifying so called synchronization sections in the
tasks. We choose a synchronization section, such that it corresponds with the execution
of an assignment-statement and contains the synchronization calls that are performed for
this assignment-statement. We will prove that we can model the synchronization calls
performed in such a synchronization section with a single phase of an actor in a CSDF
model.

We will present the derivation of an actor from a task and the usage of edges between
these actors to model the inter-task synchronization. First, we will discuss the deriva-
tion of a CSDF model, given manifest synchronization behavior between the tasks of a
task graph. We will discuss the modeling of the synchronization behavior between one
producer and one consumer, via a CB with sliding windows. Next, we will present the
modeling in case of overlapping windows. To model the synchronization between mul-
tiple producers and consumers via a CB, we will introduce a modeling technique. Such
a technique is necessary, because a task graph can contain hyperedges, whereas a CSDF
model only contains edges between two adjacent actors.

The derivation of a CSDF model from CBs accessed in non-manifest loops and if-
statements, will be discussed briefly. For a CB with sliding windows that is used inside
a non-manifest loop or if-statement, we can extract a CSDF model, because the syn-
chronization calls are performed unconditionally. However, if a CB with overlapping
windows has to be used in the body of a non-manifest loop or if-statement, we cannot
capture the non-manifest synchronization behavior in the CSDF model.

For this chapter, the outline is as follows. We will first discuss shortcomings of
local analysis, by examining two issues in Section 7.1. Next, Section 7.2 will introduce
the CSDF model. In section 7.3, we will discuss the synchronization sections that are
used to model the synchronization between tasks. The derivation of a CSDF model
given manifest synchronization behavior between the tasks in a task graph is presented,
in Section 7.4. Subsequently, we present the derivation of a CSDF model given non-
manifest synchronization behavior, in Section 7.5. Finally, the conclusions are presented,
in Section 7.6.

7.1 Shortcomings of local analysis
In this section, we will show that the computation of the buffer capacities requires global
analysis of the synchronization in the task graph. The reason is that tasks in a task graph
access multiple CBs and acquire locations in these CBs in a sequential order. As a result,
there is a dependency between the locations acquired in the different CBs.
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t1t0
sx

t0
1. int ox = 0;
2. while(1){
3. acquireS(1, sx,t0);
4. write(0 + ox, sx, F0(∼));
5. releaseD(1, sx,t0);
6. ox = (ox + 1) mod θ(sx);
7. }

t1
1. int ox = 0;
2. while(1){
3. acquireD(1, sx,t1);
4. F1(read(0 + ox, sx));
5. releaseS(1, sx,t1);
6. ox = (ox + 1) mod θ(sx);
7. }

Figure 7.1: A task graph that contains a CB sx with sliding windows, where the capacity
of sx determines the pipelined execution

For this section, the outline is as follows. In Section 7.1.1, we will demonstrate that
buffer capacities computed per producer consumer pair can result in almost no pipelined
execution of the tasks in a task graph. In Section 7.1.2, we will show that selecting a
buffer capacity for a CB with overlapping windows that is smaller than the array size by
using local analysis can result in deadlock.

7.1.1 Performance issue
In this section, we will show that considering one CB at a time for the computation of
the buffer capacities possibly results in limited pipelined execution of the tasks in a task
graph. Similar examples have been published by others.

Acquire statements have been inserted into the tasks of a task graph, to acquire loca-
tions in the accessed CBs, before the assignment-statement is executed. These acquire
statements will block the execution of the assignment-statement, if they cannot return,
due to the absence of the locations with data or space in their CBs.

Consider the task graph in Figure 7.1, with the tasks t0 and t1 that both perform
stream processing and communicate via the CB sx with sliding windows. If we set the
capacity of sx at one location (θ(sx) = 1), the tasks cannot be executed in parallel.
Task t0 can execute an iteration of its while-loop if it has the location in sx acquired for
writing and t1 can execute an iteration if it has the location acquired for reading. There
is no parallel execution, because the single location in sx can be acquired by at most one
task.

If we set the buffer capacity for sx at two locations (θ(sx) = 2), the execution of
the first iteration of t0 can be succeeded by executing an iteration of both t0 and t1 in
parallel. In this case, t0 is one execution of its endless loop ahead of t1, such that their
executions are pipelined. Thus, by providing space to store two copies of the array ax,
the execution of the tasks can be pipelined.

Buffer capacities that enable the executions of the tasks of a task graph to be maxi-
mally pipelined cannot be selected per CB in isolation. Though, for the previous example
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Figure 7.2: A task graph for which the execution of the tasks cannot be maximally
pipelined, if the capacity of each CB is 2 locations
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Figure 7.3: A schedule that illustrates the pipelined execution of the tasks from Fig-
ure 7.2, where (a) each CB can contain two arrays and (b) the CBs sx, sy , and sz can
contain two arrays and sw can contain four arrays

we found that we could pipeline the execution of the two tasks by providing the tasks
enough locations in the CB to store a copy of the array, this is in general not sufficient
for a task graph. Even a buffer with a capacity larger than twice the size of the stored
array may be required. To select buffer capacities that enable the executions of all tasks
to be pipelined, global analysis of the task graph is required, as will be illustrated by the
following example.

The task graph in Figure 7.2 depicts the tasks t0, t1, t2, and t3 that communicate
via the CBs sw, sx, sy , and sz . Note that both t0 and t3 cannot execute, before they
acquired a location in the two CBs that they access. Assume that each task acquires all
locations for the communicated array at the beginning of an iteration of its endless loop
and releases them at the end of an iteration. With this example, we will demonstrate that
choosing the buffer capacity twice the size of the communicated array will not always
lead to the maximum pipelined execution of the tasks.

If for each CB in Figure 7.2 we choose the capacity to be twice the size of the array
that is communicated via the CB, at most two tasks can be executed in parallel. Fig-
ure 7.3(a) illustrates a schedule for the execution of these tasks. Because sw can contain
two arrays, t0 can only be executed twice in a row and successively has to wait until t3
released one array in sw, before it can start another execution. Task t3 cannot release
space in sw, before there is also an array released in sz . Therefore, at least t1, t2, and t3
have to be executed, before t0 can be executed again. Figure 7.3(a) depicts that for these
buffer capacities, at most two tasks can be executed in parallel.

By considering the blocking of t0 due to the delayed release of data in sw by t3,
we find that increasing the buffer capacity of sw to the size of four arrays increases the
amount of pipeline parallelism. Figure 7.3(b) depicts that for these buffer capacities all
tasks can execute in parallel.
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t1t0 t2
sy sz

sx

t0
1. acquireS(10, sx,t0);
2. for (i = 0; i≤ 9; i++) {
3. acquireS(1, sy ,t0);
4. F0(out tx, out ty ,∼);
5. write(9 - i, sx, tx);
6. write(i, sy , ty);
7. releaseDL(9 - i, sx,t0);
8. releaseDL(i, sy ,t0);
9. }

t1
1. for (i = 0; i≤ 9; i++) {
2. acquireDL(i, sy ,t1);
3. acquireS(1, sz ,t1);
4. write(sz , i, F1(read(sy , i));
5. releaseS(1, sy ,t1);
6. releaseDL(i, sz ,t1);
7. }

t2
1. for (i = 0; i≤ 9; i++) {
2. acquireDL(i, sx,t2);
3. acquireDL(i, sz ,t2);
4. ∼ = F2(read(sz , i), read(sx, i));
5. releaseS(1, sx,t2);
6. releaseS(1, sz ,t2);
7. }

Figure 7.4: A task graph that contains CBs with overlapping windows, with an in-order
access pattern without skipping or multiplicity for sy and sz

From this example, we can conclude that the computation of buffer capacities that
enable all tasks to be executed in parallel, requires global analysis of the synchronization
in the task graph.

7.1.2 Deadlock issue
In this section, we will demonstrate that a buffer capacity smaller than the array size
should not be computed per CB, because this can result in deadlock for the task graph.
This holds for a CB with sliding windows, but also for a CB with overlapping win-
dows. We will illustrate this with a task graph that contains three CBs with overlapping
windows, two via which values are communicated in FIFO order and one with an out-of-
order access pattern.

Figure 7.4 depicts a task graph, with the tree tasks t0, t1, and t2 that communicate
via the CBs sx, sy , and sz . Task t0, t1, and t2 access the locations in sy and sz in-order,
without skipping and multiplicity, such that there is FIFO communication via these CBs.
For a CB in isolation, FIFO communication requires only one location in the buffer,
because the producer writes the values in the same order as the consumer reads them,
i.e. θ(sy) = θ(sz) = 1. The CB sx is written out-of-order by t0 and therefore requires a
buffer capacity equal to the array size, i.e. θ(sx) = σ(ax) = 10.

Because a task may perform acquire calls for different CBs before it releases locations
in these CBs, there is a dependency between the acquire calls, such that the task graph
in Figure 7.4 deadlocks if the CBs sy and sz both have a capacity of one location. The
reason is as follows. Task t0 starts by acquiring the whole array for its WW in sx.
Successively, it acquires a location for its WW in sy and writes a value into sx and sy ,
after which it releases these locations. Task t1 acquires the location in sy in its RW and
the location in sz in its WW, then it reads from sy and writes in sz , after which it releases
both locations. Subsequently, t0 can acquire the location in sy once more, after which it
can write a value into sy and sx and release both written locations. Now both the location
in sy and in sz contain a value and the full-bits for the locations 8 and 9 in sx have been
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set. But, t2 will not acquire and release the location in sz until it acquired location 0 in
sx. Location 0 in sx will only be released by t0, after it wrote and released the locations
7 until 1 in the CB sx. But, to write and release a location in sx, t0 also has to acquire,
write, and release the location in sy . But, this location in sy will not be acquired and
released by t1, before it can acquire and release the location in sz , where the location in
sz has to be released by t2. As a consequence, the three tasks are waiting for each other,
such that deadlock occurs. To continue their execution, either the buffer capacity of sy or
sz has to be increased. If additional values can be stored in one of these CBs, t0 can write
at location 0 in sx, after which t2 will start reading from sz . In conclusion, the buffers
are too small for deadlock-free execution, as a result of the dependencies between the
acquire and release calls for the different CBs.

7.2 The CSDF analysis model
To perform temporal analysis, we will capture the synchronization between the tasks in
a CSDF model. In this section, we will describe the CSDF model.

For the temporal analysis, we will use a dataflow analysis model [BELP96, LM87,
LP95, PPL95, WBS07], because it is suitable for stream processing applications with
cyclic dependencies. An often used dataflow analysis model is the synchronous dataflow
(SDF) model [LM87]. In the SDF model, tasks can be described by actors. These actors
communicate tokens via edges that represent queues, where a token models the synchro-
nization between the tasks. In the SDF model, an actor has a single firing rule. An actor
can be fired, if it can consume the number of tokens that is specified by its firing rule,
from the queue of its incoming edges. Upon finishing its firing it will atomically produce
tokens in the queues of its outgoing edges.

Figure 7.5(b) depicts a SDF model that corresponds with the cyclic task graph in
Figure 7.5(a). In the SDF model, actor v0 models t0 and v1 models t1, the CBs sw, sx,
sy , and sz are modeled by the edges ew, ex, ey , and ez . For this example, we assume
that the CBs have an unbounded capacity. In the SDF model, for an incoming edge the
number of consumed tokens is stated and for an outgoing edge the number of produced
tokens.

The task graph and the SDF models in Figure 7.5 contain a cycle. In the task graph,
such a cycle may be caused by t1 that computes a condition for t0. Task t0 first sends
a value to t1 that successively computes the result of the condition given this value and
sends the result back to t0. In the SDF model, v0 and v1 have only a single firing rule,
such that we have to model this synchronization by the production and consumption of
one token. The consequence of the single firing rule is that the SDF graph deadlocks.
Actor v0 can only be fired if it can consume a token from ew and ey . After firing, v0
will produce a token on ex and ez . Actor v1 can only fire if it can consume a token from
ex. Because there are no initial tokens on the edges, the actors will not fire. Note that
this cannot be solved by introducing initial tokens on these edges, because these tokens
would not correspond to synchronization between the tasks.
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Figure 7.5: (a) A cyclic task graph modeled by (b) a SDF model that will deadlock and
(c) a CSDF model that can model a cycle and does not deadlock

Instead of using the SDF model, will use the cyclo static dataflow (CSDF) model,
which is a generalization of the SDF model [BELP96, PPL95, WBS07]. The CSDF
model allows cyclic changing firing rules for each actor. We will use these cyclic chang-
ing firing rules, to model the different synchronization points in a task. With a CSDF
model, the task graph in Figure 7.5(a) can be modeled. Figure 7.5(c) depicts a possible
CSDF model, where some of the edges are annotated with a list of token consumption or
production quanta. The lists with token consumption quanta represents the cyclic chang-
ing firing rules. In such a list, a position corresponds with a phase of the actor. For a
firing of an actor, all token consumptions and productions for the corresponding phase
are performed. In the CSDF model in Figure 7.5(c), v0 will consume a token from ew at
the beginning of its first phase and at the end of this phase v0 will produce a token on ex.
At the beginning of its second phase, v0 consumes a token from ey . The example shows
that the CSDF model can be used to model the cycle in the task graph. This model is
accurate enough to reflect the inter-task synchronization behavior, such that we will not
draw the incorrect conclusion that the task graph deadlocks.

We use a CSDF model that consists of a directed graphG = (V,E, δ, φ, γ, π, λ), with
V the set of actors and E the set of directed edges. A directed edge ej = (vh, vi), with
ej ∈ E, is from actor vh to actor vi, with vh, vi ∈ V . An edge represents an unbounded
queue. Actors communicate tokens over edges. There are δ(ej) initial tokens on an edge
ej , with δ : E → N. An actor vi has φ(vi) phases, with φ : V → N, and transitions from
phase to phase in a cyclic fashion. The first phase is phase 0 and the first firing is firing
0. An actor can be fired if all its input edges contain at least the number of tokens it will
consume during that firing. The number of tokens consumed from an edge ej by an actor
vi during firing l is determined by the current phase of the actor, so γ(ej , l mod φ(vi))
tokens are consumed, with γ : E×N→ N. At the moment an actor vi fires, it atomically
consumes the tokens for the current phase from its input edges. The firing duration of vi

during phase n is the difference between the finish time and the start time of phase n and
given by λ(vi, n), with λ : V × N → R+. Therefore, the firing duration of firing n of
vi is λ(vi, n mod φ(vi)). On finishing a firing, an actor atomically produces the tokens
for the current phase on its output edges. The number of tokens produced during a phase
g on ej is π(ej , g), with π : E × N→ N.
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tp tc
sf vp vc

ef

ef ′

Figure 7.6: Communication via a FIFO buffer sf and the extracted CSDF model

In [Wig09] the synchronization behavior for a task graph with the inter-task commu-
nication via FIFO buffers is captured in a CSDF model. The read and write calls for the
FIFO buffers implicitly perform the acquire and release synchronization calls.

To be able to capture the synchronization behavior of a task graph conservatively in
a CSDF model, the notion of a non-blocking code segment is introduced in [Wig09]. A
non-blocking code segment is defined as a sequence of executed statements in the task
that starts with a blocking acquire call and ends before the acquire call of the succeed-
ing non-blocking code segment, or the end of the task. Thus, each acquire call starts a
non-blocking code segment and the non-blocking code segment contains all statements
executed preceding the execution of the next blocking acquire.

To extract a CSDF model from a task graph, each task is modeled by an actor. As
illustrated in Figure 7.6, a FIFO buffer sf between the task tp and tc is modeled by
the two edges ef and ef ′ between the actors vp and vc. The tokens produced on and
consumed from ef model data written into and read from the FIFO buffer sf . The tokens
on ef ′ model space in sf and therefore this edge will contain initial tokens that represent
the buffer capacity, as illustrated by the black dot.

The n-th non-blocking code segment of a task ti that starts by acquiring l locations
in sf is modeled by the n-th phase of actor vi that has a firing rule to consume l tokens
from ef , if sf is read, or ef ′ , if sf is written. The locations released in FIFO buffer sf

during non-blocking code segment g are modeled by the production of tokens on ef , if
sf is written, or ef ′ , if sf is read.

We assume that each actor in a CSDF model has a self edge that contains one initial
token. For each phase of the actor, one token is consumed from and produced on the self
edge. This self edge is included to prevent multiple overlapping firings of an actor. This
self edge forces the firings to be sequentialized. In the depicted CSDF models, we will
not draw this self edge, but leaf it implicit.

In [Wig09], it has been proven that the constructed CSDF model is temporally con-
servative compared to the task graph. By proving that a task will not release a location
later compared to the token production of the corresponding actor, it is concluded that
the extracted CSDF model is a temporally conservative representation.

7.3 Synchronization sections
To model the inter-task synchronization in a CSDF model, we will rely on the notion
of synchronization sections. A synchronization section is a generalization of a non-
blocking code segment. Synchronization sections will be used, to capture the execution
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of assignment-statements. We will prove that the CSDF model extracted when using
synchronization sections is conservative with respect to the synchronization behavior in
the task graph.

For the extraction of a CSDF model, we will use synchronization sections, rather
than non-blocking code segments. Synchronization sections are used for two reasons
1) a relation can be maintained between the execution of an assignment-statement and
the synchronization section and 2) we can choose synchronization sections, such that
they result in less phases than when using non-blocking code segments. Using non-
blocking code segments could result in a large number of phases, because for a task that
communicates via CBs with windows, the execution of an assignment-statement may be
preceded by multiple acquire statements. To extract a CSDF model, using non-blocking
code segments, a phase would be extracted per acquire statement. When a CSDF model
is extracted while using synchronization sections, multiple acquires can be modeled by a
single phase. By using synchronization sections, we can also maintain a relation between
the execution of the assignment-statement and the phases of an actor in the CSDF model.

We define a synchronization section as follows. A synchronization section can start
with the execution of an arbitrary statement in the code of a task. This synchronization
section can contain an arbitrary number of consecutively executed statements. If this
synchronization section contains a release call, it has to end with the execution of a
statement that precedes the first acquire call that succeeds this release call. Note that
a synchronization section does not have to contain acquire or release calls, but that it
cannot contain an acquire call that succeeds a release call.

The definition of a synchronization section allows us to choose the synchronization
sections, such that they correspond with the executions of the functions in a task. Fur-
thermore, synchronization sections are a generalization of non-blocking code segments.
According to the definition of a synchronization section, we can choose them, such that
they satisfy the definition of non-blocking code segments.

Figure 7.7 gives an example of how we can choose synchronization sections in a task.
This figure depicts a task in which the value of the counter p represents the number of
the synchronization section during the execution of the task. In this example, we see that
the value of p is increased at line 5. Therefore, the second synchronization section for
this task starts at line 6 and runs until line 5, so after the execution of the body of the
for-loop it also includes the execution of the for-loop statements at line 3 and 4. The
acquire call during the initial phase, each execution of the assignment-statement, and the
release call during the final phase are captured in a synchronization section. In Chapter 6,
the dummy counter p has been included in most templates, to indicate how we choose
the synchronization sections given these templates.

We will choose a synchronization section, such that if it includes an assignment-
statement that accesses sx, the synchronization section may include an acquire call for
sx that precedes the assignment-statement and a release call for sx that succeeds it. In
a task, an assignment-statement is preceded by an acquire statement and succeeded by
a release statement for the accessed CBs, due to the usage of templates that define the
placement of synchronization statements. Therefore, in a synchronization section, an
acquire call for sx will precede a release call for sx.
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1. int ky=0, p=0;
2. acquireD(1,sy ,tn);
3. for (i=0;i<5;i++){
4. for (j=0;i<2;j++){
5. p++;
6. if(ky < 9) acquireD(1,sy ,tn);
7. acquireD(1,sx,tn);
8. F0(read(sx,2*i+j), read(sy ,2*i+1-j));
9. if(ky > 0) releaseS(1,sy ,tn);

10. releaseS(1,sx,tn);
11. ky++;
12. }}
13. p++;
14. releaseS(1,sy ,tn);

Figure 7.7: A task for which the counter p holds the number of the synchronization
sections during the execution of the task

Figure 7.8 illustrates the relation between synchronization sections and the acquire
and release calls of a task. This figure also shows the relation between synchronization
sections and non-blocking code segments. The execution trace in Figure 7.8 represents
acquire calls for s0 and s1 with acq(s0) and acq(s1). These acquire calls precede the
first function call F0. In the execution trace, rel(s2), rel(s3), and rel(s4) represent the
release calls for s2, s3, and s4. The assignment-statement that calls the function F1 is
executed before rel(s4). After executing rel(s4), the task ends. The trace consists of two
non-blocking code segments, with the first one (n(0)) between the acquire for s0 and
s1 and the second (n(1)) between the acquire for s1 and the release for s4. The first
non-blocking code segment is modeled by consuming a token from e0, as illustrated with
cons(e0), which conservatively models acq(s0). The start of the second non-blocking
code segment is modeled by cons(e1), to model acq(s1) conservatively. The second non-
blocking code segment is succeeded by the three token productions prod(e2), prod(e3),
and prod(e4) that model the releases for s2, s3, and s4 conservatively.

The execution trace in Figure 7.8 can also be modeled, using synchronization sections
instead of non-blocking code segments. We choose the first synchronization section
(s(0)), such that it includes the function F0 that is preceded by cons(e0) and cons(e1)
that conservatively model the two acquire calls that precede F0. This synchronization
section is succeeded by prod(e2) and prod(e3) that model the rel(s2) and rel(s3) calls
conservatively. The second synchronization section (s(1)) contains F1 and is succeeded
by prod(e4) to model the release call for s4 conservatively.

We define a dataflow model to be temporally conservative with respect to the modeled
task graph, iff each release call for a location in the task graph is performed earlier or at
the same time as the production of the corresponding token that models this location in
the dataflow model.
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time
prod(e2)+prod(e3)

s(1)
cons(e0)+cons(e1)

s(0)

n(0)
cons(e0) cons(e1)

n(1)

F1F0

acq(s1)acq(s0) rel(s2) rel(s3) rel(s4)

Execution trace
time

prod(e2)+prod(e3)+prod(e4)

Non-blocking code segments

prod(e4)

Synchronization sections
time

Figure 7.8: The relation between the acquire and release calls for a task and the pro-
duction and consumption of tokens to model two non-blocking code segments (n(0) and
n(1)) and synchronization sections (s(0) and s(1))

In a dataflow model, an acquire call is modeled by consuming a token from an edge
and a release call is modeled by producing a token on an edge. We will illustrate this
with the SDF model in Figure 7.9(a) that models the acquire and release calls as they
occur in the execution trace in Figure 7.8. Instead of using the CSDF model that contains
an actor with multiple phases to model a task, for this example we will illustrate a single
task with multiple SDF actors. Note that the actors in this SDF model can be folded into
a single actor with multiple phases in the CSDF model.

Figure 7.9(a) illustrates a SDF model that directly models the acquire and release
calls as they occur in the execution trace in Figure 7.8. Actor v0 consumes tokens from
its incoming edge, to model the acquire calls of locations in CB s0. The function e(i, e0)
returns the time at which the i-th token can be consumed from e0, which models the time
at which the i-th location can be acquired in s0. Similarly, v1 consumes a token from its
incoming edge e1 at time e(i, e1), to model the acquire call of the i-th location in s1. The
function f(i, s) returns the time at which the i-th token is produced, which corresponds
with the i-th location being released in s. Each actor vi has a firing duration λ(vi), which
corresponds with the worst-case execution time of the task between the events that are
modeled by actor vi.

The SDF model in Figure 7.9(b) is constructed from the synchronization sections in
the task in Figure 7.8. The difference between the SDF models in Figure 7.9 is that in
Figure 7.9(b) actor v0′ is fired after it consumes a token from both e0 and e1 and has a
firing duration of λ(v0) + λ(v1) + λ(v2), whereas in Figure 7.9(a) v0 consumes a token
from e0 with firing duration λ(v0) and v1 consumes a token from e1 and has a firing
duration λ(v1). Therefore, the firing of v0′ is delayed until a token is available on both
e0 and e1. Furthermore, the productions f̂(i, e2) are f̂(i, e3) are performed after the
firing of v0′ and are therefore delayed.

To prove that the extracted SDF model for synchronization sections is temporally
conservative and will not result in deadlock, we will present three lemmas. The first
lemma states that the delayed firing of an actor due to the token consumption from mul-
tiple edges will not result in earlier production times of tokens. The second lemma states
that grouping actors with each an outgoing edge into a single actor will not lead to earlier
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v0 v1 v2 v3

v1′v0′

f̂ (i,e2)
f̂ (i,e3)
f̂ (i,e4)

λ(v3)

f (i,e2)
f (i,e3)
f (i,e4)

λ(v3)λ(v2)λ(v1)λ(v0)
e(i,e0)
e(i,e1)

λ(v0) + λ(v1) + λ(v2)
(a)

(b)

ê(i,e1)
ê(i,e0)

Figure 7.9: (a) The acquires and release calls in the execution trace of Figure 7.8 mod-
eled in a SDF model and (b) the SDF model derived from the identified synchronization
sections

v0 v1 v0′
e(i,e0)

λ(v0) λ(v1)

e(i,e1)
f (i,e2)

(a) (b)

ê(i,e0)
λ(v0) + λ(v1)

f̂ (i,e2)
ê(i,e1)

Figure 7.10: (a) A SDF model with the two actors v0 and v1 that both consume from an
edge and (b) a SDF model derived from synchronization sections where these two actors
have been merged into a single actor v0′

token productions. The third lemma states that deriving a dataflow model from synchro-
nization sections cannot introduce deadlock. Finally, a theorem combines these lemmas,
to prove that the use of synchronization sections results in a conservative dataflow model.

Figure 7.10 is used to provide the intuition behind the first lemma. In this figure,
the two actors v0 and v1 will be merged into v0′ , which has to consume tokens from
both incoming edges before it can be fired. The first lemma states that modeling v0′ is
temporally conservative with respect to modeling v0 and v1 that are directly derived from
the synchronization behavior of a task.

In Figure 7.10(a), the actors v0 and v1 model two consecutive blocking acquire opera-
tions of a task, by consuming tokens from e0 and e1. Actor v0 can consume the i-th token
from e0 at e(i, e0), which models the moment that the i-th acquire call for the modeled
CB can return successful. Similarly, v1 can consume its i-th token from e1 at e(i, e1).
The actors v0 and v1 have a firing duration λ(v0) and λ(v1). Actor v1 will produce its
i-th token at f(i, e2), this models the i-th release call of the task for the modeled CB. In
Figure 7.10(b), the actors v0 and v1 have been merged into v0′ , which has a firing dura-
tion that is the sum of the firing durations of the actors v0 and v1. For actor v0′ , the i-th
token arrives at e0 at time ê(i, e0) and at e1 at time ê(i, e1). Actor v0′ requires a token at
both incoming edges before it can fire. It will produce its i-th token at e2 at time f̂(i, e2).

Figure 7.10 illustrates that v0′ can only be fired if it can consume tokens from both
input edges, whereas v0 can be fired after it can consume a token from e0, such that it
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may be fired earlier than v0′ . Because the sum of the firing durations of v0 and v1 is equal
to the firing duration of v0′ , this results in v0′ not producing a token earlier than v1.

Lemma 7.1. The two actors v0 and v1 can be merged into a single actor v0′ , where
the token production of v0′ will not be earlier than the token production of v1, because
Equation 7.1 holds.

e(i, e0) ≤ ê(i, e0) ∧ e(i, e1) ≤ ê(i, e1) ∧ f(i− 1, e2) ≤ f̂(i− 1, e2)
=⇒ f(i, e2) ≤ f̂(i, e2) (7.1)

Proof: From the SDF model in Figure 7.10(a), for the token production time of v1
that is given by f(i, e2), we can derive the following equation:

f(i, e2) = max(e(i, e1),max(e(i, e0), f(i− 1, e2)) + λ(v0)) + λ(v1) (7.2)

The nested max expression can be removed from this equation, which results in the
following equation:

f(i, e2) ≤ max(e(i, e1), e(i, e0) + λ(v0), f(i− 1, e2) + λ(v0)) + λ(v1) (7.3)

By moving the constant λ(v0) outside the max expression, the following inequality is
obtained for f(i, e2):

f(i, e2) ≤ max(e(i, e1), e(i, e0), f(i− 1, e2)) + λ(v0) + λ(v1) (7.4)

From the SDF model in Figure 7.10(b), for the token production time f̂(i, e2) of actor
v0′ , the following equation is derived:

f̂(i, e2) = max(ê(i, e1), ê(i, e0), f̂(i− 1, e2)) + λ(v0) + λ(v1) (7.5)

It is given that e(i, e0) ≤ ê(i, e0), e(i, e1) ≤ ê(i, e1), and f(i − 1, e2) ≤ f̂(i − 1, e2)
and therefore max(e(i, e0), e(i, e1), f(i−1, e2)) ≤ max(ê(i, e0), ê(i, e1), f̂(i−1, e2)).
From Equation 7.4 and Equation 7.5 it follows that f(i, e2) ≤ f̂(i, e2). This results in
the conclusion that Equation 7.1 holds. �

Lemma 7.1 is almost trivially generalized for the case that multiple actors, which each
consume an input token from an edge, are merged into a single actor, which consumes
these input tokens from these edges. Note that each actor that will be merged should also
consume a token from an additional incoming edge and produce a token on an outgoing
edge, such that these edges form a cycle and these actors are fired in a cyclic fashion.
Figure 7.11 depicts that n actors that each consume an input token from one edge are
merged into a single actor v0′ that consumes input tokens from these n edges.

Figure 7.12 shows the intuition behind the second lemma. An actor v0 and v1 will be
merged into an actor v0′ that shows temporally conservative behavior.
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v0 vn v0′
e(i,e0)

λ(v0) λ(vn)
f̂ (i,en+1)

e(i,en)
(a) (b)

ê(i,en)

∑i≤n

i=0 λ(vi)
ê(i,e0)f (i,en+1)

Figure 7.11: (a) A SDF model with the n actors that each consume from one edge from
which the actors can be merged (b) into a single actor v0′ that consumes from n edges

v0 v1 v0′
e(i,e0)

λ(v0) λ(v1)
f (i,e2)

(a) (b)

ê(i,e0)
λ(v0) + λ(v1)

f̂ (i,e2)
f (i,e1) f̂ (i,e1)

Figure 7.12: (a) A SDF model with the two actors v0 and v1 that both produce a token
on an edge and (b) an SDF model as derived from a synchronization section where these
two actors have been merged into a single actor v0′

Lemma 7.2. The two actors v0 and v1 can be merged into the actor v0′ , where the token
productions of v0′ will not be earlier than the token production of v0 and v1, because
Equation 7.6 holds.

e(i, e0) ≤ ê(i, e0) ∧ f(i− 1, e1) ≤ f̂(i− 1, e1) ∧ f(i− 1, e2) ≤ f̂(i− 1, e2)
=⇒ f(i, e1) ≤ f̂(i, e1) ∧ f(i, e2) ≤ f̂(i, e2) (7.6)

Proof: From the SDF model in Figure 7.12(a), we derive the flowing equation for
f(i, e1):

f(i, e1) = max(e(i, e0), f(i− 1, e2)) + λ(v0) (7.7)

From the same dataflow model in Figure 7.12(a), we can also derive an equation for
f(i, e2):

f(i, e2) = max(e(i, e0), f(i− 1, e2)) + λ(v0) + λ(v1) (7.8)

From the dataflow model in Figure 7.12(b), we can derive an equation for f̂(i, e1) and
f̂(i, e2):

f̂(i, e1) = f̂(i, e2) = max(ê(i, e0), f̂(i− 1, e1), f̂(i− 1, e2)) + λ(v0) + λ(v1) (7.9)

Because this equation states that f̂(i, e1) and f̂(i, e2) are equal, f̂(i− 1, e1) can be re-
moved from this equation, which results in:

f̂(i, e1) = f̂(i, e2) = max(ê(i, e0), f̂(i− 1, e2)) + λ(v0) + λ(v1) (7.10)
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v0 vn v0′
e(i,e0)

λ(v0) λ(vn)
f (i,en+1)
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Figure 7.13: (a) A SDF model with n actors that each produce tokens at an output edge
from which the actors can be merged (b) into a single actor v0′ that produces tokens at
the n output edges

We can conclude that max(e(i, e0), f(i− 1, e2)) ≤ max(ê(i, e0), f̂(i− 1, e2)), because
it is given that e(i, e0)≤ê(i, e0), f(i−1, e1)≤f̂(i−1, e1), and f(i− 1, e2)≤f̂(i− 1, e2).
Therefore, given Equation 7.7, Equation 7.8, and Equation 7.10, we can conclude that
f(i, e1) ≤ f̂(i, e1) and f(i, e2) ≤ f̂(i, e2), such that Equation 7.6 holds. �

This lemma can also be trivially extended towards merging n actors. The intuition
behind this extension is depicted in Figure 7.13. In this figure, n actors that each produce
a token on their own output edge are merged into a single actor v0′ . This actor v0′

produces a token on each output edge and has as firing duration that is the sum of the
firing durations of the n merged actors.

Modeling a synchronization section can be seen as merging multiple actors as stated
in Lemma 7.1 and Lemma 7.2. By merging these actors, we will not introduce deadlock
in the dataflow model, because we only allow actors to be merged if the resulting actor
corresponds to a synchronization section. In a synchronization section, acquire calls
precede release calls. Therefore, merging actors cannot introduce new cycles, such that
no deadlock will be introduced by modeling synchronization sections.

Lemma 7.3. By modeling a synchronization section, which can contain several acquire
and release calls, deadlock cannot be introduced in the dataflow model.

Proof: Modeling synchronization sections will not introduce deadlock in the dataflow
model, because no new cycles will be introduced. In a directed dataflow graph, merging
an actor vx and vy , with an edge from vx to vy , can only introduce a new cycle if there
is a second path from vx to vy . But this second path implies that vx produces tokens on
an outgoing edge, which corresponds to modeling a release call, and vy consumes tokens
from an incoming edge, which models an acquire call. The definition of a synchroniza-
tion section states that it cannot contain an acquire call that succeeds a release call. If
we model synchronization sections, we cannot merge the actors vx and vy , such that a
new cycle cannot be introduced. Therefore, modeling synchronization sections cannot
introduce deadlock. �

If we derive a CSDF model from the synchronization sections in a task, some acquire
calls will be modeled by token consumptions that are delayed, due to the used synchro-
nization sections. Furthermore, also some release calls will be modeled by delayed token
productions. Lemmas 7.1 states that we can merge two actors, which corresponds with
modeling tokens to be consumed later, while being temporally conservative. Lemma 7.2
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states that we can merge two actors, which corresponds to later token productions, while
being temporally conservative. Furthermore, Lemma 7.3 states that merging these actors
to model synchronization sections will not introduce deadlock. Using these three lem-
mas, we can prove that by deriving a CSDF model from synchronization sections, the
derived analysis model is temporally conservative towards the task graph.

Theorem 7.1. The dataflow model extracted from a task by modeling its acquire and
release calls in synchronization sections results in a temporally conservative dataflow
model.

Proof: In Lemma 7.1, it has been stated that modeling an acquire call as a token
consumption that is performed later is temporally conservative, because a succeeding
token production that corresponds with a release call can be performed no earlier than this
release call. In Lemma 7.2, we state that modeling a release call as a token production
that is delayed results in temporally conservative behavior, because none of the token
productions will be performed earlier than their corresponding release call. Furthermore,
Lemma 7.3 states that modeling synchronization sections will not introduce deadlock,
because no new cycles are introduced. Therefore, we conclude that synchronization
sections result in a temporally conservative dataflow model. �

7.4 Modeling manifest synchronization behavior
In this section, we will present the derivation of a CSDF model, given manifest synchro-
nization behavior between the tasks in a task graph. We will first describe the derivation
of a CSDF model for the manifest synchronization behavior between a single producer
and consumer. The derivation of a CSDF model from the synchronization performed for
a CB with sliding windows is described separately from the case where a CB with over-
lapping windows is used. Furthermore, because a CSDF graph is not a hypergraph, we
will present a modeling technique to model the synchronization that is performed for the
hyperedges in a task graph. We describe the derivation of a CSDF model for the synchro-
nization via a hyperedge in three steps. The first step presents the extraction of a CSDF
model given a CB with one WW and multiple RWs (OWMR). For the second step, we
derive a model given a CB with multiple WWs and one RW (MWOR). For the third step,
the two previous steps are combined to extract a CSDF model given the synchronization
via a CB with multiple write and multiple read windows (MWMR).

The outline of this section is as follows. We will first describe the derivation of a
CSDF model, given the synchronization preformed for a CB with one write and one read
window (OWOR) for sliding and overlapping windows, in Section 7.4.1. Subsequently,
Section 7.4.2 describes the extraction of a CSDF model, given the synchronization per-
formed for a CB with OWMR. In Section 7.4.3, a CSDF model is derived given the
synchronization performed for a CB with MWOR. Finally, we combine the two previous
approaches to derive a CSDF model given the synchronization for a CB with MWMR,
in Section 7.4.4.
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7.4.1 One write window and one read window in a CB
In this section, we present the extraction of a CSDF model from the inter-task synchro-
nization via a CB with OWOR. First, we explain the extraction of a CSDF model from
the synchronization performed for a CB with sliding windows and subsequently from
the synchronization performed for a CB with overlapping windows. The extraction of a
CSDF model from the inter-task communication via a CB with sliding windows can also
be found in [BBJS08] and for a CB with overlapping windows in [BBS09].

Sliding windows

In this section, we will describe the derivation of a CSDF model, given the synchroniza-
tion performed for a CB with a sliding read and write window.

In a CSDF model, we model every task tx by an actor vx. A CB sh = (ti, tj) between
a producer and a consumer is modeled by an edge pair, with an edge eh = (vi, vj)
and a back-edge eh′ = (vj , vi) between the actors vi and vj . Initially, eh′ contains
δ(eh′) tokens that represent empty locations and correspond to the capacity θ(sh) of
the modeled CB sh. Edge eh contains no initial tokens. The synchronization sections
identified in a task tx, as depicted by the counter p in the templates in the Figures 6.5 and
6.7, correspond to a phase of the corresponding actor vx. Therefore, the number of phases
(φ(vx)) of an actor vx is equal to the total number of synchronization sections of the
corresponding task. The firing duration λ(vx, i) of actor vx during phase i corresponds
to the worst-case execution time of the i-th synchronization section of tx.

For a CB with sliding windows, Figure 7.14 shows an example of an extracted CSDF
model from the inter-task synchronization between the tasks tp and tc. In Figure 7.14(b),
the edges in the CSDF model are annotated with lists that represent the number of con-
sumed or produced tokens during the different phases of the actors. A location in a list
corresponds to a phase and the number corresponds to the number of consumed or pro-
duced tokens during that phase. The consumption of vp from ex′ is represented by the
list 〈10 × 1, 0, 0〉. This represents actor vp consuming 1 token from sx′ during phase
zero until nine, because the 10 × 1 is a shorthand notation for 10 phases consuming 1
token per phase. Actor vp consumes 0 tokens in the phases ten and eleven. Note that we
simplify the depicted CSDF model by leaving the firing durations per phase of an actor
implicit.

The consumption of k tokens by an actor from an edge models an acquireData call
for k locations by a task and the consumption of k locations from a back-edge models
an acquireSpace call for k locations. The production of k tokens by an actor on an edge
models a releaseData call for k locations and the production of tokens on a back-edge
models a releaseSpace call. The locations that are acquired during a synchronization
section are modeled by tokens consumed at the start of a phase. The locations released
during a synchronization section are modeled by the productions of tokens at the end of
a phase. In Figure 7.14(b), the consumption of vc from the edge ex models locations
that are acquired by acquireD calls in sx by tc. During each synchronization section, tc
acquires 1 location in sx, which corresponds to the list 〈10× 1〉 in the CSDF model.
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tp tc
sx

tp
1. int kp = 0;
2. acquireS(1,sx,tp);
3. for(i0=0;i0<5;i0++)
4. for(i1=0;i1<2;i1++){
5. if(kp< 9)
6. acquireS(1,sx,tp);
7. write(sx,2i0-i1+1,∼);
8. if (kp ≥ 1)
9. releaseD(1,sx,tp);

10. kp++;}
11. releaseD(1,sx,tp);

tc
1. for(i0=0;i0<10;i0++){
2. acquireD(1,sx,tc);
3. ∼ = read(sx,i0);
4. releaseS(1,sx,tc);
5. }

ex

ex′
vp vc

〈10×1〉

〈10×1〉〈10×1,0,0〉

〈0,0,10×1〉

(a) (b)

Figure 7.14: (a) A sliding read and write window in a CB from which the synchronization
behavior is modeled in (b) a CSDF model

The tokens on an edge pair in a CSDF model correspond to the capacity of the mod-
eled CB from a task graph. The tokens on the back-edge ex′ represent locations without
a value and the tokens on the forward edge ex represent locations with a value that have
not been read. In the CSDF model of Figure 7.14(b), during phase two on ex a token is
produced, this token corresponds to location zero that is released from the WW during
synchronization section two by tp. The token produced in the next phase of vp, corre-
sponds to the release of location one from the WW in sx by tp, etc.

With an extracted CSDF model, sufficient buffer capacities can be computed, by
applying for example the algorithms proposed in [DIG99, SGB08, WBS07]. If we apply
the algorithm in [WBS07] to the model in Figure 7.14 for a CB with sliding windows,
we obtain that 3 initial tokens for ex′ (δ(ex′) = 3) are sufficient. This corresponds to
a buffer capacity of 3 locations (θ(sx) = 3) for the CB sx, to guarantee deadlock-free
execution of the task graph.

Overlapping windows

In this section, we will discuss the derivation of a CSDF model from the synchronization
behavior between two tasks that communicate via a CB with overlapping windows. For a
CB with overlapping windows, the derivation of a CSDF model from the synchronization
behavior is less straightforward than for a CB with sliding windows. The reason is that
an acquireData call or a releaseData call for a location will acquire or release a location
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inside the window in the CB, instead of releasing the location at the tail of the WW or
acquiring the location at the head of the RW.

For a CB with overlapping windows, the releaseS and acquireS calls are modeled
in the same way as for a CB with sliding windows. The releaseS call for a consecutive
location in sx is modeled by the production of one token on the back-edge ex′ in the
CSDF model. The acquireS call for a consecutive location in sx is modeled by the
consumption of one token from the back-edge ex′ .

In a CSDF model, tokens are consumed in FIFO order from an edge. The tokens that
are produced on a back-edge by an actor that models releaseS calls always represent con-
secutive locations. Therefore, the tokens consumed from this back-edge will represent
consecutive locations. In contrast, a releaseDL or acquireDL call can acquire or release
an arbitrary location between w and r. To model these calls, the order in which locations
are acquired and released must be considered.

A releaseDL call for location k in sx is modeled by the production of a token on ex,
where the produced token represents the released location k. The basic idea of modeling
an acquireDL call for location k in the CB sx, is to consume tokens from ex until the
token that represents the location k is consumed. For example, consider the releaseDL
calls for the locations 0 and 1 in sx that are modeled by producing a token representing
location 0 and a token representing location 1 on an edge ex. To model an acquireDL
call for location 1, both tokens have to be consumed from ex. If the next acquireDL
call acquires location 0, this is modeled by consuming zero tokens, because the token
representing location 0 has already been consumed in the previous phase.

Modeling an acquireDL call requires the lists with released and acquired locations.
In Figure 7.15(a), the list {1, 0, 3, 2, 5, 4, 7, 6, 9, 8} represents the locations released in
sx by tp. The list of locations acquired by tc is {0, 1, . . . , 9}. In this task graph, task tp
does not release a location in synchronization section zero, it releases location 1 during
synchronization section one, and it releases location 0 during synchronization section
two. In the derived CSDF model, this is captured by vp producing no tokens in phase
zero, one token representing location 1 on ex in phase one, and one token representing
location 0 on ex in phase two.

The acquireDL calls for locations in CB sx by task tc are captured by the consump-
tion of tokens from ex by vc, in Figure 7.15(b). For the consumption from ex, we use the
shorthand notation 〈5 × 〈2, 0〉〉, which means that the pattern 2,0 is repeated five times,
resulting in the list 〈2, 0, 2, 0, 2, 0, 2, 0, 2, 0〉. During phase zero of actor vc, two tokens
are consumed from ex, to model the acquire of location 0, first the token that represents
location 1 and next the token that represents location 0 is consumed. The acquireDL
call in synchronization section one of tc acquires location 1, actor vc captures this by
consuming zero tokens from ex during phase one, because it already consumed the token
representing location 1.

To model an acquireDL call of a consumer tc from a CB sx, we specify a function
that returns the number of tokens to be consumed from an edge ex. First we define
the function β̂(t) that returns the number of synchronization sections that precede the
processing phase of tc, with β̂ : T → N.
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tp tc
sx

tp
1. int kp = 0;
2. acquireS(1,sx,tp);
3. for(i0=0;i0<5;i0++)
4. for(i1=0;i1<2;i1++){
5. if(kp< 9)
6. acquireS(1,sx,tp);
7. write(sx,2i0-i1+1,∼);
8. releaseDL(2i0-i1+1,sx,tp);
9. kp++;}

tc
1. for(i0=0;i0<10;i0++){
2. acquireDL(i0,sx,tc);
3. ∼ = read(sx,i0);
4. releaseS(1,sx,tc);
5. }

ex

ex′
vp vc

〈5×〈2,0〉〉

〈10×1〉〈10×1,0〉

〈0,10×1〉

(a) (b)

Figure 7.15: (a) An overlapping RW and WW in a CB and their synchronization behavior
modeled in (b) a CSDF model

β̂(t) =
{
β(t), if max{d1(t, s) + d2(t, s)|s = (Zk, Zl) ∈ S ∧ (t ∈ Zk ⊕ t ∈ Zl)} = 0
β(t) + 1, otherwise

(7.11)

with the function β(tc) in Equation 6.2 returning the number of iterations for the for-loop
in the initial phase of t.

We define the function ω(tc, sx, k) that returns the list with locations that are released
by the producer tp in sx, before the location that will be read by the consumer tc in
synchronization section k is released, with ω : T × S × N→ {N}.

ω(tc, sx, k) = {α(tp, sx, l) | 0 ≤ l ≤ n;α(tp, sx, n) = α(tc, sx, k − β̂(tc))} (7.12)

For task tc from Figure 7.15, ω(tc, sx, 0) results in {1,0}, because the producer writes
locations 1 and 0 before the consumer can read location 0 during synchronization section
zero. For synchronization section one, ω(tc, sx, 1) also results in {1,0}, because if the
producer writes locations 1 and 0, the consumer can also read location 1.

We have to determine the locations that have to be acquired between synchronization
section k − 1 and k. This list is found by taking the relative complement (\) of the list
with locations released preceding the location to be acquired in synchronization section
k (ω(tc, sx, k)) and the union of all locations released preceding the already acquired
locations (

⋃l<k
l=0 ω(tc, sx, l)). By taking the cardinality (||) of the resulting set, i.e. the

number of elements in this set, the function ι(tc, sx, k) returns the number of tokens to
be consumed from ex by actor vc that models tc during phase k, with ι : T ×S×N→ N.
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ι(tc, sx, k) =| ω(tc, sx, k) \
l<k⋃
l=0

ω(tc, sx, l) | (7.13)

For task tc from Figure 7.15, ι(tc, sx, 0) results in 2, because | {1, 0} \ {} |= 2 and
ι(tc, sx, 1) results in 0, because | {1, 0} \ {1, 0} |=| {} |= 0.

For an edge in the CSDF model, all produced tokens have to be consumed. Therefore,
an actor that models acquireDL calls may need to consume tokens that represent skipped
locations, whilst there are no corresponding acquireDL calls for these locations executed
by task tc. An actor vc consumes the tokens for the skipped locations in the phase that
corresponds to the first synchronization section of the final phase of the task.

With the extracted CSDF model from Figure 7.15, sufficient buffer capacities have
been obtained, by applying the algorithm in [WBS07]. We obtained that 3 initial tokens
for ex′ (δ(ex′) = 3) are sufficient. These 3 initial tokens corresponds to a buffer capacity
of 3 locations (θ(sx) = 3) for the CB sx.

7.4.2 One write window and multiple read windows in a CB
This section presents an extension of the approaches presented in Section 7.4.1, to model
a CB with OWMR. We show that we can model multiple consumers and still have a
single back-edge to the actor that models the producer.

We allow multiple consumers in a CB. Therefore, a task graph can contain a hy-
peredge from one producer tp to multiple consumers {tc0, . . . , tcr}, as depicted in Fig-
ure 7.16(a). The OWMR CB, represented by this edge, cannot be modeled in a CSDF
model with the previously mentioned approaches, because CSDF edges have one pro-
ducing actor and one consuming actor. In the model that we derive from a CB with
OWOR, the back-edge contains initial tokens that corresponded to the buffer capacity.
If we model a CB with OWMR by making each consuming actor {vc0, . . . , vcr} have a
back-edge to the producing actor vp, there are multiple back-edges with initial tokens.
For each of these back-edges, a different number of initial tokens can be computed, while
a CB has only one capacity. In [DBC+07], a single back-edge to the producing actor vp

is derived, by merging the back-edges from {vc0, . . . , vcr} into a merging actor vmc,
from which there is a single back-edge to vp.

Figure 7.16(b) shows the extracted CSDF model. The production and consumption
quanta for the actors in this CSDF model are derived, by modeling each producer con-
sumer pair for the hyperedge as a CB with OWOR, as presented in Section 7.4.1. Note
that actor vp uses the same list with produced tokens 〈pp〉 for the edges to each of the
consumers. From such an edge, an actor vcr consumes with its own list with consumed
tokens 〈ccr〉.

The tokens produced on a back-edge by a consumer are consumed by a merging
actor vmc. This actor has one phase in which it produces and consumes one token and it
has a firing duration of zero. Therefore, vmc does not affect the behavior of the model.
The actor vmc only produces a token for the producing actor vp, if each consuming actor
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Figure 7.16: (a) A task graph with a CB with OWMR and (b) the derived CSDF model
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Figure 7.17: (a) A task graph with a CB with MWOR and (b) the derived CSDF model

{vc0, . . . , vcr} has produced a token. The production of a token by a consuming actor vr,
corresponds with a released location by a consumer tr. Thus, the production of a token
by vmc models the case in which all the consumers, corresponding to {vc0, . . . , vcr},
have released the location to which the token corresponds. The produced token becomes
available to vp, this corresponds to the location becoming available for task tp to acquire.

7.4.3 Multiple write windows and one read window in a CB
In this section, we present the derivation of a CSDF model from a CB with MWOR. A
counter-intuitive aspect is that in a CB with sliding windows a location l is written by at
most one producer, whereas in the derived CSDF model all actors that model one of the
producers for this CB will produce a token that corresponds to location l. Furthermore,
to model a CB with overlapping windows, the lists with consumed tokens by an actor
that models a consumer depends on the releases of all producers. The derivation of these
CSDF models has a number of similarities with the derivation of a CSDF model from a
CB with OWMR.

Figure 7.17 depicts the derivation of a CSDF model from the synchronization be-
havior between tasks via a CB with MWOR. The production and consumption quanta
are derived for the actors in Figure 7.17(b), by modeling the producer consumer pairs
for the hyperedge as CBs with OWOR. Figure 7.17(b) depicts that at the back-edge of
the consumer, a distributing actors vdp is inserted. If the actor that models the consumer
produces a token, the distributing actor vdp consumes this token and produces a token for
each of the actors that model a producer. The token produced for an actor that models a
producer corresponds to a location that can be acquired.
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To model a CB with multiple overlapping write windows, the actor vc has a different
list 〈cci〉 per incoming edge. This is necessary, because for these edges each consumed
token models a location that is acquired in the CB, instead of a consecutive location that
is acquired for the non-overlapping RW. In the CSDF model in Figure 7.17(b), each
token produced by one of the actors {vp0, . . . , vpn} represents a released location from
an overlapping WW. For each phase, actor vc consumes the token that corresponds to the
location that is acquired during the modeled synchronization section for the overlapping
RW. This implies that vc may have to consume tokens among multiple edges, to model
the acquire operations of locations released by different producers. Per phase, vc will
consume tokens from only a single edge, because only one actor will produce the token
that models the location that is acquired. In contrast, to model sliding windows, an vc

has the same list with consumed tokens 〈cci〉 for each incoming edge, because each actor
{vp0, . . . , vpn} will produce a token per modeled released location from its WW.

In [DBC+07], it is stated that they cannot model the behavior of multiple producers
that communicate via one buffer in a CSDF model. Because we require the sequential
code of an application to be in LSA form, a location in a CB is written at most once
among the extracted tasks. This restriction results in the nice aspect that we can overlap
the WWs of the producers, without causing race-conditions. As a result, we can model a
CB with multiple write windows in a CSDF model.

Figure 7.18 depicts a task graph with an MWOR CB. Below this task graph, the
extracted CSDF model is depicted. The producers are t0 and t1 and the consumer from
sx is t2, these tasks are modeled by the actors v0, v1, and v2, respectively. In the CSDF
model, 3 tokens are sufficient for ex′ , i.e. δ(ex′) = 3. This corresponds to a buffer
capacity of 3 locations for sx, i.e. θ(sx) = 3.

7.4.4 Multiple write windows and read windows in a CB
In this section, we present the derivation of a CSDF model from a CB with MWMR,
such that we can model the synchronization for a hyperedge in the task graph. Therefore,
we combine the previous presented approaches to derive a CSDF model from a CB with
OWMR and a CB with MWOR.

Figure 7.19(a) depicts a task graph with a CB with MWMR. In this task graph,
{tp0, . . . , tpn} are the producers and {tc0, . . . , tcr} the consumers. We model each of
the producers with an actor {vp0, . . . , vpn} and each of the consumers with an actor
{vc0, . . . , vcr}, as depicted in Figure 7.19(b). Similar as for the model derived in Fig-
ure 7.16, we add a merging actor vmc to merge all tokens produced by the actors that
model a consumer. We also insert a distributing actor vdp that produces a token for each
actor that models a producer, similarly as depicted in Figure 7.17. Between the actors
vmc and vdp the derived model has a back-edge for which initial tokens can be computed.

For a CSDF model extracted from a CB with MWMR and sliding windows, an actor
vcr that models a consumer tcr has the same list with token consumptions for each in-
coming edge. In that case, 〈cr0〉 is equal to 〈crn〉. If the CSDF model has been extracted
from a CB with MWMR and overlapping windows, during a phase k actor vcr has to
consume the token that models the location that task tcr acquires during its k-th synchro-
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1. int kp = 0;
2. acquireS(1,sx,t0);
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5. acquireS(1,sx,t0);
6. write(sx,2i0-i1+1,∼);
7. releaseDL(2i0-i1+1,sx,t0);
8. kp++;}

t1
1. acquireS(10,sx,t1);
2. acquireS(1,sx,t1);
3. write(sx,10,∼);
4. releaseDL(10,sx,t1);
5. }

t2
1. for(i0=0;i0<11;i0++){
2. acquireDL(i0,sx,t2);
3. ∼ = read(sx,i0);
4. releaseS(1,sx,t2);
5. }
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Figure 7.18: A CB with MWOR and overlapping windows, from which the synchroniza-
tion behavior is modeled by a CSDF graph
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Figure 7.19: (a) A task graph with an MWMR CB and (b) the extracted CSDF model
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nization section. This token will only be produced at one of the incoming edges, because
for the modeled overlapping windows there will be at most one producer that will release
this location. This situation is similar as explained in Section 7.4.3 and requires a differ-
ent list with token consumption quanta per incoming edge for each actor that models a
consumer.

7.5 Modeling non-manifest synchronization behavior
In this section, we present how non-manifest synchronization behavior can be modeled
in a CSDF graph. Modeling non-manifest synchronization behavior is not straightfor-
ward, since the CSDF model only supports a static sequence of firing rules. Because
the synchronization calls will be performed unconditionally for a CB with sliding win-
dow, the synchronization behavior is manifest. This manifest behavior can be captured
in a CSDF model. For a task graph with a latency critical cycle, a CB with overlapping
windows has to be used. If the synchronization calls for this CB are performed inside
a non-manifest loop or if-statement, the synchronization behavior is non-manifest and
cannot be captured in a CSDF model.

In the CSDF model, we can only express manifest synchronization behavior. A non-
manifest loop or if-statement can result in a non-manifest number of synchronization
sections. We model a synchronization section with a phase in the CSDF model. Because
the CSDF model does not support a variable number of phases, we will use a single
synchronization section for a non-manifest loop or if-statement. Note that loops and if-
statements can be nested. In this case, we will model the outer-most non-manifest loop
or if-statement as a single synchronization section.

For a non-manifest loop or if-statement with in their body an assignment-statement
that uses a CB with sliding windows, the synchronization for the sliding windows will
be performed unconditionally outside the non-manifest loop or if-statement. For such
a non-manifest access pattern, the synchronization calls will be performed during the
initial and final phase of the task. The executions of an assignment-statement inside the
non-manifest loop or if-statement can be captured in a single synchronization section. We
will model this synchronization section with a single phase in the CSDF model. As firing
duration for this phase, we can use the worst-case execution time of all the executions of
the assignment-statement that it models.

For a task graph that contains a cyclic data dependency that requires a CB with over-
lapping windows, where this CB is used inside the body of a non-manifest loop or if-
statement, we cannot extract a CSDF model. Due to the cycle, we cannot replace the CB
with overlapping windows by a CB with sliding windows, for which all synchronization
calls would have been performed unconditionally. For the CB with overlapping windows,
the acquireDL or releaseDL call will be performed in the body of a non-manifest loop
or if-statement. To model the acquireDL or releaseDL calls in a CSDF model, we need
their access patterns. But, these access patterns are non-manifest, due to the non-manifest
loop or if-statement. These statements result in non-manifest synchronization behavior,
which we cannot model in a CSDF model. Due to the latency critical cycle in the task
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graph, modeling this synchronization behavior conservatively will probably result in a
CSDF model that indicates deadlock, while the task graph is deadlock-free. Therefore,
this is also not an option.

If the programmer specified the FIFO access pattern type for an array and this array
is accessed in the body of a non-manifest loop or if-statement, then we cannot capture
the synchronization behavior in a CSDF model. The reason is that for the FIFO access
pattern type, the synchronization is inserted such that it immediately precedes and suc-
ceeds the assignment-statement. This results in non-manifest synchronization behavior
that cannot be modeled in a CSDF graph.

7.6 Conclusion
In this section, we discussed short comings of local analysis and we discussed when the
synchronization behavior between the tasks in a task graph can be modeled in a CSDF
analysis model.

Local analysis does not consider all synchronization between the tasks in the task
graph simultaneously and may therefore result in buffer capacities that are too small for
deadlock-free execution or to meet a throughput constraint.

We model the synchronization behavior between the tasks in the task graph in a CSDF
model, such that we can perform temporal analysis. The CSDF model can be used to
compute sufficient buffer capacities for the CBs in the task graph. To model the syn-
chronization behavior of a task, we identify synchronization sections in the code of the
task. We define synchronization sections, such that they correspond with the execution
of assignment-statements in a task.

Given the synchronization sections in a task, a CSDF model can be extracted. To
extract a CSDF model from manifest synchronization behavior, we presented an ap-
proach to model the synchronization calls for CBs with sliding windows. Furthermore,
we present an approach to model CBs with overlapping windows. We presented a mod-
eling technique, to model a CB with multiple read and write windows in a CSDF model.
Such a technique is necessary, because an edge in the CSDF model has two adjacent
actors, whereas a CB in the task graph can have more than two tasks that access it. For a
CB with sliding windows that is used inside a non-manifest loop or if-statement, we can
extract a CSDF model, because the synchronization calls are performed unconditionally.
If a CB with overlapping windows has to be used in the body of a non-manifest loop or
if-statement, we cannot capture the non-manifest synchronization behavior in a CSDF
model.



CHAPTER 8

Case studies

Abstract - In this chapter, we present an evaluation of our paralleliza-
tion approach given two applications. We extract parallelism from a WLAN
channel decoder and a JPEG decoder described in OIL. Both applications
contain non-manifest loops and if-statements. For these applications, we ex-
tract a task graph for which we can compute buffer capacities, such that the
execution of the tasks can be pipelined.

This chapter presents an evaluation of our parallelization approach, given two ap-
plications. These applications are a WLAN channel decoder and a JPEG decoder, both
are described as an NLP in OIL. These applications contain non-manifest loops and
non-manifest if-statements. An interesting observation is that both applications do only
contain affine index-expressions. Furthermore, despite the observed cyclic data depen-
dencies in both applications, CBs with sliding windows can be applied, because for these
dependencies CBs with sliding windows will not introduce deadlock. In this chapter, we
will first evaluate our approach for the WLAN channel decoder, followed by evaluating
our approach for the JPEG decoder.

First, we will examine a WLAN channel decoder [IEE07] that is described as an
NLP. Because the NLP that describes the complete WLAN decoder results in a large
task graph, we demonstrate our approach using a simplified NLP of a WLAN channel
decoder. For this simplified NLP, we will present the extracted task graph and the corre-
sponding CSDF model. With the CSDF model, we will demonstrate that using different
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temporal requirements results in different buffer capacities. We will illustrate that the
buffer capacities are essential, in order to achieve task executions that overlap in time.

Our second case study is a JPEG decoder. This application is described as an NLP.
The JPEG decoder contains a non-manifest loop, which results in a non-manifest cyclic
data dependency. Therefore, we must apply CBs with overlapping windows. We cannot
derive a CSDF model from the non-manifest synchronization behavior. As a program-
mer, we come to the conclusion that the arrays in the NLP are always accessed in FIFO
order, such that we can specify the FIFO access pattern type. Therefore, we can use CBs
with sliding windows. We also examined different buffer capacities and found that these
influence whether the task executions can be overlapped. Besides that the JPEG decoder
can be automatically parallelized, it can also be automatically mapped onto our 32 core
MicroBlaze system.

The outline of this chapter is as follows. First, we evaluate our parallelization ap-
proach for a WLAN channel decoder, in Section 8.1. Subsequently, in Section 8.2,
parallelism is extracted from a JPEG decoder. Finally, conclusions are presented, in
Section 8.3.

8.1 WLAN channel decoder
A channel decoder application has been an important driver application for the work pre-
sented in this thesis. Therefore, we will evaluate our automatic parallelization approach,
given a sequential description of a simplified WLAN channel decoder. For this channel
decoder, we will present the extracted task graph and its corresponding CSDF model.
With the CSDF model, we will compute for a number of temporal requirements the re-
quired buffer capacities. We will illustrate that sufficient buffer capacities are essential in
order to overlap the executions of the tasks in time.

The sequential description of a channel decoder in OIL is depicted in Figure 8.1.
This description in OIL contains an endless loop in the form of a while(1), such that
an endless stream of input values will be processed. Before the first iteration of the
endless loop, the variable state has to be initialized. In the endless loop, the function
radioFrontend obtains a value from the radio front-end. This function writes the value
that it obtained from the radio front-end into the variable sample. Depending on the state,
either the function detect or decode is executed for this sample. If the function detect is
called, it determines if in the next iteration it continues detecting or that the function
decode will be executed, by updating the variable state for the next iteration. If decode
is executed, it reads a sample and updates state to indicate whether decoding should take
place during the next iteration. Furthermore, if the function decode is executed, it writes
the processed sample into the variable value0. The variable value0 will be read by the
function processSample0 for the second processing step. The function processSample0
writes its result into the variable value1, which is read by the function processSample1
that sends its result to an output for this channel decoder.

The OIL description of the channel decoder contains a number of interesting aspects.
First of all, in the switch statement, both case 0 and case 1 write into state, but the switch
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1. int sample;
2. int state;
3. int value0;
4. int value1;
5.
6. state = 0;
7. while(1) {
8. sample = radioFrontend();
9. switch(state) {

10. case 0 : {
11. state@ = detect(sample);
12. }
13. case 1 : {
14. decode(sample, out state@, out value0 );
15. value1 = processSample0(value0);
16. processSample1(value1);
17. }}}

Figure 8.1: An OIL description of a channel decoder

statement guarantees that only one of the cases will be executed. This also means that
the functions in a case of the switch-statement will not be executed for each iteration
of the endless loop. Furthermore, for our approach, all tasks extracted from the switch-
statement will read the variable state and at least the tasks containing the functions detect
and decode have to write it. Therefore, buffers that support multiple reading and writing
tasks are necessary.

Figure 8.2 depicts the task graph extracted from the OIL description in Figure 8.1.
Task ti preforms the initialization of the task graph, by writing the initial value into the
CB sst. This task contains the assignment-statement at line 6 in the OIL description.
In this task graph, task tf contains the function radioFrontend from line 8 in the OIL
description. Task tf gets an input value from the radio front-end and writes a sample
into ssa. Task tdet contains the function detect from line 11, reads samples from ssa, and
writes the state for the next iteration into CB sst. Task tdec contains the function decode
from line 14. This task also reads samples from ssa and writes the state for the next
iteration into sst. In addition, tdec writes a decoded value into sv0, where sv0 replaces
value0. This CB sv0 is read by tp0 that executes the function processSample0 from line
15. Task tv0 writes its result into sv1. Task tp1 contains the function processSample1
from line 16 and therefore reads from CB sv1 and sends its result to the output of the
channel decoder.

To illustrate the internals of the tasks of the channel decoder, ti and tdec are depicted
in Figure 8.3. Task ti is depicted, because it is the initialization task. This task executes
an acquire and a release call for the WWs of the tasks tdec and tdet, such that they start
writing in the next iteration for the variable state. Furthermore, the initial value 0 is
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Figure 8.2: A task graph extracted from the channel decoder in Figure 8.1

written into sst. After the initialization, the global integer systemInitialized is set to 1,
such that the other tasks can start executing iterations of their endless loop.

In Figure 8.3, the task tdec initializes its offset counters, where ostW is initialized to
σ(sst) = 1, because this task writes the value for the next iteration of state. Note that
we use the offset counters ostW and ostR, where ostW is used for writing into sst and
ostR for reading from this CB. At line 3, tdec polls for systemInitialized to be set to
1, before it starts executing its endless loop. In the body of this endless-loop, at line 7
the condition for the non-manifest if-statement is computed and stored in the temporal
variable t. This variable is used in the if-statement at line 13. The function call to decode
at line 14, returns two values that are temporarily stored in tst and tv0. At line 15 and
16, these values are written into sst and sv0. At the end of the body of the endless loop,
the remaining locations in the CBs are released and the offset counters for the CBs are
increased.

The CSDF model extracted from the task graph in Figure 8.2 is depicted in Figure 8.4.
In this model, the actors vf , vdec, vdet, vp0, and vp1 model the task tf , tdec, tdet, tp0, and
tp1, respectively. In this figure, the back-edges are labeled with δ(esa), δ(est), δ(ev0),
and δ(ev1) that represent the number of initial tokens for these back-edges. The number
of initial tokens that we will compute for such a back-edge corresponds to a sufficient
buffer capacity for the CB the back-edge models. Note that for each modeled CB a
merging and distributing actor have been added to the CSDF model.

The CSDF model of the channel decoder illustrates that the CSDF graph topology
is not equal to the task graph topology. To model 5 tasks and 4 CBs, 13 actors and 29
edges are required. In the model, not only the back-edges contain initial tokens, also the
outgoing edges of vdet and vdec contain initial tokens. These edges model that the CB
sst is written for the next iteration. The CB sst stores the value of the scalar variable
state from the NLP. Note that in this CSDF model the self-edges are left implicit and
the actors are not annotated with firing durations. This has been done to keep the figure
concise.

With the extracted CSDF analysis model, buffer capacities can be computed, to meet
a given temporal requirement in the form of a throughput constraint, using for example
the approach presented in [WBS07]. For the CSDF models that we extract, 1 divided by
the throughput constraint specifies the amount of time in which on average each actor
vi from the CSDF model should have fired for all its φ(vi) phases. This corresponds to
each modeled task having executed one iteration of its endless loop.
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ti
1. acquireS(1,sst,tdec);
2. releaseD(1,sst,tdec);
3. acquireS(1,sst,tdet);
4. releaseD(1,sst,tdet);
5.
6. write(sst, 0, 0);
7. systemInitialized = 1;

tdec

1. int t, tst , tv0;
2. int osa = 0, ostR = 0, ostW = σ(sst), ov0 = 0;
3. while(systemInitialized != 1) {};
4.
5. while(1){
6. acquireD(1,sst,tdec);
7. t = read(sst,0 + ostR) == 1;
8. releaseS(1,sst,tdec);
9.

10. acquireD(1,ssa,tdec);
11. acquireS(1,sst,tdec);
12. acquireS(1,sv0,tdec);
13. if (t){
14. decode(read(ssa, 0 + osa), tst , tv0);
15. write(sst, 0 + ostW , tst);
16. write(sv0, 0 + ov0, tv0);
17. }
18. releaseS(1,ssa,tdec);
19. releaseD(1,sst,tdec);
20. releaseD(1,sv0,tdec);
21. osa = (osa + σ(ssa)) % θ(ssa);
22. ostR = (ostR + σ(sst)) % θ(sst);
23. ostW = (ostW + σ(sst)) % θ(sst);
24. ov0 = (ov0 + σ(sv0)) % θ(sv0);}

Figure 8.3: The initialization task ti and task tdec from the task graph in Figure 8.2
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Figure 8.4: A CSDF model extracted from the task graph of the channel decoder depicted
in Figure 8.2
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To compute buffer capacities that are sufficient to meet a given throughput constraint,
a firing duration should be assigned to each phase of an actor. This firing duration should
correspond with the worst-case execution time of its synchronization section, in case that
the tasks do not share processors. Our multiprocessor compiler cannot compute worst-
case execution times, such that we currently assign a firing duration of one unit of time
to each phase that corresponds to a synchronization section and 0 to the phase of each
merging or distributing actor.

With the firing duration set to 1 or 0, we can compute a sufficient number of initial
tokens, such that the actors in the CSDF model can be fired without deadlock. Addi-
tionally, the model enables us to examine the possibility to pipeline the executions of
the tasks. If the desired throughput for the CSDF model is increased step-by-step, even-
tually the actor firings have to overlap in time. This requires additional initial tokens
on the back-edges. The number of initial tokens that we compute corresponds to buffer
capacities that enable the pipelined execution of the tasks of the application.

For four different throughput requirements, Table 8.1 depicts the computed buffer
capacities for the buffers of the channel decoder in Figure 8.2. The table depicts that
increasing the throughput from 4−1 to 2−1 does not require larger buffers. Note that
for sst two locations are required in the CB to store a value for both iterations. By
increasing the throughput from 2−1 to 1−1, the required buffer capacities double in size.
This indicates that the pipelined execution of the tasks requires larger buffers.

Table 8.1: Computed buffer capacities (θ(s)) to meet a throughput requirement in the
form of executions per unit of time for the channel decoder in Figure 8.2

Throughput ssa sst sv0 sv1

4−1 1 2 1 1
3−1 1 2 1 1
2−1 1 2 1 1
1−1 2 4 2 2

With the computed buffer capacities that are depicted in Table 8.1, we observed the
schedule of the tasks with a dataflow simulator. This schedule is shown in Figure 8.5.
For these executions, the firing duration for each synchronization section was set to 1
unit of time. We first executed the tasks with the buffer capacities computed to real-
ize a throughput of 2−1 and subsequently executed the tasks using the buffer capacities
computed to realize a throughput of 1−1. The observed schedule for a throughput re-
quirement of 1−1 clearly illustrates that, due to the larger buffers, the executions of the
tasks can be pipelined. In contrast, for a throughput of 2−1 only 1 location is available
in a buffer that is either acquired for reading or writing, such that there is less overlap in
computations. The effect of the buffer capacities on the pipelined execution can clearly
be seen for the number of executions of tf after 25 units of time. Task tf executed 12
times for a throughput requirement of 2−1 and 24 times for a throughput requirement
of 1−1.
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Figure 8.5: A schedule for a throughput requirement of 2−1 and 1−1 for the channel
decoder application in Figure 8.2

For the extraction of the task graph, the extraction of the CSDF, and the computa-
tion of the buffer capacities for the discussed channel decoder, our parallelization tool
Omphale required less than 2 seconds.

8.2 JPEG decoder
In this section, we evaluate our parallelization approach for a JPEG decoder. The OIL
description of our JPEG decoder contains a non-manifest loop and a non-manifest if-
statement. Seven tasks are extracted from the OIL description. Due to the non-manifest
latency critical cycle, we have to apply CBs with overlapping windows. Therefore, we
cannot extract a CSDF model. But as programmer, we observed that we can specify the
FIFO access pattern type for the arrays in the OIL description. Due to the used access
pattern type, CBs with sliding windows can be used and the required buffer capacities
are significantly reduced. Though we cannot use the CSDF model to compute buffer
capacities for different temporal requirements, we can examine the schedules for dif-
ferent buffer capacities. The obtained schedules clearly depict that we can pipeline the
executions of the tasks.

The OIL description of our JPEG decoder is depicted in Figure 8.6. This description
contains a non-manifest loop, such that images with up to 12289 frequency blocks can
be decoded. In this code, first the variableLengthDecodInitialize (vldi) function is called
that produces the dimension of the image in the variable d. Subsequently, the private
variable i is set to 0. Note that no CB will be created for a private variable. In the
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1. Dimension d;
2. FBlock fb[12289];
3. PBlocks pbs[12288];
4. PBlock pb[12288];
5. private int i;
6. d = variableLengthDecoderInitialize("input.jpg");
7. i = 0;
8. do{
9. fb[i] = variableLengthDecoder(d);

10. if(last(fb[i])>0){
11. pbs[i] = inverseDiscreteCosineTransformation(fb[i]);
12. pb[i] = colorConversion(pbs[i],d);
13. scaleImage(pb[i], d);
14. }
15. i = i + 1;
16. }while(last(fb[i-1])>0)

Figure 8.6: A JPEG decoder described in OIL

non-manifest loop, the variableLengthDecoder (vld) is called to write frequency blocks
into array afb. Array afb is read by the inverseDiscreteCosineTransformation (idct) that
outputs pixel blocks with YCbCr pixels in apbs. These pixel blocks are transformed by
the colorConversion (cc) into one pixel block with RGB pixels that is written in apd. The
function scaleImage (si) reads pixel blocks from apb and scales them to the resolution of
the screen, for our multiprocessor system this is 800×640 pixels. The functions idct, cc,
and si are encapsulated by a non-manifest if-statement that avoids that these functions
will be called if afb[i] contains the end of image (EOI) marker. The block is inspected
using the function last. The same function is used in the condition of the loop, to verify
that the last frequency block has been decoded. This function does not store state, such
that we can use it at two places in the code.

By extracting parallelism from the OIL description in Figure 8.6, we get the task
graph that is depicted in Figure 8.7. In this task graph, the task tvldi contains the function
vldi, tvld the function vld, tidct the function idct, tcc the function cc, and tsi the func-
tion si. Task are extracted as well to evaluate the non-manifest conditions. Task tli is
extracted from the condition of the if-statement that calls the function last and the task
tll is extracted from the condition of the loop that also calls the function last.

In the task graph, the arrays and variables have been replaced by CBs. The CB sd

replaces the variable d, sfb replaces afb, spbs replaces apbs, and spb replaces apb. The
CBs sci and scl have been added for the inter-task communication of the evaluated results
for the conditions of the if-statement and the loop, respectively. Note that the tasks that
contain functions that were in the body of the if-statement or loop in the OIL description,
read the evaluated result for the condition from sci or scl, respectively.
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tvldi
sfb spbs spb

scl

sci

sd

tli tll

tsitcctidcttvld

Figure 8.7: A task graph extracted from the JPEG decoder in Figure 8.6

The task graph of the JPEG decoder contains a latency critical cycle between tvld

and tll, via the CBs sfb and scl. In the OIL description, this cycle is caused by the data
dependencies between the assignment-statement at line 9 and the condition at line 16.
The assignment-statement at line 9 writes into afb, which is read by the condition at
line 16 and the result of this condition is necessary for the execution of the assignment-
statement at line 9. For such a latency critical cycle, we can always apply CBs with
overlapping windows, without introducing deadlock.

Due to the cyclic data dependency in the non-manifest loop, we must apply CBs with
overlapping windows. In this case, the synchronization behavior will be non-manifest.
This type of synchronization behavior cannot be modeled in a CSDF model. Therefore,
we use CBs that have their array size as buffer capacity. The second row in Table 8.2
depicts the buffer capacities for the CBs with overlapping windows. Note that sliding
windows will be used for sci and scl, because we automatically inserted them for the
FIFO communication of the results of the conditions computed by tll and tli.

Table 8.2: Buffer capacities (θ(s)) for the CBs in Figure 8.7, using overlapping or sliding
windows

sd sfb spbs spb sci scl

Overlapping windows 1 12289 12288 12288 1 1
Sliding windows 1 1 1 1 1 1

From the OIL description of the JPEG decoder, we extracted approximated depen-
dencies for afb, apb, and apbs, because they are accessed in a non-manifest loop and
if-statement. As a programmer, we can observe that in the OIL description the elements
of afb, apb, and apbs are written and read in FIFO order. Therefore, we can specify the
FIFO access pattern type for these arrays. Due to this access pattern type, these arrays
will be replaced by CBs with sliding windows. Note that the synchronization calls for
these windows will be performed immediately preceding and succeeding the execution
of their assignment-statements, instead of conservatively calling these synchronization
statements outside the loop or if-statement. This, makes it possible to use buffers capac-
ities that are smaller than the array size.
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tcc

1. int t, j, kci = 0, kcl = 0;
2. int i, kpb = 0, kpbs = 0;
3. acquireD(1,sd,tcc);
4. i = 0;
5. do{
6. acquireD(1,sci,tcc);
7. t = read(sci,kci++);
8. releaseS(1,sci,tcc);
9. if (t){

10. acquireD(1,spbs,tcc);
11. acquireS(1,spb,tcc);
12. write(spb, i, colorConversion(

. read(spbs,i),read(sd,0)));
13. releaseS(1,spbs,tcc);kpbs++;
14. releaseD(1,spb,tcc);kpb++;
15. }
16. i = i + 1;
17. acquireD(1,scl,tcc);
18. t = read(scl,kcl);
19. releaseS(1,scl,tcc);
20. }while(t)
21. for(j = 0; j < 12288; j++){
22. if (j < σ(spb) - kpb){
23. acquireS(1,spb,tcc);
24. releaseD(1,spb,tcc);}
25. if ( j < 1 )
26. releaseS(1,sd,tcc);
27. if ( j < σ(spbs) - kpbs){
28. acquireD(1,spbs,tcc);
29. releaseS(1,spbs,tcc);}
30. }

tli
1. int kci = 0, kfb = 0, kcl = 0;
2. int t, i, j;
3. i = 0;
4. do{
5. acquireD(1,sfb,tli);
6. acquireS(1,sci,tli);
7. write(sci, kci++,

. last(read(sfb,i)) > 0);
8. releaseS(1,sfb,tli);
9. kfb++;

10. releaseD(1,sci,tli);
11. i = i + 1;
12. acquireD(1,scl,tli);
13. t = read(scl, kcl++);
14. releaseS(1,scl,tli);
15. }while(t)
16. for(j = 0; j < 12289; j++){
17. if ( j < (σ(sfb) - kfb)){
18. acquireD(1,sfb,tli);
19. releaseS(1,sfb,tli);
20. }
21. }

Figure 8.8: Task tcc and tli from Figure 8.7 that use a FIFO access pattern type for sfb,
spbs, and spb
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Figure 8.9: A schedule for the JPEG decoder, with (a) all buffer capacities set to 1 and
(b) all buffer capacities set to the array size

Figure 8.8 illustrates the internals of tasks tcc and tci. This figure shows the place-
ment of the synchronization statements inside these tasks for the FIFO access pattern in
sfb, spbs, and spb. Both tasks contain the acquire and release statements for these CBs in-
side the non-manifest loop. Furthermore, each release statement for a CB s is succeeded
by increasing an access counter k. During the final phase, this access counter will be
used to release the remaining σ(s)− k locations in the CB. Both tasks illustrate that the
assignment to the private variable i is copied to each task that reads from i. In task tli,
the result for the condition of the non-manifest loop is required, to compute the result for
the condition of the non-manifest if-statement.

From the JPEG decoder for which we specified the FIFO access pattern type, we
cannot derive a CSDF model. Therefore, we cannot compute buffer capacities that are
smaller than the array sizes or that guarantee a throughput constraint. But, because all lo-
cations are accessed in-order and written locations are released immediately, the applica-
tion can execute deadlock-free if each buffer contains 1 location. These buffer capacities
can be found in the third row in Table 8.2.

For the buffer capacities given in Table 8.2, we observed the schedules of the tasks,
with a dataflow simulator. These schedules are shown in Figure 8.9. We used the task
graph extracted from the OIL description that includes the FIFO access pattern types,
such that the difference in monitored execution is purely a result from the different buffer
capacities. Figure 8.9(a) shows the schedule of the tasks, given a buffer capacity of 1
location for each CB. Figure 8.9(b) shows the schedule of the tasks, given that the size of
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the communicated array is used as the capacity for each CB. As for the channel decoder
application, we do not use worst-case execution times for the tasks of the JPEG decoder.
Instead, we set the firing duration of each synchronization section to 1 unit of time.

The schedules in Figure 8.9 clearly show that the overlap of executions for the tasks
of the JPEG decoder is less if the buffer capacities are set to 1 location. In Figure 8.9(a),
the executions for tvld cannot overlap with the execution of tli, tll, and tidct. Their
executions cannot overlap, because these tasks have to acquire the single location in sfb

for reading before they release it. In Figure 8.9(b), the executions of tvld cannot overlap
with the executions of tll, because they have a cyclic dependency via sfb and scl. Note
that due to this cyclic dependency, increasing the capacity of scl will not result in more
overlap of task executions.

The extraction of parallelism from the OIL description of the JPEG decoder took
our parallelization tool Omphale less than 6 seconds. Subsequently, our multiprocessor
compiler assigned these tasks to processors and mapped the CBs into memories. Each
task has been linked with a kernel and the communication libraries. After compilation,
we obtained an executable for the JPEG decoder that executes correctly on our embedded
multiprocessor system with 32 MicroBlaze cores.

8.3 Conclusion
In this chapter, we evaluated our parallelization approach for a WLAN channel decoder
and a JPEG decoder. Both applications contain a non-manifest loop or a non-manifest
if-statement. From these applications, parallelism could be extracted, such that the exe-
cution of their tasks could be pipelined. The pipelining of the task executions has been
confirmed by schedules that we obtained by using a dataflow simulator.

From the channel decoder, a CSDF model could be extracted. With this tempo-
ral analysis model, we computed sufficient buffer capacities for a number of different
throughput constraints. From the schedules for the different throughput constraints, we
observed that for the highest throughput constraint the task executions are pipelined.

The JPEG decoder contains a latency critical cycle inside a non-manifest loop. There-
fore, the extracted CSDF model is too conservative and deadlocks. For such a task graph,
we can always use CBs with overlapping windows that have a buffer capacity equal to
the size of the communicated array. But, after specifying the FIFO access pattern type,
CBs with only 1 location were sufficient for deadlock-free execution of the task graph.
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CHAPTER 9

Conclusion

This thesis presents an automatic parallelization approach to extract function parallelism
from non-manifest stream processing applications, such that they can meet their real-time
constraints, when executed on a multiprocessor system.

Stream processing applications are encountered in the channel decoding and video
processing domain. These applications typically process an endless stream of input val-
ues and can contain non-manifest conditions and expressions. Furthermore, these appli-
cations typically have real-time requirements in the form of a throughput and a latency
constraint. Stream processing applications are often executed on an embedded multipro-
cessor system.

We identified some important trends for both stream processing applications and em-
bedded systems. For stream processing applications, the identified trends are that 1) they
become more computational intensive and 2) they tend to contain an increasing number
of non-manifest conditions and expressions. For embedded systems the identified trends
are that 1) the number of processors on a chip is increasing and 2) multiple memories
with different memory access latencies are used on a chip.

The identified trends have two clear implications, for the execution of stream process-
ing applications on an embedded multiprocessor system. First of all the mapping effort
increases, because the required processing power can only be satisfied by using multi-
ple processors. Second, the validation effort increases, because the satisfaction of the
temporal requirement has to be validated for an application that is executed on multiple
processors.

To execute stream processing applications on a multiprocessor system, a multipro-
cessor compiler is required. This compiler maps a stream processing application onto
an embedded multiprocessor system. If a multiprocessor compiler starts from a paral-
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lel description of a stream processing application, the user has to manually partition the
application, which can be time-consuming and error-prone. Instead, we focus on a mul-
tiprocessor compiler that starts from a stream processing application that is described
in a sequential programming language. In this case, the multiprocessor compiler has to
extract parallelism from the sequential description of an application.

In this thesis, we presented an automatic parallelization approach, to extract function
parallelism from stream processing applications with non-manifest loops, if-statements,
and index-expressions. We extract function parallelism, such that the execution of the
tasks of an application can be pipelined, which will typically increase the throughput of
the application. In the extracted task graph, the tasks perform inter-task communication
and synchronization via circular buffers. Because the inter-task communication and syn-
chronization statements are inserted automatically, no deadlock or race-conditions can
be introduced by the programmer. Furthermore, these statements are inserted such that
the inter-task synchronization can be captured in a temporal analysis model. With a tem-
poral analysis model, system settings can be computed that are sufficient to guarantee the
throughput constraint of a stream processing application. Examples of system settings
that can be computed are the buffer capacities and scheduler settings.

The outline of this chapter is as follows. We will first present a summary of the
results from the chapters of this thesis in Section 9.1, before we present an overview of
the contributions of this thesis and future work, in Section 9.2 and 9.3, respectively.

9.1 Summary
In Chapter 1, we concluded that existing parallelization approaches are not suitable for
the extraction of function parallelism from real-time stream processing applications with
non-manifest statements. Existing approaches often cannot handle these applications,
because they require manifest access patterns, such that they can apply first-in-first-
out (FIFO) buffers for the inter-task communication, or they may require additional user
input to indicate the correct insertion of the inter-task communication and synchroniza-
tion statements. Furthermore, current parallelization approaches are often not extracting
a temporal analysis model. As a consequence, temporal requirements are not taken into
account during parallelization. These observations have motivated the development of a
new parallelization approach that is presented in this thesis.

Related work is discussed in Chapter 2. In this chapter, we discussed alternative
parallelization tools that start from a sequential programming language, extract paral-
lelism, return a task graph described using a parallel programming language, and use an
underlying temporal analysis model. We evaluated alternative sequential programming
languages and concluded that the available sequential programming languages that do
support non-manifest statements are not optimized for compile time analysis. For alter-
native parallelization approaches, we concluded that they typically cannot guarantee that
a sufficient amount of function parallelism is extracted from an application. From the
evaluation of several parallel programming languages, we concluded that for our pur-
poses they do not provide a sufficiently rich application programming interface (API)
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for inter-task communication and synchronization. Furthermore, we concluded that the
cyclo static dataflow (CSDF) model seems to be an attractive temporal analysis model to
be used in a multiprocessor compiler for stream processing applications. This model is
attractive, because it supports cyclic dependencies.

In chapter 3, we presented the phases of our multiprocessor compiler that we im-
plemented for the research that is presented in this thesis. The four phases of our mul-
tiprocessor compiler are the parallelization phase, the task analysis phase, the resource
allocation phase, and the per processor compilation phase. Subsequently, we presented
an overview of the parallelization phase. For the parallelization phase, we discussed
three subphases: the dependency graph extraction phase, the inter-task communication
and synchronization insertion phase, and the temporal analysis model extraction phase.

In Chapter 4, we concluded that for an application described in our Omphale in-
put language (OIL) we can always derive the data dependencies between assignment-
statements, at least at the array granularity. If we cannot derive at compile time for
each execution of the reading and writing assignment-statements the array element that
will be accessed, we extract an approximated data dependency. For an approximated
data dependency it is assumed that each element of the array can be accessed. Further-
more, we concluded that for an application in single assignment form, it is sufficient
to consider only the true data dependencies to determine a valid execution order of the
assignment-statements. To enable the derivation of dependencies, the expressivity of
OIL is restricted. This should not be an issue in practice, because OIL supports external
functions that can be called, which can for example be described in C.

In Chapter 5, we introduced a new buffer type with overlapping windows, which has
as feature that it can always be used to replace the communication via an array. This
buffer supports multiple reading and writing tasks and thereby avoids the so called buffer
selection problem. Because, given this buffer, a task can access array elements inside a
window in an arbitrary order, the so called reordering problem is avoided. Furthermore,
to reduce the synchronization overhead, we introduced a buffer with sliding windows,
which can be seen as a special case of a buffer with overlapping windows. However,
it is shown that this buffer is in some cases unsuitable for task graphs with cyclic data
dependencies.

The templates that define where inter-task communication and synchronization state-
ments must be inserted into the tasks have been presented, in Chapter 6. The placement
of the synchronization statements is such that no race-conditions can occur. Furthermore,
the synchronization statements are placed at positions in the application, such that we can
model the synchronization behavior of the tasks in a dataflow analysis model.

In Chapter 7, we presented the extraction of a CSDF analysis model that captures the
synchronization behavior of the tasks. We concluded that for a manifest application, we
can always capture the synchronization behavior in a CSDF model. For a non-manifest
application, we can model the synchronization behavior, if buffers with sliding windows
have been used. However, if the application contains a non-manifest latency critical cy-
cle, buffers with overlapping windows have to be used. In this case, the synchronization
behavior will be non-manifest. This type of synchronization behavior cannot be modeled
in a CSDF model. For the extraction of a dataflow analysis model, a number of modeling
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techniques were presented. For example, a modeling technique is required, as a result of
the different graph topology of a dataflow graph and a task graph. The reason is that a
dataflow graph is not a hypergraph, whereas a task graph is a hypergraph. Therefore, we
have to model one hyperedge in a task graph using multiple edges in a dataflow model.

In Chapter 8, we presented the evaluation of our parallelization approach, using a
WLAN channel decoder and a JPEG decoder. We showed that function parallelism
can be extracted from the WLAN channel decoder, such that the execution of the tasks
could be pipelined, despite non-manifest statements. With the extracted dataflow analysis
model, we were able to compute buffer capacities that maximized the pipelined execution
of the tasks. We also extracted function parallelism from a JPEG decoder that contained
non-manifest statements. Due to the latency critical cycle in the JPEG decoder, the CSDF
model that we derived from this application was too conservative, such that the model
deadlocked. However, by using our new buffer types for the inter-task communication,
we showed that the execution of the tasks that we derived for the JPEG decoder could be
pipelined.

9.2 Contributions
In this thesis we presented a new automatic parallelization approach to extract func-
tion parallelism from sequential descriptions of real-time stream processing applications.
This approach relies on a new language to describe stream processing applications. This
language allows non-manifest loops, if-statements, and index-expressions to be used. A
key property of this language is that we can always derive the data dependencies at ar-
ray granularity at compile time. Furthermore, an application described in this language
always specifies a valid execution order, such that the extracted task graph will not dead-
lock. We introduced new buffer types that support multiple producers and consumers per
buffer, such that we can always replace array communication by communication using
these buffers. Because we can always derive the data dependencies and replace arrays by
buffers, we can always extract the available function parallelism. Another new element
is that our parallelization approach uses an underlying temporal analysis model in which
we can capture the inter-task synchronization. This analysis model is used to compute
system settings and to perform optimizations. The presented parallelization approach has
been implemented in a multiprocessor compiler. The applicability of our parallelization
approach has been evaluated using a WLAN channel decoder and a JPEG decoder.

9.3 Future work
Despite that the presented approach could be applied for a number of applications, we
see many opportunities to generalize and improve it. Some of these possibilities are
discussed in the following paragraphs.

In addition to the extraction of function parallelism, data parallelism can be extracted
from some stream processing applications, where the underlying temporal analysis model
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could potentially be used to indicate the points where parallelism can be extracted. Cur-
rently the underlying temporal analysis model is used to compute system settings to meet
a given throughput constraint. Possibly, the temporal analysis model can be used, to in-
dicate the tasks that are on a latency critical cycle in the application and the speedup that
is required for these tasks to meet a given throughput constraint. Using this information,
a parallelization approach could try to shorten this latency critical cycle, by extracting
data parallelism.

Generalizations of our sequential programming language may make it easier to de-
scribe stream processing applications. Currently, OIL supports one endless loop, such
that special techniques may be required to describe applications that may contain multi-
ple loops that are potentially endless. A generalization of OIL to support multiple loops
that are potentially endless has been proposed in [Geu10]. Our compiler would be appli-
cable for a broader class of applications, if this generalization would be included.

Introducing a more expressive dataflow model than the cyclo static dataflow (CSDF)
model may enable us to model the conditionally executed synchronization calls for over-
lapping windows. In a CSDF model, only manifest synchronization behavior can be
modeled. Therefore, we cannot model the conditional synchronization for overlapping
windows that are accessed in non-manifest loops or if-statements. The variable rate
phased dataflow (VPDF) model [Wig09] is a more expressive dataflow model than the
CSDF model. The VPDF model supports that the number of tokens that is consumed or
produced during a phase of an actor is variable. However, a generalization of this model
is needed to model the synchronization calls inside nested non-manifest loops.

By introducing an underlying formal model for functional verification of our sequen-
tial programming language OIL, we can verify and reason about the functional behavior
of our applications. Our parallelization approach extracts parallelism, such that the func-
tional behavior of an application described in OIL and the extracted task graph will be the
same. Therefore, indirectly, such a model can be used to verify the functional behavior
of a task graph. In contrast, verifying the functional behavior starting from a task graph
can be difficult, because there can be a large number of execution orders of the tasks that
might influence the functional behavior.

We can derive all data dependencies in OIL, such that it becomes possible to allocate
buffers to the local memories in a multiprocessor system, instead of allocating all buffers
to the central shared memory. Allocating buffers to local memories may significantly re-
duce the read access latency of the tasks that access these buffers, such that the execution
time of these tasks is reduced. This can result in an increased throughput. Computing
a suitable allocation of buffers to these local memories, such that the execution times
of the tasks are minimized and the throughput is maximized is a potentially interesting
optimization problem.
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